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THE WRECK OF THE
DAUNTLESS

CHAPTER I.

THE TRIP TO OKEECHOBEE CITY.

It was an almost hilarious group that started

from West Palm Beach, one December morning, for

Okeechobee City. Their car was one of those

brought by the Black Skimmer from New York, and

Albert Davis, as best acquainted with the sandy

roads of Florida, was driving. It was he who added

to the compact scientific equipment a stout rope and

a shovel.

Vandyke Arvin shared the front seat with his

friend, while Dr. Hill, Dr. Davis and Mr. Collier sat

behind. One might have thought that it would be

the two youths in front who would furnish the

amusement for the party, but they sat and chuckled

5
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at the remarks of their elders, particularly those of

Dr. Hill, never funnier.

First it was Albert's duty to explain why he had

put in a rope and shovel. "These," Albert gravely

I

explained, "are to pull and shovel you and Uncle

Doc out of the muck when you get too deeply in-

terested in some mud turtle or other."

,
"You say 'deeply' interested advisedly, I suppose,'^

said Mr. Collier.

"Yes, sir."

"I hope that it will be nothing more dangerous

than a mud turtle, Albert."

Dr. Hill then remarked that for anything of that

nature they would let the boys wade in, to which

Albert answered, "Certainly, sir, didn't I hear you

say that we might find a crocodile, as well as

alligators?"

"Scarcely this far north, Albert," inserted Dr.

Davis.

"At any rate," said Mr. Collier, "if we find any

stills hidden in the saw grass, you and Van shall

interview the manufacturers."

Van cast a comical look back at Mr. Collier at this,

for before they had left the Dauntless, at Miami,

Mr. Collier had taken it upon himself to talk quite

seriously to the boys about some of the risks they
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had taken in the jungle. His information, of course,

came from the boys themselves, in the details of

their lying in wait for the sailors, to identify them

as Black Skimmer men, and their pushing into the

jungle again so near the men who had captured

them.

To hear what they had considered more or less

courageous classed in with "silly risks," and to be

told that they might easily endanger the object of the

entire expedition was not particularly flattering. But

they were honest enough to acknowledge the truth

of much that he said and sensible enough to take the

criticism without growing angry or sulky. "It did

seem, though," Van had defended, "as if those

things ought to be found out; for fine men like Dr.

Hill and Dr. Davis would not want to be on the

Black Skimmer with a lot of cut-throats and boot-

leggers like those old pirates. It was only an acci-

dent, you know, that we found Crusty's jewels. We
weren't after that."

The twinkle now in Mr. Collier's eyes assured

Van of Mr. Collier's comradeship, a thing which

the well intentioned rebukes had not destroyed. And
he was near enough their own age to understand

the urge to adventure, if he was more strict than
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the easygoing, absorbed older scientists whom the

boys served.

"Say!" exclaimed Albert, "do you think that there

is any danger of running across Blinky or Earrings

in the saw grass, Mr. Collier?"

"Stranger things have happened, Albert."

"Hear that, Van? Sleep in your armor, boy!"

"They're safely on their way to Cuba or other

parts, Al," said Van. Then his voice dropped.

"What did you really put in that shovel and rope

for, Al?"

"Honestly, don't you know, Van? Why, they're

just to use if the machine gets stuck in the sand

somewhere. You never know where the professors

want to go, do you?"

"No."

"Well, if we're down any road like that jungle

road we saw and get stuck, we'll need something to

shovel away the sand, perhaps; a rope is always

handy, whether we have anybody to pull us out or

have to use it ourselves."

"A glorious morning," Dr. Hill was saying, "not

quite so hot as these December days have been lately.

In fact, I can't recall a December quite so warm."

Visions of snow and ice in the northern country,

from which all but Albert had recently come, rose
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before Van as he smiled at the doctor's remarks.

Both he and Dr. Hill had perspired over selecting

from the equipment in the Dauntless such things as

Ihey would need on this trip, where it was advisable

to travel with as little as possible. Warned by

previous experience with the forgetful professor,

Van saw to it that a certain list of the necessary

articles was filled out. No going back to Miami

for a microscopic or anything else absolutely neces-

sary to the scientific research or identification! In

truth Dr. Hill did need an assistant, Van often

smiled, yet to recall Dr. Hill's nonchalant manner on

his return with the Dauntless to the jungle, on that

night of adventure.

This was a private expedition of their own, not

financed by Mr. Abernethy, who had chartered the

Black Skimmer and had put the Dauntless at the

service of the scientific men. Dr. Davis and Dr.

Hill seemed to enjoy it all the more that they were

free from any responsibility in regard to the

property of others. They joked about all sorts of

things. The boys beard no wise discussions over

plants or animals, shells or seaweeds, with terrible

scientific names, during the first part of this ride.

Albert kept the speed up pretty well until they had

come into the wild road which led to Okeechobee
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City. Then they began to see things and Dr. Hill

and Dr. Davis ordered frequent stops.

Quiet as their car was, with no noisy blowings

and snortings, it was left in the rear, with Albert to

guard it, while he leveled his glasses no less than the

rest upon the marvelous flocks or individual birds

that presented themselves to view.

Van stole along just behind Mr. Collier, not to

interfere with Mr. Collier's first view of a new bird.

The older men were still in advance, though advance

was stealthy.

Here were little blue herons in every stage of

plumage, from pure white to the final blue. Now a

Louisiana heron showed the light line down the

center of its throat and its body. Now an immense

crane flew flapping large wings, or a little rail scur-

ried from beside the canal waters to the marshy

cover on the other side. There were almost too

many, Van thought. It was hard to "get" them all,

and he was afraid that he would miss an identifi-

cation of something new while he watched some

bird that turned out to be familiar. Particularly

he wanted to see what Mr. Collier saw, for Mr.

Collier would be sure, and would tell him what they

were.

Here went several rails and some birds with red
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on their foreheads that turned out to be Florida

gallinules. Queerest of all, Van thought, was a new

kind of blackbirds, so to speak, that clung in reeds

and grasses. "Boat-tailed grackles," whispered Mr.

Collier, as their lenses were directed toward them.

The males were very brilliant in purplish reflections,

while the females wore a sort of yellow brown, as

Van's description read, on head, shoulders and

breast. They watched them until they had seen the

entire bird, in different postures.

But at last Dr. Davis asked Dr. Hill if he expected

to walk all the way to Okeechobee and Dr. Hill re-

sponded that he would like to but scarcely thought it

advisable. A flock of herons having just flown away

in front of them, and several engaging heads having

sunk out of sight in the canal waters, it was hard

to leave, but Mr. Collier blew his little whistle and

Albert brought up the car.

"I bet I saw more than you did. Van," was

Albert's cheerful salutation. "They got used to me
iand the car and popped up to see what we were

doing."

Progress was slow, for Albert, by his uncle's

direction, drove as slowly as he could. They met

few machines, though they gave a lift to two men

carrying gasoline to their car. One of them had a
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little farm, reclaimed from the swamp, along- this

canal road, and metioned the name of the Cin-

cinnati firm to which he sent his winter vegetables.

Van and Albert decided on the spot to own a farm

in Florida some day ; but the man told them that it

was hard work and that they should not undertake

it "unless they felt pretty sure they could do it." Yet

the black land with the green growing things looked

attractive.

"Going to hunt?" asked one of the men, nodding

toward the rifles.

"No," replied Dr. Hill. "We may let our Indian

guide shoot us a duck or two for our dinner occa-

sionally, but we are members of a scientific expedi-

tion from the North. We want to see, rather than

possess, except such specimens as we can take home

to our schools."

"Are there any deer in the Everglades?" asked

Albert.

"Oh, yes; wild turkey, too. There's 'most every-

thing down here."

"Boy!" exclaimed Albert, whose familiarity with

greatness in the person of the distinguished Dr.

Davis made him more outspoken than Van. "Uncle

Doc, let me have a shot at a deer
!

"
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"Certainly," smiled Dr. Davis, "just so you don't

hit it."

"Van can hit anything," grinned Albert. "He's

a sure shot."

"I shall have other uses for Arvin's markman-

ship," quickly spoke Dr. Hill in his crisp way.

"All right," said Albert, "but wait till I get on the

good side of our Seminole guide!"

At last they came within sight of Lake Okeecho-

bee, after many stops. Miles of beautiful water,

hyacinth in blossom had lined the road on either side

with lavender and green. Gulls, eagles and herons

fished in the marshy boundaries. At their right tall

cypresses draped with the Spanish moss stood with

their corrugated and pear-shaped trunks deep in

marsh water. On the left an eagle sat upon a tall

post or pile at some distance. Other piles were sur-

rounded by a noisy, flitting, flapping company of

small gulls. Some queer birds flew over, which Mr.

Collier identified as wood ibises. For the last time

the party had climbed out of the car to view birds

and swamp. The sun was now setting. Dr. Davis

and Dr. Hill gathered some scum from the swamp

water near them, but it would have to be studied

by a better light.

"Step on it, Al," said Van, as they all were at last
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settled in their seats. "Mr. Collier said to hurry

up. Imagine taking all day to this trip,—^but I'm

glad that they did, after all."

"Yes," returned Al, stepping on it according to

directions, "but that lunch at noon only staved off

the pangs of hunger. I hope we get a hot meal at

the hotel or somewhere. I wonder if the Indian is

there yet. He was to have the boats ready.

"

"Curious that we haven't seen one of the Semi-

noles yet," mused Van. "Sometimes I wonder if we

are really in the United States,—this country is so

different from anything I've seen."

"There are a lot of the States where you could

say that. Van. But if you are looking for a Seminole

in native costume, you're likely to be disappointed.

We'll have to visit one of the native villages to see

the Seminole in all his glory. But believe me, Van,

I'm going hunting with this Indian if I get a

chance
!

"

Van smiled but said nothing. He had had his

lesson in adventuring, and he did not forget that

this opportunity had come to him through his having

been hired, practically, as assistant to the generous,

kindly Dr. Hill, His job now was seeing that noth-

ing happened to that active, restless little professor
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and helping him procure all the botanical specimens

that he wanted.

It was almost dark when they came into the little

town. The boys attended to the practical part of

affairs, finding the hotel to which they had been

recommended and to which they had written for

rooms, and unloading the more precious portion

of their scientific equipment. The car then safely in

a garage, they joined the gentlemen and lost no time

in ushering them to the best place which they could

find for a hot supper. Van was ashamed to order

at Dr. Hill's expense all that he wanted to eat, but

he was spared either embarrassment or hunger by

Dr. Hill himself, who guaged Van's appetite by

Albert's and ordered accordingly. Nor was the

order for the scientists themselves much less in

amount. The evening was cool, the breeze from the

broad expanse of waters delightful and they had had

an active day of it. Albert declared that in spite of

having driven the car, he had walked half the dis-

tance, and told his uncle that he would leave it to

him to figure out how it happened.

As they ate, a swarthy, tall, straight young man
walked into the restaurant and sat down at a table.

"Your Indian, Van," said Albert, leaning toward

Van to speak.
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The party at the table near him was favored with

one comprehensive glance from the man, but after

that he did not look in their direction .v^hile he ate a

supper. He was hatless, but his hair was trimmed

as any young man's would be. The only difference

between his garb and that of any of tb** working

men about was in the brilliant colors o lis shirt,

which was made with the stripes so common among

the Seminoles, in all the gay colors found in the

dresses of the Seminole women.

When the attention of the professors was directed

toward the Seminole, they tried to catch his eye,

but without success. He finished before they did,

and left the restaurant; but whf^n the party from

Miami went outside, he was wai ing for them, and

spoke in fair English to Dr. Hili and Dr. Davis.

It was, indeed, their Indian. H told them that he

had the boats and canoes ready.

Dr. Hill appointed a time for him to meet them,

to help transfer what they needed from car to boats.

They were to start early in the morning. "Go about

the town a little, boys, if you want to," said Dr.

Davis, ''but turn up at the hotel in an hour or so at

least. You will want to correct your lists by ours,

and we must have good sleep while we can."
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CHAPTER II.

,

' DISCOVERING THE EVERGLADES.
'I i

Vandyke Arvin will be remembered by those

who have read the Black Skimmer as the athletic

boy, senior in high school, whose opportunity to join

the party sailing on the Black Skimmer was a wel-

come opening, coming as it did soon after the sudden

death of his father. He left behind something of

a mystery attending the settlement of the estate only

to find himself, involved in the affairs of the

/nysterious Blac Skimmer.

Trained as he had been by his father, the com-

panion of many vacation trips in the wilds, Van

was a valuable assistant to the professor of botany,

Dr. Hill, as much for his interest and intelligence

as for his young strength and practical abilities.

From Dr. Hill he had been absorbing a little of that

gentleman's knov/ledge; and from some leanings

toward the navy Van had turned definitely toward

Dr. Hill's college and a course there, anticipating
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also, from Dr. Hill's plans, accompanying him on

vacation trips, which would follow this entire year

of travel and research.

This trip into the Everglades they still sonsidered

more or less of a thrilling interlude, filling the time

of the Black Skimmers absence from Miami; yet

their return to the ship and the trip ensuing would

depend largely on what resulted from Mr.

Abernethy's interview with Captain Pitt. Discus-

sions between Dr. Davis and Dr. Hill, with Mr.

Collier as well, indicated that this small party,

possibly adding others who were now south of

Miami, would continue in Florida for a time, then

follow the Gulf coast for some distance and con-

clude with a trip into Mexico.

Whatever the future held it would bring adven-

ture. Van was thinking of that when he woke early

the next morning, from dreams in which the swarthy

Indian, of the gay shirt with its curious circular

stripes, had a part. Van lifted himself as far as an

elbow would elevate him and looked at Albert, who

shared his bed.

That lad was sound asleep, one straight lock of his

hair standing up by itself. Van tweaked it slightly

just as a knock came at his door. "All right. We're
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awake. Thanks." So Van called and leaped out

of bed.

"Where's the fire?" sleepily asked Albert.

"Lake Okeechobee," answered Van, splashing the

water in the bowl. "Fire department's been working

all night. They just called us. Save yourself before

it's too late."

Albert turned over. "You and the Seminole can

get the stuff into the boats, can't you?"

"Sure we can. Sleep on. Does it want its little

face washed before it gets up?" With a grin Van

wet the corner of his towel and started for the bed.

But Albert bounded out and Van washed his own

face instead. This was no time for wrestling as the

two professors slept next door.

The Indian was waiting for them at the garage,

which was open, by arrangement, though the man

in charge looked sleepy. The car was driven to the

lake and its contents soon transferred. The boys

looked with curiosity at the flat boats and two canoes.

There were oars and paddles, but also poles, which

were to be used most deftly by the Seminole in the

marshy channels of the Everglades. Tents and

other heavier equipment already occupied one of the

boats.

Both boys understood the plan, to push on, after
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a general survey of the lake and its environs, into

the Everglades proper; and to camp from time to

time on one of the larger hammocks among the

pines, with daily expeditions, by boat or canoe, into

the often choked channels. It had been explained to

the Indian, but he could scarcely grasp the fact that

this w^as not a hunting party.

At first he regarded Dr. Hill and Dr. Davis with

the tolerance that one might show to children, or to

persons just a little mad. But in spite of Dr. Hill's

gentle humility in the face of all these natural

wonders, he gainded the Indian's respect by his

sensible conduct of affairs and real decision of

character. To the boys the Seminole called him

"the little boss."

After a hearty breakfast, which the boys enjoyed

the more for their early efforts, they all made the

start. Shining and sparkling in the morning sun,

Lake Okeechobee stretched out invitingly. Birds

were flying and fish ocasionally leaping above the

surface. There was something new to see constantly.

The Indian propelled the larger boat in which were

the tvvo older scientists and their own precious

impedimenta. In the other boat a happy trio con-

sisted of Mr. Collier and the two boys. Van's small

microscope and notebook were in his pocket; his
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glass wung in its case over his shoulders till he found

that it v/as easier to use oars without it; but he kept

an eye upon it and they stopped so often for Mr.

Collier to look at a bird that he was using his glass

a good part of the time after all.

"A little nearer, boys," Mr. Collier would say, as

they crept up upon a floating or swimming company

of wild ducks or gulls. Softly the oars would send

the boat shooting in the right direction till the order

came to stop. No one talked. In silence they

watched, noted every characteristic, and perhaps

jotted down some note. Mr. Collier intended to

send back North an article on what he had seen

about the Everglades.

While they were watching some bobbing water

birds of some sort ahead of them. Van noticed that

the other boat had stopped, as it often did. But no

one observed the Indian as he stooped for something

which lay beside him until a shot rang out, and

another and another, in quick succession,

"Whoop-la!" exclaimed Albert. "Can that be my
Uncle Doc securing our hot supper? I was expect-

ing fish for supper!"

"Not much is it your Uncle Doc," returned Mr.

Collier with a smile, his glass directed toward the

other boat.
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Van's glass went to his eyes. "O Al!" he cried.

"You ought to see the expression on your uncle's

face,—and Dr. Hill! They weren't either of them

expecting it. Imagine having your binocular on a

duck and hearing that ritie go off—goodbye, duck!

Now, Mr. Collier, tell me why it is worse to shoot a

duck than to catch a fish. Dad wouldn't do it, and

yet we would fish."

"That's something I can't explain. Killing any-

thing, Van, seems cruel sport. I'd be a vegetarian

if my eating depended on what I killed myself. All

I can do is to say that there is a distinction between

hunting as a sport and hunting as a means of sup-

porting life, though I'm not sure that my own life is

worth causing pain to anything."

"I wouldn't trap," said Albert, "for that is tor-

ture, the way it is done. They let the poor things

suffer and starve, at least they often do."

"And now you can identify those ducks at your

leisure, Mr. Collier," said Van, as the boys sent

the boat flying toward the spot where the Indian was

already reaching for the birds which he had killed.

"Remember that you boys will not dare to hunt

without a license," Mr. Collier reminded them.

"Has the Indian a license?" queried Albert.
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"The Seminole is a law unto himself, I judge,"

was the reply.

"Since the ducks are already shot, let's hope that

they are of an 'edible variety','' comically added

Albert, quoting from a speech of his uncle's.

This was the beginning of many interesting epi-

sodes which would be long remembered. It was

fortunate that they had an Indian guide or they

would have been lost in the mazes of water courses

in the Everglades. They camped that night on one

of the larger hammocks, or islands. Although Albert

had told him. Van was surprised to find the Ever-

glades as they are. Dr. Davis had spoken of it as a

prairie of about one hundred and thirty by seventy

or so miles, but it was not like any prairie of which

Van had ever read. Here were little lakes, knolls

and islands, besides what they called "glade," level

country said to be covered with water in the rainy

season.

Again Van was surprised to find the water as a

rule clear, not stagnant. This was explained by the

fact that the Everglades drain into the Gulf and the

water moves in that direction from springs, lakes,

channels and part of Lake Okeechobee's waters.

Underneath is the coralline limestone, often covered

with muck to a depth of several feet. Peat occurs
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in some parts, and a fire in the Everglades is a

serious matter in a region where land is being used

for agriculture. Dr. Hill and Dr. Davis appeared

to be well informed on what was to be expected in

the Everglades. Delil>erately they proceeded to see

it for themselves, but from their talks the boys

gathered much general information.

It was so unlike any place in which Van or his

father had ever camped that Van watched the

Indian's making camp for them, to see if the general

rules were observed. They were; the highest and

driest spot was chosen for the tents, though the

hammock offered no appreciably high location.

When at last the Indian understood what the

scientists wanted, he led them into wild and beautiful

regions; at least from the standpoint of the natu-

ralist they were beautiful. Van learned to prepare

and arrange many of Dr. Hills specimens and started

a little botanical collection of his own between the

leaves of a notebook. Rude as it was, it would serve

as a reminder.

Several times they moved camp, forced occa-

sionally to a none too easy portage. They pushed

into marshy streams. They had experience with

the sharp saw grass. Thick, tangled grass and roots

delayed them. Ugly water moccasins were all too
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common, but they were careful, and thoroughly pro-

tected by their high leather puttees or fishing boots,

scientists and boys strode about unafraid. The

Indian was chiefly barefoot, yet was not bitten. He
reverted to the Seminole costume on the second day

of their trip and kept to it most of the time. They

expected clouds of mosquitoes, but were pleasantly

disappointed, though there were some, with gnats

and other insects none too pleasant. Yet, as Dr.

Davis said, they must bear some discomforts in the

interests of science.

The misty atmosphere of the marshy ground was

not exactly invigorating, yet the heat was not too

intense at any time, and results paid for all draw-

backs. They saw deer and the Indian shot a wild

turkey which he roasted for them. The job of re-

trieving this fell to Van in the excitement of the

moment ; and as the turkey had fallen in the midst

of the saw grass. Van was considerably cut and

scratched before he reached sure footing and the

place where they were camping.

Raccoons, otters and wild cats prowled around

in some places. There were some alligators, but

they did not see as many as they had expected and

they found that this saurian wanted only to be let
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alone. He was not aggressively seeking whom he

might devour.

Van felt decidedly careful when he tried canoeing

with Dr. Hill. This was different from paddling

in open water ; but there were places where Dr. Hill

wanted to go, places where only the canoe could

penetrate, and Van was elected to take his professor,

a ticklish undertaking, he thought. To go by him-

self would have given him no thought or uneasiness,

but to have charge of the older man, with the

precious specimens!

Everything went well, however, until one unlucky

day when Dr. Hill, as he said himself, grew reckless.

"Easy there. Dr. Hill," Van had cautioned him.

"We'll have to 'sit pretty' through here, I think."

Like the Indian, Van was using the pole now.

But Dr. Hill caught sight of an interesting plant

iand instinctively reached over for it, losing his bal-

ance and tipping the canoe till over it went, with both

its occupants. The pole was struck from Van's

hands and he was plunged into reeds, grass and

muck; but he managed to right himself and came to

the surface at once, grasping the overturned canoe,

and looking, confused as he was by the sudden

calamity, for Dr. Hill, who was not to be seen at all.

They were in a choked stream rather deep at this
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point, but vigorously disturbed water indicated to

Van that a struggle was going on below. Dr. Hill

must have been caught in the reeds—or could there

be an alligator

!

Down went Van after the professor and found

him only just below the surface, caught in a tangle

of something strong enough to hold him. Van was

not thinking of what or why, but only of results.

A stout tug or two and up came the choking

doctor, sputtering, covered with muck, but still hold-

ing his specimen! "Lucky you got me right away,"

he gasped. "I was just unable to hold my breath a

moment longer when you pulled me loose. I've got

something remarkable here, Van. Wait till I get

my breath and we'll see if there is any more of it."

All these remarks were uttered by jerks, as Van held

the doctor out of water and tried to right the canoe.

But the Indian had seen their predicament and was

shooting the other canoe through the grasses and

lily pads to the rescue. Now if no snake or alligator

added to their troubles, till Dr. Hill could be lifted

into a canoe!

"Great loss of dignity," chuckled the doctor as

boosted by Van and lifted by the Indian he gained

a seat in the second canoe.

"You're what we call a good sport, sir," replied
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the almost breathless Van, as he climbed into canoe

number one, which was held firmly by the Seminole's

strong, brown hands, till he should gain his equi-

librium. "Hold on, Sam; Dr. Hill wants to see if

there is any more like what he has in his hands."

Gravely the Indian examined the little plant. "I

can bring you one whole plant. I know. Better

get to camp now."

Dr. Hill was not quite satisfied to leave the vicinity

of the rare aquatic plant ; but he submitted, the offer

of the whole plant, of which he had obtained only

the blossom and an upper leaf or two, having some

influence. After all. Van thought, the disting^iished

doctor was much like a big, grown-up boy. But

how he did like him! His career had come very

nearly being ended this time, and Van made up his

mind that he was going to suggest a different pro-

cedure after this. Dr. Hill should indicate the plant,

or what Albert called the "scum," that often interest-

ing growth upon the surface of swamp water, and

he, Van, would do the collecting!

Not much the worse for his ducking and tempo-

rary loss of breath and dignity, Dr. Hill ate his share

of the excellent fish which formed the chief part of

their next meal. They all sat around a fire which

was mainly a smudge to keep off the mosquitoes and
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told stories till they were sleepy. But Dr. Hill's

unlucky day had not ended, even when slumber

claimed both the professor and Van, in the same

small tent that night.

Van was aroused by a terrific snarling- and

scratching and a startling exclamation from Dr. Hill.

"What's this? What's this?" came from the closely

wrapped doctor of science, who lay close to the other

side of the tent.

Van hastily sat up and reached, under the roll

that served him for a pillow, for his flashlight and

revolver. He turned the light first on the form of

the doctor, a form decidedly in motion, kicking out

as vigorously as ever it did in the water. Could the

professor be dreaming?

But there sprang from the feet of the doctor the

body of an immense wild cat that clawed at the tent

wall, then turned to face Van, with a wicked snarl

and the showing of ugly teeth.

"Here! Hold the light on him!" ordered Van, as

if Dr. Hill had been only another boy. He thrust

the light, directed upon the cat into the hand of the

dazed Dr. Hill and fired quickly, several shots in

succession. It was close quarters, indeed, with no

time to spare; but the animal, blinded by the light

and not knowing how to get out, was shot before
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is could do any great damage, or further damage,

it might be said, for Dr. Hill had been clawed quite

uncomfortably when he woke to repel the investi-

gations of the unknown intruder.

"B)^ good luck!" exclaimed Van, rising to see

what really had happened and what he had killed, if

it were, indeed dead. Dr. Hill sprang up, too, and

they examined the animal, which lay still, every shot

having taken effect.

"Don't say 'luck,' Arvin, reproved the disheveled

professor. "By the grace of Providence you have

saved me twice today. I don't know whether this

animal wanted to make a meal on me or not; biit

when he bit my foot, I realized that something more

than a nightmare had hold of me!"

Van opened the flap of the tent to drag out the

cat and met the rest of the party, hurrying up to see

what the shots meant. "You always get in on the

excitement. Van," said Albert. "Uncle Doc, can't

you get into some trouble so I can rescue you once

in a while?"

"No thanks, Albert; I'll leave all that sort of thing

to my friend. Dr. Hill. Anything I can do for you,

Hill?" Dr. Davis was peering in at his friend, who

was examining his scratches.
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"I think not, Davis, thank you. Van will get me

some water and something to prevent infection."

There was only the light of the flashlights upon

this scene in the Everglades. The disturbed party

was soon in its blankets again with the exception of

Dr. Hill and Van, who was administrating first aid.

To his relief, Dr. Hill was not seriously bitten or

clawed, yet he needed immediate attention. Neither

of them slept much until towards morning and they

both wondered just how the wild cat had gotten into

the tent, until by daylight they saw where he had

scratched a way in beneath the canvas.

The Indian was glad to have the skin of the cat,

for which he asked Dr. Hill, though Albert, who

witnessed the transaction and also the interesting

process of skinning, told Van that he ought to take

the skin "home" to show his "prowess."

"If it were a tiger or a lion, Al," returned Van,

"you might not have to urge me, but not this kitty,

if it is a big one. How about a string of water

moccasins for your room at college ?

"

But Albert thought that he preferred other sou-

venirs of Florida. "Van," said he, evidently think-

ing of Dr. Hill's other accident, "do you remember,

when we were drifting and watching in that wide

lagoon, the wild duck that suddenly disappeared
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with a terrific squawk from where it was floating?"

"I certainly do."

"Well, that was what I thought about when I saw

that Dr. Hill didn't come up when you did; and the

Indian grimted 'Alligator'."

"The only difference was that in the one case the

alligator was after his dinner. If Dr. Hill had gotten

mixed up with one, it would have been by mistake

on the part of the alligator, I think."
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CHAPTER III.

WHITE IBISES AND A BEAR.

The nights were cool and the wind which con-

stantly stirred made the days comfortable, though

it happened to be a little warmer than the official

temperature of about eighty degrees had led them to

expect. Dr. Davis, who had had other experiences

in the wilds, laughed at the idea of being annoyed by *

the "few insects here" and was in his element,

though much more cautious than Dr. Hill,

The morning after the wild cat episode Albert

asked Van how long they had been in the Everglades.

"Exactly six days," Van replied. "If we keep on

we'll be in the Big Cypress Swamp before we know

it. " Van laughed as he spoke.

"Much we will! But I was just thinking how

long it seems since we left Okeechobee. I suppose

it is because so much has happened and we've been

on the go all the time that it seems about two weeks.

Uncle Doc says that they have about covered the
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ground they want to now, so that's why we are on

the way back. That won't take so long."

"No, unless they find something so prodigiously

wonderful that we'll have to halt a day or two. You

ought to see Mr. Collier's bird list and mine. We've

got everything there is, I guess ; but of course we are

always on the lookout for more. I beat him by

seeing that flock of white ibises and identifying them

myself first. He never has seen that many together.

I thought that I was dreaming when there they went

overhead," and Van waved his arms over his head.

"Those long, down-curved, red coral bills and the

rest of 'em white, except for tips of black on the

wings—they didn't see me behind the saw grass and

swooped down by the water to feed. What is the

use of going to college, Al? I agree with Betty

Carruthers that we'll get more by travelling!"

"If you meant that. Van," laughed Albert, "I'd

let Dr. Hill deal with you. Isn't it the worst luck

that you will go to his school and I'll have to go to

Uncle Doc's?"

"If I get into the football team, we'll beat your

college, Al."

"How's that for conceit now?"

"I'm only joking. If I help Dr. Hill and work
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my way through as I expect to do, I'll not be able

to train for football."

"How about 'them jewels' in the bank at

Miami?"

"I don't feel that they are mine, Al; can't realize

it. But if nothing happens to them, I'd better go

slow on spending the money they'll bring. You
have to have something behind you, and I feel pretty

sure that Mr. Swift, my worthy guardian, is too

smart not to have the law behind him in what he

claims is so about my father's estate. I don't think

about that any more.

The boys were sitting at the foot of a pine tree

which grew alone upon a small hammock or knoll.

Dr. Davis and Dr. Hill were examining something

with their microscopes. Mr. Collier was alternately

scribbling notes in his pocket notebook and using

his field glass upon the occasional bird that came

within range. Van, who was tired with previous

efforts in rowing and poling, lazily lifted his ov^rn

glass to look at a least bittern that clung in the reeds

near by and cautiously shifted position out of view.

No wonder that Van thought of a school room with

distaste. But more than one boy has buckled dowTi

to his books with a sigh and found that they helped
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him in those very outd(X)r lines of which he was so

fond.

"I bet that Dr. Hill has a new orchid," said Albert,

nodding his head toward the two scientists. "They're

getting excited about something." But Van had

dropped his glass and was dozing off.

It was just as well that they were homeward

bound; for when they reached their camp, which

they had thought left with due care for possible in-

truders they found a scene of comparative desolation.

"Bear!" said the Indian. Everything which had

concealed the food supply had been torn aside or torn

to bits and the bear, whose tracks were left in the

soft muck near by, had left little that was edible

behind.

One of the comparatively few animals of this sort

still to be found in the Everglades had paid a visit

in their absence, to the boys' great regret, for so far

they had not been able to see one. "Isn't it just our

luck," said the disgruntled Albert. "We'd have had

bear steak, for Sam would never have let him get

away with this," and Albert pointed with disgust

at the ruins. But there was no time for general

remarks. With the Seminole the boys went to work,

to salvage what remained of food, and to assemble
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scattered tinware, clothing, blankets and other

things.

Dr. Davis and Dr. Hill had been at once alarmed

for their collection of specimens. There was some

excitement till it was found that they were uninjured,

with the exception of some recently gathered plants

that could be replaced.

A tightly closed tin can of coffee was intact, with

several similar tins ; but they would spend the re-

mainder of the trip without sugar or bread ; and such

meat as they ate would have to be the results of

hunting or fishing, a prospect that rather pleased the

boys than otherwise. "I'd rather have a slice of bear

steak than anything else," said the perspiring Albert

disgusted with his job of clearing up. "It's up to us

to get some more orchids and what not. Say,

Where's Sam? I bet he's gone after the bear."

The Indian liad, indeed, disappeared, but if he

found and killed the bear, he brought no news of it.

They heard shots and the Seminole returned with

two wild ducks, which made their supper later. Mean-

while, the two boys with the scientists went in

search of the desired specimens. They camped in

almost their usual comfort that night and started for

Okeechobee City the next morning by as direct a

route as the Indian could follow.
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At the hotel Van found a letter waiting for him

from Betty Carruthers. It was dated two days be-

fore and written from St. Petersburg. Albert, who

handed Van the letter was inclined to tease him

about hearing from Betty. "She liked you best,

Van, and no mistake. I always knew it," and Albert

drew his face down in mock grief.

"Cut it out, Al," said Van, tearing open the letter,

"It's some news about plans, I'm sure."

"Dear Van," wrote Betty. "Uncle has been called

away to Fort Myers on business, and he told me to

write to somebody of your party to tell you of a

message from the Black Skimmer. It will be at

Miami, ready for us all, in ten days. I was scared

of writing either Dr. Hill or Dr. Davis, so I'm writ-

ing to you.

"Uncle said that he knew the scientists wanted to

spend some time in Royal Palm State Park and may-

be on some of the keys near there. Do get them to

stop at Fort Lauderdale on the way down. There's

the New River and some swamps near it or along it.

And Avis tells me that there is a camp of Seminoles,

too. It's an awfully romantic place, she says. But

you don't know who Avis is. She is Avis Haig and

belongs to a very charming family that we have
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met here. They are really staying in Fort Lauder-

dale, but motored over here, just as we did. Auntie

says that I may go back with them tomorrow for a

few days and Uncle will pick me up when they come

back to the East Coast. We'll be staying at the

Broward, so look us up if you stop and I'll tell you

more of Uncle's plans. He sent what he called a

hot message to Captain Pitt and told him that if he

had any business more important than those of the

man who had chartered the boat he wanted to know

about it, and gave him ten days as the limit.

"Please say 'hello' to Al for me. I could write

a better letter than this scribble if they weren't all

around me and hurrying me up. We're driving over

to Pass a Grill, if that is the way to spell it, to gather

shells and swim. It's lovely there. By the way,

Dicky has turned up again and there's a truce be-

tween him and Auntie for the present.

Sincerely,

Betty."

Van laughed as he read this informing epistle and

handed it over to Albert. Albert read it and also

laughed. "Betty's all right," he said. "What do

you bet that Dicky goes with us on the Black

Skimmerf"
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"If he does, I'll wager that it will be a honey-

moon trip for him and Juliet Abernethy. He was

trying to pursnade Juliet to elope with him, I know."

"But wouldn't the Abernethys do something,

annul the marriage or whatever they do?"

"Not if they're really married, I think. Mr.

Abernethy is too soft-hearted where Juliet is con-

cerned. I hope that our distinguished bosses do stop

at Fort Lauderdale, that place where all those yachts

were tied up along the river. Wouldn't you like to

have one, Al?"

"It's the first thing I'm going to have when I make

my fortune, Van!"
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CHAPTER IV.

LOST IN THE SWAMP.

While Van Arvin and Albert Davis were pur-

suing nature with rod, line, gun, sieve, net, binocular,

microscope, and other accompaniments of botanical,

biological and piscatorial research, Betty Carruthers

was having a glorious time along the beaches and in

the interior of Florida. If the boys had the yacht

trip down the Indian River, Betty and her party

had the famous drive along that arm of the sea.

There were orange groves and pine-apple fields

galore, wonderful drives past beautiful lakes in the

central region, enchanting Ponce De Leon springs,

all of them the only original one, to be sure.

Mr. Abernethy enjoyed Betty's unconcealed en-

thusiasm and had her unqualified assent when he

asked her if he should buy her an orange grove.

She missed nothing of her uncle's account when they

went past large stretches of celery fields or saw the

strawberries growing in their even rows. She
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wondered at the great bunches of heavy grape-fruit

and learned about tangerines and kunquats, guavas

and avocadoes. "Oh Uncle!" she exclaimed, "how

much would it take to buy a little grove,—really?

You know that I shall have a small bit o' money

some day. I'd have all these fruits, and make guava

jelly to sell, and have a wee house with a crimson

bougainvillea on it, and lots of flowers that I don't

know the names of yet.

"

"Wait till you are out of school, Betty, and see.

How old are you now?"

"I'm getting nearer sixteen every day, Uncle,"

demurely replied Betty.

Juliet and Mrs. Abernethy enjoyed the scenery

in a general way, yet they were more interested in

reaching the hotels in St. I^etersburg and rather

deplored the delay. But Mr. Abernethy insisted on

taking a round-about course to show Betty the

strange and wonderful sights.

"I've gotten more information about Florida since

you have been telling Betty all about it, than I ever

had before," laughed Mrs. Abernethy indulgently;

but Juliet shrugged her shoulders and assumed a

resigned look, which did not make Betty feel any

too comfortable. This was too great an opportunity,

however, to pay serious attention to Juliet's moods.
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Betty decided to show no annoyance and not to feel

too much overcome or apologetic, since her uncle so

evidently liked to entertain her. It was curious how

neglectful Juliet was of her father, though she must

have had a careless affection for him. Betty thought

how thankful she would have been to have one,

—

yet it was perhaps human nature to treat lightly that

to which it was accustomed.

They went as far north as St. Augustine, took

a round-about way through the interior and visited

Tampa, and St. Petersburg "at last," as Juliet said.

Here another phase of southern life was open to

Betty and she enjoyed it as much as the other. Juliet

was a little jealous of the notice that Betty's pretty

face and remarkable hair and eyes attracted, but as

Betty was unconscious of both, it did not affect her

at all. "You'll have quite a job of chaperoning

Betty, Lilian," said Mr. Abemethy to his wife,

"when she gets a little older.

"

"Are you going to add her to the family, then?'*

"I'd like to; but that depends on you."

"I'll see," thoughtfully said Mrs. Abernethy.

"She is a dear child, and a great help with Bobby.

I've certainly no objection to your doing anything

for her that you want to do, but as to taking a

new responsibility—I don't know. Besides, those
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other people may have something to say about that.

You are not Betty's guardian, you know."

"True."

Juliet's friends were too grown-up for Betty to

enjoy them very much, and while she had no ob-

jection to being admired, the flirtatious, lounging

youths whom Juliet attracted, and the gay older

girls who talked about them all the time, possessed

little charm for her. But there were other people

of her own sort, and it was easy in friendly St.

Petersburg to become acquainted without over-

stepping the bounds of propriety, or of safety, among*

people of evident refinement.

One afternoon a party of young people and ot!h-

ers not so young were on the beach at the little

resort which Betty mentioned in her letter to Van
Arvin. Betty was wondering if it really were win-

ter, as she paddled out in the Gulf waters not far

from a girl of her own age, with whom she had

exchanged a few words about the Gulf shells be-

fore they waded in.

But presently Betty heard an exclamation and

she turned to see a frightened, distresssed face. The

girl was beyond her depth and panic-stricken.

"Don't get scared," called Betty. "Lie over and

float If you can. I'll help you in."
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In a moment Betty was beside the girl, warily

watching not to be caught by clutching hands, but

ready to help. The girl, however, had obeyed and

was trying to float, though choking a little from

too much salt water, and very thankful to be rap-

idly towed in for the short distance necessary.

"Oh, thank you! I thought I was a goner!"

"Some one would have gotten you."

"I'm not so sure. You get out where nobody

can get you before you know it. I think that I'd

better stick to gathering shells until I really learn

to swim."

Then the two girls laughed over how gathering

shells would teach one to swim. They lay in the

sand to talk, while the sun dried their bathing suits

and the breeeze tossed their hair. It did not take

long for an exchange of life history. Avis Haig

was a plump, fair-skinned girl, with hair as black

as Juliet's and large, Irish-blue eyes with black

lashes.

When Avis told Betty her name, Betty laughed

again and said, "Why, Avis means bird, doesn't

it? Van A.rvin ought to like you. He's crazy about

birds. For that matter, so am I."

"Who is Van Arvin ? My name is a family name.

I rather like it myself."
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"So do I. It's a lovely bird that I found on the

beach this time!"

"Thanks for the compliment, Miss Betty Car-

ruthers. You found me beating my wings in the

waves, though. I'll feed out of your hand any time!"

"All right, little duck,—no, a duck could swim.

You're just a little sandpiper."

Avis went on to tell Betty about her family, all

of whom were visiting Florida for the first time,

making headquarters in Fort Lauderdale. "Mother

has to stay with Father, but Helen, Dorothy and I

can go around with Willard to have a good time,

within reason, of course. My aunt lives here at St.

Petersburg, but we have an uncle in Fort Lauder-

dale. When Father gets a little better, so Dorothy

or Helen can stay with Father, Willard will drive

Mother around more. Dorothy is twenty-two and

Helen is nineteen. Willard's just out of college and

looking around to see what he's going to do. I'm

the spoiled baby of the family."

Betty, in turn, told Avis about the scientific ex-

pedition, the professors, Van, Albert, and even the

"pirates," though she used some discretion here.

Avis thought that a trip on the Black Skimmer

must be very thrilling and declared that Betty was
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a lucky girl. "Where are you going next?" she

asked.

"I don't know. Uncle is all put out about the

way the captain is doing. My uncle chartered the

boat, you know, and then the captain asked him if

he could finish up some business that they were

supposed to have in Cuba or somewhere over there

and Uncle is so good-natured that he said he could.

The scientists did want to spend some time here, so

it was all right; but other things have come up to

worry my uncle, and he found that they meant to

stay away too long. But if everything is all right,

I think that we are going to stop at the Bahamas

next."

The acquaintance between Betty Carruthers and

Avis Haig was continued during their stay in St.

Petersburg. Then came the invitation from the

Haigs to have Betty visit them at Fort Lauderdale,

and Betty's breath was quite taken away by the

amount of money which her aunt handed her at her

departure. "Why, Auntie, I couldn't possibly spend

all that!" she exclaimed, as she opened the little

roll and saw four twenty dollar bills.

Mrs. Abemethy smiled. "Your hotel bill may
make quite a hole in that," she replied. "You
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remember I am letting you go on condition that you

pay your own expenses there."

But Betty felt that she was rolling in wealth.

She thanked her aunt, received a regretful hug from

Bobby, and was off in the Haig car for Fort Lauder-

dale, by way of other interesting places. Her days

were full of enchantment. Romantic Fort Lauder-

dale, with its deep river and pretty yachts she

thought fascinating and hoped that Van would not

miss it. L^p the river, through the canal, out to the

sound and the sight of the sea, with glimpses of

ugly alligators or beautiful birds, the boats took

them. Drives included the beach and the country

around, with stops at groves where ripe, sweet

oranges and immense grape-fruit could be purchased

for "next to nothing," as the girls said.

The Haigs were not early risers, but Betty would

slip out in the early mornings at some unknown bird

voice, to see what were in the trees along the river,

above the docks and railroad. There, beside the

mocking birds, not singing now, were tiny wood

warblers and vireos which she was able to identify

by her little field book. Myrtle and palm warblers

were common and she became very well acquainted

with a certain little blue-headed vireo that would

flit about a live oak tree not far from the shore.
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It was to Van that she owed this new interest, she

knew, and she did not intend to be left entirely

behind in knowing some of the things that the

scientists were seeing.

One morning Betty had a curious little adventure.

She was walking out a little farther than usual on

the road that led along the stream, when a bent little

old lady caught up with her as she strolled slowly

along. The breeze from the ocean was cool enough

for a sweater at this hour, but the old lady wore a

small, three-cornered shawl around her shoulders

and carried a large, rough bag of sacking. From

the sky, still rosy with the colors of dawn, Betty

looked down upon this odd figure, as she heard

herself addressed.

"Good morning," said the old lady. "I see that

you have a spy glass. Maybe you'd like to see what

there is where I'm going. There's a good deal to

see by the swamp."

"Why,—thank you,—I have to get back for

breakfast pretty soon," answered Betty, after re-

turning the salutation. But she listened with

wondering interest while her companion told her

about trapping wild cats and other small animals^

to sell the skins.

"My traps are out there," she said, pointing on
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to a place in the distance where tall trees and mucli

foliage indicated the presence of woods or swamp.

"It's quite a way to walk, but I do it. I got lost

in the swamp once and walked eight or ten miles,

I guess, and I was wet to my waist."

"Oh, weren't you afraid of alUgators, and

snakes?"

"Not much." The old lady smiled grimly and

clutched her bag more firmly.

But Betty stopped, saying that she was getting

hungry and must go back. "I'd like to take a peep

into that swamp with you," she said, "but I can't

do it this time."

"You might get scared at what I'll find in my
trap," was the reply.

At breakfast in the hotel Betty described the bent

old lady and her queer pursuit. "It just seemed so

uncanny!" she exclaimed.

"She probably belongs to some family of hunters

and trappers, and all that seems odd now, in a town

full of tourists. It's a good thing for them that

there are some of the wild places left." Such was

Willard Haig's comment. "How many birds did

you bag?" he asked Betty.

"You talk as if I caught them," protested Betty.

"I saw two warblers; but it was tantalizing. I
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want to call them parula and prairie warblers, but

I didn't see either of them well enough to be sure."

"If we drive to Davie after oranges this after-

noon, we'll leave you by the roadside somewhere

to find your warblers," laughed Willard.

"All right. I wish you would, I mean it. Why
couldn't I? No use bothering the rest of you that

do not care as much as I do about the puzzling little

things."

"We'll see about it," said Dorothy.

But the afternoon turned out differently. They

did not drive, and instead Avis and Betty took a

long walk in the late afternoon, finding themselves

at some distance from town when there was a loud

honking and Willard drew up the big Cadillac.

"Come on," said he. "There's a girl at the hotel,

Avis, that wants to see you. A crowd is up from

Miami and will have dinner with us. I promised

to find you if I could. I'll wager that you will be

glad of the ride back."

"We aren't a bit tired, Willard," Avis declared,

"and Betty has just found a new warbler, she thinks.

Can't we see the folks later? Who are they, any-

way, and who is the girl that wants to see me?"
"I don't know. Avis. Helen just hailed me in the

lobby and asked if I thought I could find you."
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Avis hesitated and looked at Betty, who laughed

and said "Now is the time to leave me to my birds,

Avis. I just can't leave till I see what this is. It

isn't far back to town. Would you care much, Avis,

if I waited?"

"No, not a bit; and I suppose I'll have to go.

Willard can drive out to meet you, perhaps."

"If I get a chance, I will," said Willard.

No one thought whether it was safe or not for

Betty to be left alone. It seemed a simple thing

for her to wait a little and then retrace her steps

along the public highway. Others had passed. It

was decided in a moment. Willard drove off, Avis

waving, while Betty again gave her attention to the

elusive little bird, of the same sort, she thought, as

that which she had seen in the early morning. She

strolled off the roadside to follow it. My, what a

pretty place this was, she thought. She penetrated

a little more deeply into the comparatively open

place with its big trees.

Under the immense limbs of a wide-spread live

oak, Betty found a good place to see into the green

vistas above. Ah, her parula warbler! At last!

Her neck was about broken with looking straight

above her, but she had him surely this time, and oh,

what was thatf
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With the enthusiasm of the discoverer, Betty

whisked from under the live oak to tiptoe a little

farther and level her glass at another tree. There

had been another glint of color as something flew.

Time goes very fast when one is on an expedition

of discovery. Betty did not realize that she had

pushed in so far from the road till she found it wet

under her feet and was halted by water. But an

odd sound lured her on, and she added a quaint little

green heron to her day's list by jumping across to

a green hammock and startling the bird from his

perch.

What a strange place this was, and beautiful, too,

in its way. Brownish water stood about the trees.

Here was a pretty, flowering bush, there a palmetto,

and fascinating cypresses grew up from corrugated

bases, or sent up those strange "knees" for air.

There were no snakes in view and another knoll

was conveniently near. Betty jumped over again,

as quietly as possible, sure that she should find

something else worth seeing, for she had observed

a cautious flitting. It was a rail this time, walking

like a chicken and skulking along the edge of the

hammock.

All at once it came over Betty that this must be
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the swamp of her acquaintance of the morning had

told her, the place that she visited in the mornings

to see what her traps had caught. Lucky that she

had not stepped into one of them, but of course they

would be set further in. It would be better to go

back now,—Betty consulted her watch and was sur-

prised to find it much later than she had dreamed.

Why, it was sunset time already. Betty looked up

toward the sky and could see very little of it, so

surrounded was she by trees and tall growths of

shrubs. All at once she was lonely. A scrambling

in one of the trees startled her. She must get back.

Betty jumped across to the nearest hammock,

thinking that it was the one from which she had

come. But she had not gone far when she found

that she must be mistaken in the route. Where was

the big live oak? Where was solid ground again,

so near, she had thought? She began to be a little

worried. Why had she not been sensible enough to

mark her way? But she had not intended to go

very far. She surely could not be far from the

road.

Any one who has ever been turned around in

regard to directions, or really lost, will understand

how puzzled Betty Carruthers was at first, and how
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troubled and frightened when she found that she

could not find her way out. She could hear no

sound from the road. She called, but there was no

answer. A dark form moving at the edge of the

place where she stood so frightened her that she

leaped over a dark pool to another spot that seemed

more free from growth. But the pool was wider

than she thought. She found herself going down

in slimy water and sandy mud. But one foot held

on a root, and grasping the bushes, she drew herself

up. Breathless, she leaned against a big cypress to

rest. She was thinking of alligators and wild cats

then.

Fortunately Betty did not know about tree snakes,

or that the poisonous water moccasin ocasionally

drapes itself over a bush.

So irregular were the paths which she followed,

from place to place where she could stand with

comparative safety that at last Betty realized how
hopelessly confused and lost she was. It grew

darker now. In one direction her way was com-

pletely blocked by water. That must be the way

toward the river. The way out was opposite, of

course. But that she found impassible. By this

time there was nothing familiar in the immediate
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surroundings. When she thought once that she had

found a familiar landmark, she hurried to cross

to the tree, to find that she was mistaken, and to

see an immense moccasin at its foot.

The weird sounds of the swamp were distressing.

Grey, funereal mosses hanging from the trees de-

pressed her. Gone was that delight in the strange

and mysterious which had led her on. Betty now

knew what real fear meant. Nature was sometimes

terrifying.

But she had a stout heart and declared to herself

that she would not let herself be conquered by her

fears. She went back to the largest and most open

place that this part of the swamp afforded and sat

down on a projecting root, with her back to a tree,

repeating one of the most fervent prayers that her

young life had known. Then she curled up against

the tree to rest and wait. Some one would hunt

for her, or perhaps by daylight she could try once

more to find her way out.

It grew pitch dark and much cooler. Betty

heard distant thunder. To be in a swamp during

a thunderstorm ! The lightest of wraps had Betty,

only a thin scarf, but she drew that all around her

shoulders. It was not pleasant to have fallen into
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the water and be all damp. She thought of how

the bent old lady had told her about having been

lost in the swamp, and of how foolishly she had

entered it herself, with no thought of losing her way.

Her sense of direction had always been particularly

good, too. But her memories of the wilds were

only connected with picnics in the woods and nutting

parties. She had twisted her foot on that one hard

jump, and how it was hurting now! She took off

her damp shoe and stocking and rubbed her ankle

to relieve the ache.

At the hotel, meanwhile, the Haigs were busy

with their guests. Willard drove them out to Las

Olas beach, as Helen and Dorothy requested,

though Avis, who had developed a headache, did

not accompany them. It turned out that the girl

who inquired for Avis knew Helen much better,

to the relief of Avis, under the circumstances. She

withdrew to her room and went to sleep.

It was dark when the beach party returned and

Willard, happening to think of Betty, wondered if

it would be worth while to drive out for her. He
did not mention Betty to his sisters, however, and

really supposed that she must be in her room at the

hotel by this time. However, he had her in mind
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when he picked up one of his friends and suggested

a spin in the country before dinner.

"Oh, but we're going to have dinner right away,

Willard," protested Dorothy, who had heard the

invitation given.

"I know what 'right away' means, Dot," laughed

her brother. "I give you half an hour. I'm dressed

myself all I'm going to be. So long. Come on,

Fred."

The spin took them out upon the road where

Willard had left Betty and his mind was relieved

by not finding her on the way. She had made it to

town, while he and the girls were having their

company.

Not yet did any one worry, Helen and Dorothy

largely because they knew little about it. Avis had

only said that Betty would be "back pretty soon."

But when Avis awakened after her long nap, she

wondered where Betty was. Probably she had

dressed and gone down stairs. Perhaps everybody

had had dinner. Briskly Avis hurried her getting

dressed for dinner, and smiled at Dorothy who put

her head in to see if she were ready.

"Have a good sleep?" Dorothy asked.

"Yes. My headache is all gone."
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"Good. We just got back from the beach. Most

everybody is having dinner or has had it, so we

must hurry a Httle."

"Say, Dorothy, is Betty down— ?" but Dorothy

had already gone down the hall to her own room.
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CHAPTER V.

TO THE RESCUE.

When Avis joined her sisters and their guests,

she answered pleasant inquiries about her headache,

and then asked Dorothy if Betty had come down.

"No," said Dorothy, "I have not seen Betty. Did

she dress and go out? But here's Willard. Come,

everybody; if we get any dinner, we shall be obliged

to go right to the dining-room, I think. Betty can

join us later, or perhaps she has already had hers."

Avis, with a frown, followed the company. That

was possible, that finding her asleep, Betty had quietly

dressed and had her dinner with some of the friends

whom they had met at the hotel. She would ask.

The friendly waitress, who was earning her

winter's expenses by her services, shook her head

in the negative when asked about Betty. "No, she

hasn't been in," she said. "She always sits here."

Presently Avis caught Willard's eye across the

table. He leaned forward a little to catch what she
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said above the other conversation. But the low tone

in which Avis spoke reached him. "Willard, I'm

worried about Betty. The waitress says that she

has not been in to dinner."

"I drove out along the road before dinner," he

said, "and there was no sign of her. Don't you

suppose that Dorothy is right and that she came in,

changed her clothes and went out somewhere? I

haven't seen that Miss Price, who was so taken with

Betty. Perhaps they are somewhere together. Eat

your dinner, Kiddie. We'll hunt up Betty right

away. These folks are driving back to Miami.

Suppose you look to see if Betty did change her

clothes. Did you think of that?"

"No; I didn't look to see. I took it for granted

that I'd find her downstairs."

As soon as dinner was over, there was a bustle

of departure. Avis then ran up to her room, while

Willard explained to Helen and Dorothy the cause

of their alarm. They were in the lobby, not far

from the main desk; and Avis ran back to them

hurriedly, to report no evidence of Betty, just as a

tall, blue-eyed lad, wearing a somewhat disreputable

hunting costume and with traces of wear upon his

high galligasgins, was registering. Three gentle-
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men with fine, intellectual faces and the same sort

of costume, had preceded him.

As the tall lad stooped to pick up an odd case,

Willard hastily stepped to the desk. "Have you

seen anything of Miss Betty Carruthers in the last

few hours?"

"That is your guest? No, she has not been in the

hotel as far as I know. Is anything the matter?"

"I hope not. She was walking and has not re-

turned, but she may have gone with friends some-

where. Never mind." Willard did not want any

commotion.

But the young man who had just registered had

paused, and as Willard left the desk, he turned and

spoke. "Excuse me, but you mentioned the name of

a friend of mine, Betty Carruthers. We were on

the same steamer. My name is Arvin."

"Oh," began Avis, who had heard this, "you

couldn't be the Van Arvin she told us about?"

"I certainly am," smiled Van. "May I ask what

has happened?"

The circumstances were quickly explained to Van,

who looked sober. There were entirely too many

possibilities that were dangerous. "There are two

things that make me think she may be in the swamp,

Van," said Avis, who did not stand on formalities.
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"First, she was looking for birds. She said you

shouldn't beat her by seeing everything there was

first," and Avis laughed as she repeated this.

"Then, she was telling me a tale about having

met an old lady that set traps in the swamp and

catches wild cats and things. I think that we were

near that place and she may have taken a notion

to look in on it. It just makes me sick to think that

we went off and left her there!"

Avis could not control the shaking of her voice,

but her brother told her to "brace up,—tears won't

do any good."

"Wait till I speak to Dr. Hill a moment, please,"

said Van, "then I'll get a car somewhere and go

right out there, if one of you will show me the

way.

"

"Rather," replied Willard. "Our car is right

here. It's not far, and we could go out in any

event; but I'm glad that you have come to help us."

Dorothy and Helen had joined the group and

were listening, having shaken hands with Van with-

out waiting for any other introduction. They were

all too troubled about Betty.

In a few moments Van was back and Avis

wondered why he had some large sheets of white-

note-paper in his hand. But after they were in the
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machine he began to tear them up and stuff the

pieces in his pocket . "This was all I had to mark

the way," he said to Willard, by whom he sat. "I'll

not want to take time to mark trees or post up any-

thing and T think I can see these papers by my flash-

light." Van carried a large light which he had

used in the Everglades.

"I can follow you and mark the way," Willard

suggested.

"All right, if you think best," said Van, "but I

should think it better for you to stay with the girls

and the car, which we shall certainly need when we

find Betty, if we find her there, and I shall be able

to go faster. I'm right out of swamps and dressed

for it, you see."

It did not take Jong to cover the few miles to the

spot where Betty had urged them to leave her.

Avis thought that the boys were very slow indeed

in examining the locality for traces of Betty's leav-

ing it tov/ard the swamp. Van skirted this for some

little time and finally found some small footprints

in the mud. He hailed Willard, who went with him

for a short distance till they felt sure that the trail

was found. Then he returned to the car and the

anxious girls, who could think of only one thing

that was fortunate,—that their father and mother
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had gone down to Miami that day to arrange for a

short stay at Miami Beach. Helen kept Avis talk-

ing for a little while about how fine it was that

"Father" had "improved so much," till Avis finally

burst out with "Oh, don't talk, Helen! Fm too

worried to listen."

As Van penetrated the swamp more deeply, he

began to call. He, too had heard the distant

thunder and was glad now that there had been no

rain to obliterate any tracks in the mud, though

there were not enough to save him many a puzzle,

and his advance was slower than he had thought

it might be. Betty was light and had avoided the

mud as much as possible. The thick growth, too,

was constantly in the way. He, too, came to where

the water was deeper, and sometimes he searched

a pool with his light, frowning to think that she

might be there. But it was characteristic of Van to

be hopeful. He scarcely expected to find her in

complete safety, but he did expect to find her alive.

There was an occasional commotion, as some

swamp dweller scurried out of the range of Van's

light, or lights, for he had a second small light,

brought for safety's sake, if the other should wink

out, and he occasionally used both.

Now he stopped to rest and look about again. He
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called, letting his voice carry in a long-drawn

"Bet-ty!" If she were safe, why did she not

answer? There were so many watery barriers; how

could she have gone so far? He could not have

been mistaken in some of the traces, he thought.

But perhaps she had wandered in some side direc-

tion that he had missed. He went back, finding a

better way of advance. Some animal, perhaps an

alligator, had made that sliding track which had

misled them.

Presently Van called again, listening closely. Was
that a faint reply? There could scarcely be an echo

here. He leaped on in the direction of the sound,

swinging around trees, leaping over dark water. He
called again and heard a faint "Here."

"Stay where you are," he called. "I'm coming

for you. Keep answering."

Van was too far away now for the waiting

group to hear him, but to Betty he kept calling en-

couragingly, for her replies indicated some exhaus-

tion. His light gleamed through the pitch darkness

of the place, or with the flashlights in his pockets he

swung over some obstruction, making out dim

shadowy oudines, while some star peered down

through the tree-tops.

At last he saw Betty, clinging to a cypress trunk
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and looking eagerly in his direction, blinded now by

the full light which he flashed for a moment upon

her white face.

"O Van!" she cried. "I'm so glad to see you! I

asked the Lord to send somebody, but I didn't think

that it could be you!"

"A bit of good fortune that I got in tonight,"

cheerfully Van answered, as he swung himself across

the intervening water and scum. "This is a fine

place to find you, isn't it?"

"Oh, don't make fun! It's awful! I was so

silly, following that warbler, and then some othef

birds!"

"I knew that it was just what you had done, and

I was all dressed for swamps, you see. I guess I'm

responsible for this."

"You, responsible?"

"Yes,—for helping you get interested in birds.

Poor kid! Are you nearly dead and scared to

death?" Van leaned over to help Betty to her feet.

"Careful, Van. I hurt my foot some way, and it's

swollen now. I couldn't get my shoe on again. I

don't know how you are going to get me out
!"

"Carry you, if you can't walk out. Say, you can

carry the lights and we can go right along as soon

as we reach the place where my paper gtive out; but
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I broke off bushes, so don't worry. I know the

way.

"

"I never thought but what you would," trustfully

replied Betty, thankful that some one as big and

strong as Van had come after her.

"Anything else happen?" asked Van. "Did you

see many snakes?"

"No, not many, a few; but something touched

my foot a while ago, and I was just paralyzed, and

didn't dare move till it drew away, whatever it was.

"

"Baby alligator?" queried Van, but he did not

tell Betty that just as he crashed to her side, some-

thing long and dark slid into the water from behind

the bushes near Betty.

"Now steady," said Van, "easy on the game foot.

We'll swing from tree to tree, if necessary, like our

so-called cousins."

Progress was slow at first, while they were in the

more watery region. Sometimes Van would go first

and reach for Betty. Sometimes he swung her over

to safe footing and followed, while she held the light

for him. There was little conversation, for Betty

was too exhausted and Van too busy in following

the trail and helping Betty along, carrying her a

good part of the way.

Finally they were near enough for Van to send
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a resounding "Found" to the waiting yot:.n^ 'people

at hand and to hear answering shouts. "I never

came out of the swamp with so large a specimen,"

laughed Van. Betty laughed, too, but it was a

shivering, pitiful laugh, Van thought. "It's in Dr.

Hill's line," he added, "probably a night-blooming

Cereus.

"

"More like a resurrection fern," returned Betty,

"but I thought once that I was going to join the

water hyacinths!"

A hail from the road reached them,
—"This

—

way—out!"

"Oh, we are almost—," began Betty, then col-

lapsed entirely on Van's supporting arm. He picked

her up bodily and strode with long steps through

the last trees at the entrance of the swamp. "Com-

ing," he called.

Dorothy and Helen were alarmed, when they saw

Van coming with Betty's drooping form, and had

no reply when they spoke to her. But Van told them

that he thought it only a faint, as he placed Betty

flat on the ground to be worked over by the capable

girls. They had thought to bring a stimulant and

Betty was soon sitting up, ready to be tucked into

the car. They wrapped her in a blanket, as the

wind was blowing in chill mists from the sea, and
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Willard obediently "steped on it," as they sped over

the few miles between them and the hotel.

"Yes, Avis, I saw some horrid eyes once,
—

"

but Dorothy stopped her.

"No questions tonight, Avis, Betty is to have

some hot milk, after a bath and bed, and a doctor

to look after that foot. We'll let her talk to-

morrow."

Van ran into Albert Davis as he came down from

carrying Betty to the Haig headquarters. "What's

all this excitement?" queried Albert. "I came into

the hotel, about ten minutes or so after you did, and

heard from Uncle Doc that you had gone to hunt

up somebody in another swamp, I bet you haven't

had any dinner."

"No, not that anybody knows of. I'm going

after some now. Come along and I'll tell you about

it. It was Betty Carruthers. She was following a

bird and got turned around and lost. She is with

that crowd that she wrote us about. She'll be all

right now. Where did we see a good place as we
drove in?"

"There is a place called the 'Glades', I think; and

another was the 'Seminole'," Albert replied, as they

started out to refresh Van's inner man.
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CHAPTER VI.

AGAIN THE BLACK SKIMMER.

Van Arvin and Albert Davis spent the next two

days in Fort Lauderdale, though Dr. Hill and Dr.

Davis went on to Miami, leaving directions in re-

gard to the boys' joining them. With Willard Haig

they visited the Seminole camp located near by,

drove all through the interesting country and ex-

plored New River, Lake Mabel, and the canals, in a

swift little boat belonging to a friend of Willard's.

They explored the docks and rambled along the

shore of the New River, to look at the varied craft

there. From a big freighter unloading lumber, to

the tiniest launch, neat and trim, they were washed

by quiet ripples or gently rocked on the smooth, de^,

dark water of the Himarshee. Australian pines and

cocoanut palms lined the banks and were reflected

in the dark mirror of the waters.

As Van returned toward the hotel on his second

morning, after crossing the bridge to see a freighter.
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he paused to buy some oranges from a vender with

a wagon, and noticed a familiar dark face and a

head tied up with a handkerchief. Two men were

coming along the dock and would pass him.

Van turned his back, to select his oranges and

pay for them. He did not desire to have any con-

versation with any of the "pirate crew." So the

Black Skimmer was in. Van wondered where.

That afternoon the young people had a picnic

at Las Olas Beach, to celebrate Betty's recovery.

Out over the boulevard, across the causeway, to the

beach upon the key, Willard's car took a merry

crowd. Betty's foot had been bathed, anointed,

massaged and relieved to the extent that she could

walk with a slight limp and swim as well as ever.

The beautiful sea tossed its white surf on the sands

where they gathered shells, or sat drying their drip-

ping suits.

A large part of the afternoon was spent in the

sports of the deep, with swimming, ball throwing

and diving. Avis learned more rapidly to swim

with the help of Van, Albert and Betty. With the

confidence which their presence gave her, Avis grew

bold and "swam just like anybody," as Betty said.

At sunset, when it would be comfortable to spread

their lunch upon the sands, the girls produced the
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lunch from the Haig car, a variously contributed

feast, and the boys went to the picnic grounds to add

colored bottles of pop or ginger ale.

"We'll go up after this is finished and treat you

all to ic£-cream," said Van throwing himself down

on the 5and by Betty and piling her lap full of

bottles. "Why is Betty's lap like the Black Skim-

mer?" asked Albert immediately,

"Don't, Albert,—these folks don't know anything

against the Black Skimmer " said Betty. "Besides,

these bottles are all right. We think, Avis, that the

Black Skimmer has had some trade to finish up since

my uncle chartered it. He's just found out about

it, and if we go on it again, it will be all right, I'm

sure.

"

But Van was using his glass and sweeping the

sea. "Speak of angels," he said, "or the other

gentleman,—look Betty.

"

Betty took the proffered glass and looked. Albert

and Avis had moved away and were helping set

forth the generous supply of doughnuts, sandwiches,

salad and home-cooked meats which they had found

at an attractive delicatessen.

"Why. Van," said Betty, "that looks like the

Black Skimmer! What would it be doing coming
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from the north, or would it come from that direc-

tion?"

Betty handed Van's glass back and Van studied

the on-coming vessel for several minutes. "It is the

Black Skimmer all right, Betty. Better not say any-

thing about it. I saw two of the sailors on the dock

this morning. What they are doing is distributing

what they got in Cuba, to my notion."

"Uncle will have to talk with you, Van, when you

get back to Miami. I don't know how soon he and

my aunt will get there, though. But he said at St,

Petersburg that he wanted to see you."

"All right. I'll tell him all I know. But we are

to meet our bosses at Royal Palm State Park,"

"What are you two looking at?" called Albert.

"Come on to the feast. What kind of a sandwich

do you like best, Betty?"

But Van nudged Albert, as he hitched himself

along the sand to the vicinity of one of the cushions

from the car, spread with newspapers and the lunch,

all held down by various articles, to keep the strong

wind from scattering the papers abroad. "Take the

glass and look and say nothing," he mumbled, as

he selected a large ham sandwich and spread it

generously with mustard.

Everybody was wearing coats now, as hunger was
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appeased. A stiff breeze made the sea rougher and

more beautiful. Pink and lavender clouds varied

the blue of the sky. It was too enchanting to go

home, Helen declared. "Why not drive up to Palm

Beach, then?" asked Willard. "It's only about an

hour's drive or so. Here's where we join the idle

rich."

"Go to Palm Beach in our bathing suitsf" asked

Dorothy, whom Willard always called the "official

chaperon.

"

"Why not? I should say that they chiefly live

in them up there. We all have our coats for com-

fort. We'll go by the beach road as much as we

can, take a dip in the ocean up there, if we like, and

if it isn't too rough by that time, have some more

eats, and come home by moonlight at midnight. Is

there a moon at that time, Betty? You ought to

know.

"

"If there was one I didn't see it in the swamp,

Willard. Besides, it wasn't quite midnight, you

know.

"

"Have you told Betty yet about that alligator,

Van?" mischivously asked Albert.

"What alligator?" inquired Betty. "Did yot€

have a time with one on your way into the swamp,

Van?"
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"No, Betty. Al, you are are limit! I'll tell you

about it some time, Betty."

Albert wickedly told Avis and Helen about the

alligator which had been slumbering near Betty, but

he had the grace to do it privately, though Betty's

curiosity was aroused, and Van for the first time

felt impatient with his friend and fellow adventurer.

The beautiful drive to Palm l^each completed an

interesting day. They returned singing, by the

Dixie Highway, the nearer route, and for Van and

Al this was the last purely social occasion for some

time. They joined the scientists for the interesting

sights and explorations in southernmost Florida, by

land and water, and among the mangroves and keys»
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CHAPTER VII.

CORAL REEFS.

"Avast there, my hearty," Van heard in a gay,

familiar voice as he came up on the deck of the

Black Skimmer after stowing away such things as

he would need in his cabin. As he would be needed

in the Dauntless, on almost daily trips to the islands,

the more important part of his impedimenta was in

that vessel.

"I don't know any more about nautical terms than

a rabbit," continued Dicky Gary, "but that is all

right, isn't it?
'

"Hello, Gary. Yes, anything goes on this ship.

How's everything?"

"A little brighter, Arvin. Mother Abemethy

almost passed out when she saw me at the hotel,

but in view of Juliet's happiness, you see, a truce

was necessary; and now, you see me booked for the

voyage in the Black Skimmer."

"No!" grinned Van.
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"Yes!" returned Dicky. "I've forgiven every-

body. Behold in me a married man," and Dicky

took a few jaunty steps as in an old-fashioned quad-

riUe.

"You have certainly surprised us," said Van.

"Congratulations, Where's the bride?"

"Trying to get her trousseau into the cabin, I

think. But we were married almost as soon as the

Black Skimmer landed at Miami, just slipped away

and had the knot tied. Didn't I tell you that I

wouldn't risk Juliet with Neal Evans or any other

unmarried scientist, not even Doc. Hill?"

Van laughed at this. The idea of Dr. Hill's want-

ing to marry Juliet seemed ridiculous. But Dicky

continued. "A girl is an uncertain quantity, you

see. No telling what notion she may take about

getting married. But Julie's nice to me now and

Dad Abernethy is going to give me a job,—not that

I'm crazy about working, but a married man has to

do something."

Van wanted to laugh out again, but as Dicky

seemed to be quite serious, he refrained. He did not

envy Mr. Abernethy his son-in-law; but Van did

not know that life has a great way of teaching

people who are light and careless something of its

serious and deeper side. He strolled along the deck
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to meet Albert Davis, who appeared from the main

cabin.

The Black Skimmer was on its way to the

Bahamas. What had passed between Mr. Abernethy

and Captain Pitt, Van did not know, but the captain

was more grim than ever. Nor had there been any

great change in the personnel of the crew. The

same piratical appearing group was abroad.

In an interview with Mr. Abernethy, Van had

related all the details which he and Albert knew.

Betty had told her uncle about their having seen the

Black Skimmer pass. Yet it had been some time

before she docked at Miami, running over the ten

days which Mr. Abernethy had set as the limit. Van

trusted Mr. Abernethy not to betray his confidence

to Captain Pitt, and as neither the captain nor the

crew paid any particular attention to Van, he hoped

that no suspicion attached to him, especially on the

part of Earrings, or any one interested in the re-

covery of Crusty's jewels.

The scientists had not regretted in the least the

extra time spent in Florida. Dr. Hill had expressed

from Miami to his college several large packages,

one of which included an immense sheath which

looked like leather and was the casing, as one might

say, which came off with great palm branches fal-
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ling from the royal palm. These palms the boys

admired most of all. Van declared that their trunks

looked as if they were made of concrete, or stuc-

coed.

He sat down now, with Albert, and pulled out his

latest note-book. "There's been so much to do for

Dr. Hill," he said, "that I had to make myself write

up what notes I have myself when I was so dead

tired that all I wanted was bed. Look at these

chicken tracks ! I've got to look over them and add

a few things before I see anything else. Here's my
crazy drawing of a mangrove tree. It was standing

out in the water, raised up on its roots, like a tree

growing out of an umbrella. I'll be an artist yet,"

and Van twirled the leaves of the little book with

its sketchy drawings of birds and plants, made more

for accuracy in recalling the object than for artistic

purposes.

"You'll be a professor, more likely," replied

Albert. "I haven't the patience to keep a book like

that, but I reckon that a real scientist has to have

patience.

"

"I wouldn't mind being a professor like Dr. Hill,"

said Van, "but I'd rather be a traveler, and maybe

write. Somebody has to do the teaching, but me

for the outdoors."
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"You won't get much outdoors if you write,"

returned Albert. "You'll be pounding the keys of

a type-writer and wondering where the next check

is coming from. I've a cousin that writes."

"It would be a great old world if we didn't need

money to get along, wouldn't it ? But I don't care,

—I'm going to start out, anyhow, by doing what's

in me to do!" Van paused reflectively. "And my
Dad would be telling me right now to see that I put

plenty inside of me."

"Speaking of putting things inside of you," said

Albert, "I'd like to have nothing to do for a while

but catch wild turkeys and fish. Did you see that

catch displayed at Fort Lauderdale the day we left?"

"Did I? Say, I wouldn't want to meet that shark.

There were some fine fish, too ; but the tarpoon that

they catch just for the sport I don't care for. I

tell you AI, when we get older, we'll buy an orange

grove or two and spend our time raising oranges

and fishing."

The scientists were discussing future plans when

they all met after dinner in the main cabin. Most

of them wanted to continue in the West Indies, then

visit South America. But plans have a way of

changing sometimes, or of being most thorouglily
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upset by circumstances, and the Black Skimmer's

destination was not South America.

And now they came to the wilder islands and cays

of the Bahamas. Navigation was careful, for un-

seen reefs beneath the surface of the water might

so easily cause a wreck, if the channels known to

mariners v.^ere not followed.

Dark, low-lying land rising from the sea; white,

glistening sands; waters of exquisite coloring,

emerald, sapphire, and even purple; varied islands

of different characteristics,—these made Van
Arvin's first impressions. Eagerly the whole party

of the purely scientific men started out in the Daunt-

less for their first trip^ after the Black Skimmer had

found a convenient anchorage in deep water and it

was deemed best to begin operations. The row-

boats, too, were used, while those who were not

interested in scientific data fished, or sought for the

reported marine beauties to be seen through a glass

inserted in the bottom of a box, or even with no aid

of the sort when the surface of the water is undis-

turbed, so clear are these portions of the sea.

Avis Haig had been invited to accompany Betty

on this voyage, by the kindness of Mr. Abernethy,

who thought that Betty would miss Juliet's com-

panionship now. Inasmuch as Betty had enjoyed
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very little of it before Juliet's marriage, that was

not a factor in her pleasure, but she was enthusiastic

about the coming of Avis, who was to visit the West

Indies with the party, but to meet Willard and be

taken back to Florida from one of the islands.

When the boys heard the discussions about amber-

jack, barracuda, kingfish or turtles, they wished that

they could have the excitement and at least one trip

with the fishers; but they were kept busy with Dr.

Hill and Dr. Davis. There was enough excitement

however, and Dr. Davis promised Albert that they

should have some fishing trips of their own later on.

So far, the two scientists had been content to exam-

ine and list the larger fish caught by others.

But Van was developing an artist's sense of beauty

in this strange and inspiring environment. Beneath

the clear water he saw exquisite coral grottoes where

sea feathers waved, and sea fans grew, and branching

coral had a myriad of brightly colored fish darting

through its arms. Silver and gold, burnished

emerald, scarlet, ringed, striped and speckled, these

gay inhabitants of a setting fit for mermaids made

merry. "I give up," he said to his chum, replacing

his notebook in his pocket after vainly trying to

record the variety which he had seen the first day.

"It would take a dozen lifetimes to get even a smat-
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tering of all that the Creator has thought of. Don't

tell me that these things happened!"

Albert, too was impressed. Sponges were every-

where. Neal Evans had been hunting a bed of

conchs, the sort in which the famous pink pearls are

found. Mr. Collier was looking for flamingoes,

while Van collected shells for Dr. Davis and Dr.

Hill. It was heavy work, for the shells were large

and contained the living mollusk. Van looked

enviously at the free Mr. Collier, and missed seeing

the flamingo which Mr. Collier had studied to his

heart's content from a little distance. But at lunch

time, when the boys, with their hands full of sand-

wiches, walked about the little cay by themselves,

they came upon two of the birds.

A glimpse of rosy red through the bush made

them approach stealthily enough not to startle them.

One, apparently, had but one leg, but later put a

second one to earth, as by this time the boys were

quite accustomed to seeing some of the sandpipers

and plovers do. Albert, watching the convolutions

of one long neck explained to Van gravely that this

was the "original rubber neck."

"Wouldn't you like to find a nest?" asked Van.

"Mr. Collier says that they nest in marshy places and
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there is one Qgg. I'd like to see for myself if that

is so."

Eager as the scientists were, by the afternoon of

the third day in a new locality, where they had been

pushing- through what Dr. Hill called labyrinthine

paths among" the cays, everybody was more or less

worn out, with the exception of the boys. They had

been out early in the morning but returned before

lunch on account of the excessive heat. It had

suddenly turned very warm and close. The sea was

glassy and smooth, though the Black Skimmer

moved up and down with the swell of the ocean,

and the guests, with their host, sought the vicinity

of the electric fans.

Late in the afternoon a gentle breeze began to

blow and the young folks began to think that it was

time for something to happen. Bobby Abernethy

was restless, annoying his mother with questions

about what he should do next. Van and Albert

were talking about taking one of the boats and going

out, when Bobby overheard them. "O Mother," he

cried, "if Al and Van go out, may I go with them?"

"Better ask them first," smiled Mrs. Abernethy

from her bamboo rocker where she was lazily pre-

tending to embroider a bit of linen.
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"Oh, goody! Say, kids. Mother says I can go

with you if you will let me."

Avis and Betty came over from a corner of the

big cabin where they had been unenthusiastically

pitching rings over a little wooden post on a stand-

ard. They, too, looked as if they would like to do

something. "It's pretty dead around here this after-

noon, isn't it?" Betty was bold enough to remark.

Van, who had been sitting in Turkish fashion

on the floor with a magazine, already laid aside,

grinned up at Bobby. "What do you say to going

over where we were this morning? It's a pretty

place, that nearest island, and the water is deep

enough to take the Dauntless, with all of us. I can

run it, if Mrs. Abernethy will trust me, and we can

all go. There is some shade there and a dandy

beach for bathing."

"We'll do it," said Mrs. Abernethy, laying aside

her work. "Your engineer has been drinking. Van,

and I wouldn't trust him to go a mile. To tell the

truth, children," Mrs. Abernethy continued, "I don't

like the way things are going today. The crew went

fishing and there is drinking since they returned.

Mr. Abernethy is keeping an eye out, and had

another talk with the captain, but he has been drink-

ing a little, too. We shall simply make complaint
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and have another outfit before we start to South

America! I'll go to see if Juliet and Dicky want

to go."

"Let me find out, Auntie," Betty offered.

But neither of the "honeymooners" wanted to go,

Betty reported. It was only Mrs. Abemethy and

Bobby, Betty and Avis who joined the boys in the

Dauntless after a little. Fresh ice had been put into

the large tank with which the Dauntless was sup-

plied. The girls had obtained some lunch and a

basket of fruit, with the conveniences for making

plenty of "lemonade, orangeade, or limeade, at your

pleasure," as Betty suggested. "The Dauntless

doesn't carry anything stronger, I'm sure."

"Yes, it does," declared Albert, then explained

to the surprised girls that it had a complete kit of

medicines, including a small amount of "alcoholic

stimulant," not obtained, ladies from the Black

Skimmer, but by prescription, as the label shows!"

The girls did not know whether to believe Albert

or not, but the subject was not interesting. It was

a relief to get away from the steamer and shortly

into a place of so much beauty that interest alone

"would keep them from feeling the heat, as Avis

declared. They had brought the waterglass with

them and when the girls saw a few shells that they
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wanted, Albert and Van dived for them, chiefly for

the fun of doing it.

"Allow me to present you, Mrs. Abernethy, said

Van, his dripping arms over the side of the boat,

"with a stromhus gigas. It is a gasteropod, and

alive. You might find a pearl in it.

"

"Will the pearl be just as good if the shell did

not have such a terrible name, Van?" queried Mrs.

Abernethy, laughing, and taking the dripping shell

from Van's hand.

"What's in a name?" Van quoted, but stopped to

reply to Bobby's plaintive, "Aw get me one, Van!"

"It's deeper than I thought, Bobby. We'll 'un-

sUng' the little boat and get to the beach in it. You

will find some shells like this for yourself."

Everybody was in bathing suits, ready for a swim,

but Mrs. Abernethy had ordered the bringing of

hiking outfits as well. "I shall not want to explore,

but you will; so come prepared. But the girls

noticed that beside her modest bathing suit which

she wore, Mrs. Abernethy, too, carried a poncho,

high boots, and a light weight hiking costume.

"Wouldn't it be fun to stay all night?" asked

Bobby, but no one grew enthusiastic over that prop-

osition. Cabins were more comfortable.
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"We have not permission for that, Bobby," Van

said and that ended it.

A very little exploration sufficed, for most of the

interesting objects were about the water or in it.

Bobby lugged a heap of empty shells together, say-

ing, as he viewed them with some satisfaction, that

he was going to hunt for pearls. His disgust may

be imagined when he was told that the pearl was

found in the body of the mollusk that lived within

the shell. The girls collected different shells to add

to their already large number. They decioed that

it was too hot to wear anything but bathing suits

and took frecjuent dips, though the sun itself was

now low and in a bank of pretty clouds. Ignorant

of the shore, no one went out very far. The girls

and Mrs. Abernethy would help Bobby build forts

in the sand and decorate them with shells and bits

of coral.

Suddenly the light began to darken and Mrs.

Abernethy looked at her watch and at the sky.

"Why, folks," she exclaimed, "I had not noticed

how cloudy it is getting,—and not a breath of air

stirring! I don't like this. Let's get back at once."

Van swam in at her hail and was as alarmed as

she, looking at the peculiar sky. "It has changed

in a hurry," said he.
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No time was lost. Van was sorry that they had

lowered the small boat of the Dauntless, for they

had not needed it at all and might have reached

the beach by wading or swimming. But he and

Albert replaced it without much delay and the

Dauntless chugged its way toward the Black Skim-

mer, which was signaling to them.

In five or ten minutes much can happen where

W'Cather is concerned. From the dead calm it had

now changed to a strong wind and a ruffled sea.

Green and saffron light, flying clouds and frequent

flashes of lightning ushered in the storm, which

broke before they had covered half the distance

between them and the Black Skimmer. With a roat:

and a crash of thunder, it was upon them.

The Black Skimmer had weighed anchor and was

coming to meet them, when suddenly its course was

changed and it went in the other direction. "Oh!"

exclaimed Mrs. Abernethy, "are they going to desert

us?"

"They will not dare get too near the reefs," said

Van, breathlessly, for he was having all that he could

do to manage the wheel. The best that he could

do was to steer in the wake of the larger vessel.

There, at least, he would be in deep water.

But sheets of water fell, obscuring the view. Van
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steered by the compass, but how would that avail

in a winding course when he had no chart with him ?

"Make everything tight, Al" he said.

Fortunately the Dauntless was staunchly built,

though so much of her was above water, in propor-

tion, that Van did not feel at all certain but that she

might keel over easily in some of the blasts that were

now blowing. The cabins were below. Then came

an enclosed larger cabin with the pilot house for-

ward and opening into it. Above was the pretty

deck with easy chairs and seats, and the little boat

swung out ornamentally.

They all came into the pilot-house and sat near

Van, who was tense and watchful, but hopelessly

so, he felt. It would be no skill or knowledge of his

that brought them out of this.

"Want me to take the wheel, Van?" asked

Albert. "You must be using up a lot of strength

there."

"If you like," replied Van. "There's nothing

much to do but hold on ! I can't tell anything about

direction except that I've veered a little to the right

as I remembered the open channel where we came

in here.

"

But Van's voice was almost lost in the noise of

the storm. The storm-swept waters were a churn-
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ing mass, and now the waves grew higher. The

little ship reeled and shook under the blows. Van

tried to keep out of the trough and meet them as he

should, but it was not an easy thing to do.

"That was about a ton of water that hit us just

now," shrilled Bobby Abernethy. A crash above,

and the girls saw the small boat go flying by the

windows. "Get on your life preservers, folks," said

Van as water began to come through from some-

where behind them. Albert held the wheel, while

Van fastened on his life preserver, but all at once

the boat quivered under a terrific blow and the wheel

spun in Albert's hands—useless.

"Brakes all busted, Van, and steering gear out of

repair," said Albert with a white-faced smile,

"Where'd we better dismount?"

"Oh, I'd rather be in the water than to go down

in here,' wailed Bobby,

Spun around and tossed with the boat that was

a plaything of the waves, the occupants caught hold

of anything that was near them to keep their foot-

ing, wondering what to do next. Van felt like

Bobby, that he would rather be in the open than

shut up in a trap, though who would be able to stand

the buffeting of such waves? No one spoke. Pale

and quiet they waited, while Bobby clung to his
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mother and the rest exchanged sober glances.

Occasionally there was a grinding sound beneath

them. The boys knew that they were scraping some

reef.

The waves now seemed to be much higher. Up
they went toward the heavens, coming down with

sickening velocity, while the boat reeled and almost

capsized. "Now we go over," Van thought. But

another wave lifted them mountain high, it seemed,

tossed without direction, to come down somewhere

with a terrific crash.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE WRECK OF THE DAUNTLESS.

Dazed and stunned and wrenched loose from

their desperate hold upon anything solid, the occu-

pants of the Dauntless were pitched into bruised

heaps. Van was the first to realize that there might

even now be a hope of safety. They had struck and

the Dauntless at least rested upon something solid.

The question was where. Would they be pounded

by the waves upon the rocks or were they near some

island ?

The vessel was almost upon its side. Great waves

dashed over it, but it was not filling. As fast as

the water came in, it went out forward where the

outlook was downward, when Van crept carefully

to see, as he gathered himself up from the comer

into which he had been flung. As he looked, his

heart gave thanks to Providence; for while waters

boiled beneath them, at a short distance there was a

beach and land. Perhaps they could yet reach it.
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But how had his companions fared? Albert was

struggling to his feet. Avis, sick and faint, was

leaning against Betty, who had gained a sitting

position. Mrs. Abernethy was lying unconscious,

apparently, her arm still about Bobby, who was

quietly crying.

Van went right to them, but as he took Mrs.

Abernethy's hand to feel her pulse, she opened her

eyes dazedly. "Where are we?" she asked.

"We have been thrown upon some of these rocks,

Mrs. Abernethy," gently said Van, repressing his

excitement. "If you will look after Bobby now,

Al and I will see what can be done. It isn't far to

land."

Van had been speaking close to Mrs. Abernethy's

ear, but he raised his voice now. "I think we have

a chance. See if your life preservers are all right

and get others if they aren't, while I get a rope."

Distresssed faces brightened at this hopeful news.

Albert and Van made further rapid explorations.

Where the boat tipped up toward the stern, the sky

or at least daylight could be seen, with the heavy

spray of dark waters that poured in from time to

time. But the full force of the waves was evidently

not directed to that point. "She's broken in two,'*

said Van to his companion, as they climbed cau-
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tiously about. Windows and sides were shattered

very conveniently for such sight-seeing, indeed.

"And she's pretty securely anchored on some sharp

point or other or the battering she's getting would

dislodge her."

There was no time to waste. While bare rocks

showed at the side, they were too well swept by the

waves to be safe. The best chance was to descend

in front, the boys concluded and to try to reach the

beach. There Van saw a large cocoanut palm that

had either been toppled over by the storm from some

point above, or washed in by the waves. He made

a large rope fast to the boat and tied the other end

around himself.

"What are you going to do now. Van?" asked

Betty, raising her voice, though the howling of the

storm did not seem so high. "I'm going to get

across that little rivulet some way," said Van with

decision, "and tie the rope to that palm tree down

there. It's been put there on purpose for us. Then

Al will send you all down the rope and I'll get you.

Better go down hand over hand, though; and Al,

you see that everybody has a sling to keep him on

the rope. I don't think I'd better wait to help fix

things. No telling how long this old boat will hold
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together. Betty, you can help Al fix the rope.

Here's my knife."

Van held out the open knife to Betty, who took it,

though she crept out after Albert, to see how Van

got through the torrent below. "Gee," said Albert

excitedly, "if he doesn't make it, none of the rest

of us can get over. I would have offered to go

first, Betty, but Van has the strength to do it."

"I know it, Albert. This is a bad fix, isn't it?"

"Yes; but it might be worse. I thought that we

were on some reef below the surface, right out in

water. "Gee!" exclaimed Albert again, as Van,

who was climbing down over some of the rocks,

slipped and swung out. But the rope to which he

was clinging held, for he had been only paying it

out a little as he climbed down. He swung back

to the rocks and began to creep over them again.

Now he turned to the left and disappeared from

view, the swinging rope alone telling of his progress

as he shifted his grasp.

"Oh dear,—we can't tell now what he's doing!"

Betty exclaimed.

"Perhaps he sees a better place to cross, Betty."

Betty's face brightened. "Oh, yes! That's it.

Perhaps there isn't such a wide pool there."

That theory seemed to be confirmed by the length
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of time which Van was taking, and by the slack

rope, though sometimes a tug upon it would indicate

that Van was seeing "how mitch rope he had," as

Albert put it.

Van's friends were quite right in their conclu-

sions. As he descended, he found an irregular shelf

to the left where he was out of the wind and spray,

and where the boiling waters of the pool below the

prow of the Dauntless were exchanged for a swiftly

flowing, but shallow and narrow stream of salt

water. It was merely the channel between this spur

of the coralline rock and the beginning of a smooth

beach. Van's relief was great as he swam across

with no great difficulty, letting the current carry

him down to a point, opposite, slightly below the

place where he entered the water. He wondered if it

would be safer for the rest to follow his example,

but decided that the rocks were too slippery for them

to risk it. If Albert saw that they were all firmly

attached, not to fall away from the rope even if they

lost their hold, they would soon join him.

Running around opposite the boat he waved to

Betty and Albert and called, "Come on," though it

was doubtful if they heard him.

Both disappeared within, while Van hastened to

fasten the rope under and around the trunk of the
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palm tree. As he waited, holding taut the rope,

he began to worry, for there was some delay.

Albert should have been cutting the first circlet of

rope for the first comer, he thought. But that was

not so much delaying matters as Bobby's refusal to

go before his mother. "Women first," he said.

Mrs. Abemethy was anxious to get her little boy

into safety, but she told Albert to send Avis first,

while she reasoned with Bobby. Avis hesitated,

but Albert urged,
—"Come on, Avis; this is nothing.

We'll all be over in a jiffy. Yes, Betty, that's the

way to fix the rope. Good. Now I'll get Avis

started."

"You'll have to go first. Mother," firmly said

Bobby. "How would I feel when they said, "Oh,

you went over first one, didn't you?"

Bobby's tone was so comical and so serious that

even worried Mrs. Abernethy smiled. "Very well,

Bobby. I will go; but how do you imagine a mother

feels to leave her child?"

"It won't be long, Mother," Bobby gravely assured

her. He was being held back now from going too

close to the tipping edge in his desire to see Avis

descending, hand over hand. But the fact that she

could not fall off and into the water if she tried

gave Avis confidence and she landed safely by Van,
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who cut her loose from the rope with the knife

which Betty had had the wisdom to send him. She

had dropped it in Mrs. Abemethy's little sewing

bag and tied it on Avis.

Mrs. Abernethy came next, but fainted when she

was nearly across the water and came sliding rapidly

down, to be caught by Van and laid down upon the

wet sands. Seeing this, Betty made no objection to

Bobby's decree of "You next, Betty." Quickly as

possible, she descended and found her aunt's smel-

ling salts, with which she tried to revive her. This

and the rain on Mrs. Abernethy's face were enough;

and when she opened her eyes, there was her small

boy beside her. "Lucky, Betty sent over your bag,

Mother," he said.

Albert, with no further responsibility for getting

any one over but himself, began to look around for

some of the comforts which it would be well to have

on shore. He tied up the basket of fruit and other

remains of their lunch and sent it down over the

rope. Of such wraps and other personal belongings

he made another bundle and sent it flying. They

could, perhaps, make some shelter with the ponchos.

But water ! How could he get water down to them ?

No use. There was the tank, but it had no handle

like a pail. Yes, it had, too, not like a pail, perhaps,
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but there were two handles by which it was lifted.

Would the rope stand for it? Ah, he had an idea.

There was plenty of rope. Some of it had been

used to tie the canoes to the other boats in the Ever-

glades. The Dauntless had been made ready for any

emergency among scientists. A large coil had not

yet been touched. Wet as it was, Albert uncoiled

it, and hastily, but capably, set about carrying out

his plan. He ran it through the handles of the

tank, wrapped it about its sides and ran it through

again; then drew it together at the top and tied it.

"Stay right side up, you," he remarked. He heard

them shouting to him from below and across, but

he went on with what he was doing.

He did not forget to fasten himself loosely to the

rope by which he was to descend, and there was

relief below when they saw him doing it. But what

could he be doing?

It was a somewhat difficult job which Albert had

assigned himself, but he knew how great their need

for water would be. The start was the worst, of

course. Albert was thinking to himself how much

more easily Van would have handled that heavy

tank, as he passed the rope over and under the round

iron railing of the Dauntless and swung the tank

outside. Now could he steady it and pay out the
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rope at the same time that he went down? If he

let go of the tank's rope, it would fly down into the

waters below and be smashed. Then, although he

had tied another rope to the bottom of the tank, it

was not fastened to the palm tree, by any means!

He began the descent, wrapping his legs around

the rope he was on, like a sailor, and as Van had

done. He let himself down, holding with his left

arm, while with his right he felt the tug of the tank.

Then he paused, letting the tank down by paying

out the rope in his right hand to a certain distance.

Thus by successive pauses, when he would hold him-

self firmly on his own rope by one arm and hand

and the wrapping of his legs and feet, while he

attended to the lowering of the tank, he made

progress slowly but steadily.

And now the tank hung straight down, as low

as was safe above the water, and Albert began to

draw it toward him by the rope which was attached

to the bottom of the tank, now hanging loosely,

another item to which he had been obliged to attend,

although the end of this rope seemed to be mira-

culously held in the pocket of the sweater which

Albert had donned before starting.

Everybody was hoping that the tank, now tipped,

would not lose its top and water and ice at once.
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But Van was making ready to take orders from

Albert when he was a little nearer. He had pretty

well figured out by this time how it was to be

managed. Albert was having a little trouble, for he

had to hold temporarily to the rope and yet use

both hands, one on the main tank rope, one on the

other. He was near enough to throw. "Catch it,"

he called and tossed something to Van. Van missed

it, and was not sorry when he picked it up quickly

and found that Albert had attached the end of the

rope to one of the rough, homy shells that they had

picked up upon the other beach.

Albert waited till Van had fastened this to a tree,

then threw the other rope end, attached in like man-

ner. Quickly now Albert covered the rest of the

way and helped Van draw in the tank by paying

out the one rope and drawing the tank in with the

other. "Some cable, Al!" was Van's comment. "I

wonder if we all realize what Al's done for us!"

"I should say we do!" exclaimed Avis, "and if

he hasn't even hung the cup on the tank!"

"Don't waste a drop, folks," warned Van, as he

carried the tank to a level spot. "Bobby, when you

take a drink, pour only what you want and drink

it, or better yet, let your mother or some one of us

get water for you."
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"Won't there be any more?" solemnly asked

Bobby.

"Dr. Hill says that there aren't any springs here

the way there are in Florida. People have tanks,

big" ones on their houses, and wells, or cisterns, in

the Bahamas. But don't worry. We'll catch some

rain-water, perhaps.

"

"Besides," said Bobby eagerly," the Black Skim-

mer will be after us, pretty soon.

"

"That is so," replied Van, "at least they will

want to find us as soon as possible. We'll put up

a flag in the morning."

"What will we have for a flag?"

"A sweater if we can't find anything better. Mrs.

Abernethy, don't you think that I'd better climb

back up to get some more things ? We ought to have

that medicine case, if it isn't smashed to pieces, and

some clothing from the cabins."

"You could not dare to go below, Van, while

the water pours in as it does. Perhaps by morning

the waves will not be so high from that side."

Van was uneasy, however,and presently he said

again, "I really feel that I ought to go, Mrs.

Abernethy, and I think that I shall not wait for per-

mission. I will be careful."

Saying this. Van started like a cat up the rope.
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That was one of the accomplishments of boyhood

days. But he was scarcely above the sands when

he was recalled by a frightened voice, "O Van!

Come back!"

He dropped a few feet to the shore and looked

up. A monstrous wave was towering above the

Dauntless. It struck at the rear, where all the waves

had been beating with force, and with a crash the

back part of the boat, stern and more, fell back-

ward into the v/aves.

"That hit some more rocks back there. Van,"

said Albert, running to join his friend.

"I should say so, from that crash! I hope that

the forward end is not weakened any more.

"

"You can't tell. Mrs. Abernethy is right. Van.

We'd better be thankful that we are alive at all, and

wait till morning to see if we can get anything

more out of the Dauntless. Did you ever see any-

thing like that last wave. There's another young

mountain, but not quite so high. Funny. Why
aren't they all alike?"

"That fellow that carried away the stern must

have been almost like the one that tossed us there.

I'm glad that the wind died down all at once.

Actually I didn't notice when, but it didn't bother

me much when I was climibng around the rocks."
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"There is a sort of protection there, Van. It was

pretty breezy when I sent the girls and Bobby down,

but I didn't notice it myself. Let's fix up some sort

of a shelter for the girls and Mrs. Abernethy. Do

you think that this was a regular West Indian

hurricane?"

"I doubt it. It was a bad storm all right, but it

isn't the time of year for a real hurricane of any

extent."

"I don't see much difference. It nearly did for

us. But perhaps the Black Skimmer fared better.

What do you think?"

"She probably rode out the storm. They have

charts and know the channels. Don't let the rest

of them get to worrying about the Black Skimmer!"
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CHAPTER IX.

MAROONED.

If Mrs Abemethy worried about the Black

Skimmer, she said nothing about it. There was

enough discomfort in the present situation to occupy

their attention. The rain had ceased, but the surf

kept pounding away to remind them of their help-

less condition. The girls turned a little recess be-

hind the fallen palm's thick branches into a dressing

room, where they took off their wet loathing suits

and replaced them with dryer garments, though

everything was damp from the spray, or the water

which had come into the Dauntless. The clothing,

however, which Mrs. Abernethy had insisted upon

their bringing had been hung in a closet of the main

cabin where they were at first. Some of it they had

put on before descending the rope. The rest Albert

had bundled up and sent over.

The boys took Bobby off down the beach and

fixed him up as best they could. They both had

coats, and one poncho between them, but their garb
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for scientific pursuits and explorations was down in

one of the cabins. More than once they expressed

the ardent wish that the Dauntless would hold

together till morning- might make it possible to get

into the cabins. "We can't starve here, Van," said

Albert, "with the water full of fish and turtle, but

I would like a few conveniences of civilization, like

matches,—and say, that shovel would be the thing

to dig a place in the sand for water. You remember

Uncle Doc was telling about their sometimes digging

a hole in the sand and just sinking in a barrel, and

that would continue to make a well."

"I read about that in a book that Dr. Hill has,

and somewhere else it said that there are sometimes

springs, or that the natives make tanks out of rocks

themselves. We must get that crowbar in the morn-

ing. You ought to have seen Professor Hartley

trying to use a crowbar and a sledge hammer yes-

terday morning. I don't know where you were."

"I wondered what that was for," said Albert.

"Did he make it?"

"No. He was trying it out on that hard surface

rock and wanted to see if it was really soft under-

neath, as the books say. But he hasn't any more

strength than a rabbit. Mr. Collier took hold and

did it for him. I don't know what geologists would
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find in this 'calcareous limestone.' It's all coral

stuff."

"Nobody so curious as your scientist, Van."

"Your 'Uncle Doc' would say, 'except a boy.' Do
you remember when he got that off?"

"Yep, I hope Uncle Doc is all right."

It was thought best to go further up into the

island before camping for the night. It was quite

dark by this time, but Van's small flashlight, which

rarely left him, was in his pocket and in working

order. They went up the rising ground back of the

beach, where the rocks circled around from the spur

on which the Dauntless was impaled. There they

could see where Van had crossed the stream, which

was only an escape for the waters brought by the

waves of the storm. Back of this short channel, a

wide salt lagoon spread out, below this low head-

land of limestone or coralline rock. Here Mrs.

Abernethy wanted to stay, though they all knew that

the sand would make a more comfortable bed. But

as she said that she felt safer, they found a place

protected from the wind, where they either curled

up or braced themselves against the rock to sleep.

Morning found them slightly rested, though the

uncomfortable night and their bruises, unattended,

made them a sorry company. The wind had died.
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The air was close and hot as it had been the day

before and the boys felt that another storm would

not be any surprise. Though the sun shone hotly,

the sky in one direction was cloudy.

The ice in the tank had long since melted, but

Albert declared that the water was at least wet.

After a good drink of it, an orange apiece, and

some mussy sandwiches divided around, they all

felt better and the boys were full of their usual

energy. They had already been down to have a

good look at the remains of the Dauntless, which

they reported in statu quo. The waves were not so

high, only washing around the rear of the wreck,

though pounding on the rocks behind it. The ropes

hung as they had been left.

Bobby led his exhausted mother to a place on the

beach where he hollowed out a "soft place" for her

and braided a palm leaf which he said would be a

fan for her pretty soon. The girls followed the

boys to the place where they all had landed, making

ready to receive the things that they sent over.

One after another, the two boys climbed the

heavier rope and disappeared over the railing and

into the Dauntless. The girls sat down on the sand

to wait. "For half a cent, I'd try to climb up there,

too," said Avis.
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"And fall off and get killed," added Betty.

"Well, the old Dauntless may be stranded, but it

looks more like home than this! Don't you wonder

what's in that wooded place up there?" Avis tossed

her head in the direction of a close jungle of trees

and bush. "Wouldn't it be a joke if people lived

on this place and we might be having them to help

us?"

"It isn't very likely, Van said. You know the

boys were awake before we were and prowling

around. Van looked off with his glass and could

see nothing but water and cays. He said that they

will investigate as soon as they see what can be

done about getting what we need out of the Daunt-

less. He and All~)ert were talking it over and they

thought that it would be foolish to waste this time

when the waves are not buffeting the boat as they

were.

"

Van and Albert wasted no precious moments

when they climbed into the wreck. The tilting floor

was shaky, but the position of the boat seemed

secure enough. At least there was no slipping as

they climbed, holding to the sides or posts to reach

the rear and to find some way down into the cabins

below.

Here was the place where the boat had been
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broken in two. The boys looked out upon a tossing

sea whose waves now scarcely reached the wreck.

Jagged pieces of the Dauntless projected at right

and left. Below and forward were rocks and shat-

tered remains of the stern. The stairway was gone,

but they swung themselves over the edge of the main

cabin floor and into the damp interior of the cabins.

Broken upon one sharp projection, the ship had

very easily lost its stern. The forward parts were

pinned in position by another jagged, sharp pinnacle

which had gone entirely through the bottom of the

Dauntless by the force of the crash. Splinters, and

crumpled steel, and wide cracks were there; and

water came up through the openings, or washed in

from wave and spray.

Van was in the lead and went carefully, though

there was plenty of light now, where the sides, also,

were crushed and broken. Gone was the former

neat appearance.

"Well," said Van, as they reached a place free

from evidences of splintering, "I think that the old

tub has a small chance of lasting very long if we

have any more storms, and it certainly looks like it.

But I believe that we can get what we need out of

here without our sliding off with the rest of her.
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Which do we need worst, food, clothing or tools?"

"All of them. I^t's get busy."

The comparatively small supply of food in the

Dauntless was easily packed. The little lockers and

cupboards were in the forward part here and con-

sisted of some canned vegetables and meats, some

boxes of cereal and quickly cooking flours and

packages at which the boys scarcely looked in their

hurry. It was food. They might need it very much

to vary what would otherwise be a diet of shellfish

and other products of the sea and the cay. They

packed these in Dr. Hill's pet pail for specimens

and sent it down to the girls over the double rope

cable which had carried the water tank down.

Van found the kit of medicines and first aid

appliances, packing this with great care to lower it.

The tools, including crowbar and sledge hammer

were tied together and slung down, wrapped in a

piece of bedding.

Next they stripped the cabins of bedding and

clothing. Each boy found his own private kit as it

had been left after the work of the morning with

the scientists, but everything had been thoroughly

wet. Working around here was none too pleasant,

but boys who had just been saved from a serious

tragedy were in no mood to complain. Moreover^
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they were glad to get what would render their situa-

tion less uncomfortable. Folded sheets, pillow cases

and blankets in the cupboards were not quite so wet.

Working as fast as they could, it yet took a long

time to accomplish this undertaking in compartments

pitched downward at an uncomfortable angle. Mat-

tresses and pillows, wet and heavy, were not easily

handled. Lunch time came before they were ready,

but the boys slid down the rope, Van with a small

basket of bread, which was too precious to be

trusted alone to the rope, and Albert with a package

of matches which had been upon the topmost shelf

in a tightly closed closet or cupboard and had

escaped a real wetting.

There was no butter, but a jar of jam made the

lunch taste well. They all gathered together on

the beach, while they ate the rest of their fruit

with their bread and jam. The girls discussed the

supplies, which they had examined carefully while

they waited for the various bundles sent down to

them.

"Wasn't there a bit of real flour?" asked Betty.

"My dear girl," replied Albert, "there was a sack

of it very evidently, in the bottom of the cupboard.

It is now paste, and I almost slipped down in the

stuff that had oozed all around out of the open door
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in the lower part. Anything that was in a can

seemed to be all right, as far as we looked. If that

big can there has sugar in it, then we have some.

Anything that could be spoiled by water is for the

most part spoiled. Did you see that can of coffee?

And there are two or three cans of milk, enough

to keep us going till the Black Skimmer comes hunt-

ing us."

"Just those little tins of canned milk," said Avis,

"and perhaps Bobby should have those."

"I don't like it," said Bobby. "We have lots of

water yet."

"That is fine, and we'll have cocoanut milk to

drink, too. There are any number of cocoanut

palms besides the big fellow that the storm did for.

What do you say, Mrs. Abernethy? Shall we stop

for a while and explore a little for you, or keep on

in the Dauntless f I imagine that we ought to get

out the tents that we used in the Everglades. We
didn't have the Dauntless with us, but the tents were

sent back to Miami and stored in the Dauntless

before the Black Skimmer returned."

"Then these aren't the rest of the stores that you

had for the Everglades ?" Betty asked.

"Oh, no; I imagine that most of these things

were put in the DQuntless lockers in New York."
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"IvCt's hope that the Black Skimmer gets here

soon, then," said Avis.

"Nothing will be spoiled in so short a time, Avis,"

said Van. "I only wish that they had put in more

of a store. But this canned stuff will last us quite

a while, if we are careful. I'd say that we shall

have something besides fish for almost a week, little

as these stores seem. As soon as we get through

with this job, we must see to a supply of water and

to getting us a safe shelter somewhere, where our

tents will be protected in case of another storm."

"We'll try to dry out some of this bedding,"

said Betty. "The sun is hot enough, if there is so

much humidity."

"Speaking of humidity," said Albert, "there is

a barometer, a thermometer, and the ship's compass,

in one of the bundles. Don't you suppose it will

help a lot to know just how hot it is?"

Mrs. Abernethy, who had not answered Van's

question, now spoke. "It may be interesting to

know the directions, Albert. Why, yes. Van, I think

that it will be wiser for you boys to get the tents,

and whatever else there is that we can use, out of

the boat. I don't like the looks of things. I should

not be surprised if we had another severe storm
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tonight. Do you think that we can find a safe

place for tents?"

"I think so, Mrs. Abernethy. We can tell by the

way some of the trees lean from which direction

the heaviest winds blow. I have an idea that around

that curve of the shore, where some of the trees and

bush grow, we may find a well-protected place. It

looks higher there."

The boys went back to their work of getting the

tents out and down to the beach and of stripping

the Dauntless of everything that they could find.

"If the ship's here tomorrow," Van suggested, "let's

bring back the saw and ax and hack out the berths

and as much of the frame work and walls as we

can get. We can make decent beds for the girls,

then, and if we save as much of the boat as possible,

we might make some sort of a skiff to cruise these

islands in. We ought to find something that is in-

habited without cruising the open sea for any long

distances."

"Good idea, Van. There must be fishing stations

among these cays. How many of them did Uncle

Doc say there were."

"Only about three thousand!"

"Goodnight!"
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"It's a pity that the Dauntless wasn't equipped

with wireless."

"Even my little receiving set is on the Black

Skimmer/^

While the boys worked and perspired over their

last tasks, the girls and Mrs, Abernethy opened

bundles of clothing and bedding and spread them

to dry while the sun was hot. Clouds began to

gather toward four o'clock in the afternoon, and

when the feminine portion of the party noticed this

they called the boys' attention to the sky at their

first appearance by the ropes.

After duly looking where the girls pointed, the

two young workmen assented by nods, disappeared

from view long enough to gather up their tools,

send the last trophies down and come sliding down

to the beach themselves.

"No time to lose, I reckon," said Albert cheerily

to Mrs. Abernethy, "though Van does not think that

we shall have rain for some hours yet. But we have

to get fixed before night."

Van and Albert went on an exploring tour upon

the sandy beach, which began near the rocks where

they had spent the night, curved out into the sea

and around to a point concealed from view by the

growth upon that part of the island.
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They were gone for some time, while the girls

began to fold dry garments, collect the varied small

articles which were scattered about, and make ready

for the second move. It had been a tiresome day.

Even the boys' steps dragged as they came back at

last. There was a sort of bluff, above the white

sand of a smooth beach, at some little distance around

the curve which they could see. The place was pro-

tected somewhat by the growth back of the spot

which they had selected for the tents, and there were

no very heavy trees to fall upon them in case of a

tornado.

Even Mrs. Abernethy, who was quite weak after

her experience of the day before, went loaded with

clothing and a basket of food, but they did not let

her return for a second trip until she had rested for

some time. Expert by this time with ropes and

hoisting, they lifted almost everything to the level

of the bluff in this way, rather than allowing every

one to carry his load around to the more easy ascent

which was at some distance from the camping spot.

Food and water were the first essentials, then the

tents to make a dry shelter. While the boys put up

these, the girls carried more food and clothing, till

at last the undertaking was complete and they all

felt less homeless than before.
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A few articles, like the crowbar and sledge ham-

mer and some other heavy objects, with seats and

table from the Dauntless main cabin were drawn up,

away from any possibility of being battered by

waves, and left there. Even then they worked until

long after dark, stowing away in the tents and mak-

ing all snug. The mattresses were not yet dry

enough to be used, but they were stored in the smaller

of the three tents, and palm leaves hastily gathered

to be spread on the ground as a foundation for the

blankets.

As the palm leaves, many of them dried ones

from under the trees, rustled in the process of being

arranged, Mrs. Abernethy asked Van if he thought

there would be much danger from snakes.

"Some say that there are, positively, no poisonous

snakes in the Bahamas, Mrs. Abernethy. Al and I

did not see any here, when we cleared away a place

for the tents. At the same time, I would be careful

about stepping into the bush or low jungle, you

know.

"

"I was just thinking of tonight, Van, but I'm

tired enough to sleep anywhere."

By a good fire, however, the boys made coffee,

with which they all ate some more of their bread

and a tin of meat. This was no time to do without
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food,—not until they had all recovered from their

exhausted and bruised condition. The bread, at

least, Betty said, had not been put in in New York.

"By good luck, Betty," said Van, "they put in a

lot for the scientists yesterday, or day before and

it was not used. This is it."

"Tomorrow," promised Albert, "we'll catch some

fish and have a change of diet. If that flour only

hadn't gotten wet! I bet the girls know how to

make good biscuit.

"I can't," frankly said Avis, "but Betty can.

Where's the stove? Oh, yes, the little portable."

"And baking powder, or yeast?" Betty added.

"I think that we could fix up some sort of an

oven outdoors, too, for a pan of biscuit," said Van,

"but without the materials, what is the use?"

"There is a package of pancake flour," demurely

suggested Betty, with a twinkle,

"Betty! You don't mean it!"

"Keep me a good fire under that big skillet and

I'll cook pancakes for breakfast."

"And there is a can of maple syrup that has not

been opened ! Do you suppose that this climate has

done for it?"

"We'll hope not."

Bobby yawned. The prospect of a good break-
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fast was cheering. "I suppose that there was noth-

ing but grit or oatmeal in those packages," said

Albert. "Any more surprises, girls?"

"A surprise would not be a surprise if not un-

expected," Betty declared.

The two tents of fair size and the one small one,

which had been purchased for use in the Ever-

glades, were just right for this party as well. Bobby

announced that he was going to sleep with the boys,

and although Mrs. Abernethy felt a little uneasy

about him, she was used to having him cared for

by others and agreed to the plan. Bobby felt very

much older to be rolled up as comfortably as possible

in the tent with the "other men" and to be called

"old man" by Albert and "Admiral" or "Commo-

dore" by Van.

But the two boys sat by the fire for a long time

after the rest had retired. No storm disturbed

them. The fire was not needed for heat, but it made

a glow around them, and they sat near the edge of

the bluff, looking off at the dark waters, or at the

darker woods behind the tents. Outlines of the

feathery palms reminded them that they were in

a new country. Thunder growled at a distance,

but finally, pretty well assured that no storm would
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break before morning, they sought rest not far from

Bobby's soundly sleeping form.

In the night, Van shook Albert slightly, saying,

"I hear Doc, Al," but Albert rising on one elbow,

saw that Van had fallen back asleep.

"Dreaming of Doc Hill," though Albert and re-

sumed his interrupted slumbers.
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CHAPTER X.

THE BOYS EXPLORE.

It was still cloudy and close when Van and Albert

wakened. The tired boys had overslept, so far as

the rest were concerned. Van smelled coffee and

dressing hastily, ran out to see the girls feeding a

small fire and watching the office.

"Good morning, Van; I was tempted to use the

little portable stove this morning, but I didn't know

about the supply of gasoline."

"I think that we'd better save that, Betty. I don't

suppose that there is much chance of taking the

engine to pieces and putting it together again in a

boat of our own manufacture, but Al and I talked

about the possibility yesterday. If the Dauntless

still holds together and the engine isn't too badly

smashed,—but it looked like a good deal of a mess

yesterday. I don't know why it should have been

so much worse smashed than other things, but it

looks that way.

"

"Oh, it was so heavy, Van."
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"Perhaps. I can tinker up some things and it

may be that we can fix a motor, if we have to stay

here long- enough to make it worth while. We'll go

down to look at the rest of the things and bring up

what we think best, and then see what we can do.

Al suggested that we take apart the engine, dis-

mantle the Dauntless still further and pull the rest

down with the ropes. We might do that."

"Wouldn't you lose everything in that deep place

under the ropes?"

"We might, yet with the ropes attached, we

should save a good deal. There isn't the current

there, now, that all that water pouring in from the

channel made, right after the storm.

But these plans were not carried out. The

promised griddle cakes were made in a big skillet

placed over the fire and propped in place by supports

made of shells and coral rocks. The cooks were

quite hot before a sufficient number of cakes were

cooked for the entire party, but they said that it

paid to see the appetites. "I would not recommend

griddle cakes as a constant diet in this climate,"

laughed Mrs. Abernethy, who was once more cheer-

ful after a night of undisturbed sleep, "but I'll re-

commend the cooks any time that they want to apply

for positions as chefs."
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Betty, and Van, who had assisted, made Mrs.

Abernethy deep bows at this. But she went on to

say that surely the Black Skimmer's boats would

find them today. She had watched the seas a good

part of yesterday, though she had not felt able to

prospect about other parts of the island.

"We will do that this morning, Mrs. Abernethy,

and put up a flag of distress, on one of these tall

trees, perhaps," said Albert, "I think, Van, that

we'd better do that right away, and explore the place,

before we try to do anything further to the Daunt-

less. We've gotten everything that we can possibly

use or need now out of her.

"

"Put up my red sweater, Van," said Bobby. "Dad

will know that and come right to us!"

"All right, Bob. I think that we'll stick that up

near the shore on that highest point of the rocks,

where we slept night before last."

Van and Albert ran back to the beach by the

wreck, clambered again into the Dauntless, since a

part of her would be more easily prepared for a

pole than any tree trunk upon the island By the

aid of crowbar and hammer, a temporary signal was

set up among the rocks at a height which would

enable it to be seen for some little distance in that
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part of the water from which they had been cast

upon the island.

Carrying another load of the things which had

been left behind the night before, the boys returned

to the tents, where the girls were again working

with bundles, spreading out the mattresses in the

sun, sorting and arranging other articles.

"So long, girls," said Albert; "we're going on

around this shore to see the other part of this cay,

and what lies beyond it. See that this looks like

home when we come back!"

Every one felt more encouraged this morning.

Though their beds had been hard, sleep had brought

forgetfulness. Nothing more serious had happened.

They had tent headquarters and some of the com-

forts of civilization, with the prospect of more, as

soon as they had time to make their camp after an

approved fashion. Their store of food was being

rapidly depleted, as meals for six people drew upon

it, but only the immediate necessity for work upon

the Dauntless had prevented their securing fish.

With the zest of adventure, the boys rounded the

curving beach of the island. Something had been

wrong with the compass, but the sun itself had

taught them the directions. Nowhere did they see

a very open sea. Van wondered, as he looked at
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cays and reefs and crooked channels how it had been

possible for the Dauntless to escape being wrecked

before. But the tossing sea had lifted them above

every hidden reef to this place of comparative

safety.

The tents faced a general north-westerly view.

The beach now ran around in a very crooked fashion

and the boys found the track over irregular coralline

rock rather tiresome; but they kept along, partly

through low bush, and partly through the wooded

part of the island, which was directly to their left

as they advanced. They were wearing their regular

hiking costumes and were prepared for anything. A
few mosquitoes, but not any more than they might

have expected in the North, bothered them from

time to time.

Though they kept their eyes for the most part

upon the view from the shore, they were interested

in the tall growth of cocoanut palms, mahogany,

and other trees of which Dr. Hill and Dr. Davis

had told them, but of whose identification they were

not very sure at times. The woods here was of

considerable extent. They did not attempt to pene-

trate it for any distance, but near its beginning,

evidently back of the tents and somewhat higher.
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they had caught a glimpse of fruit trees, both orange

and lemon.

Two things they had in mind as of first impor-

tance,—to find out whether the island were inhabited

or not, and to note its size and conformation and

relative location. It might be near some inhabited

cay.

But nowhere did they see any signs of a dwelling,

or, indeed of these sands having been recently visited.

No shell gatherers had disturbed the shells, sea-

weeds or wreckage of recent tide or storm. It was

an odd shore line, partly of sand, partly of rocks,

which ran out and stood in the waters like the head-

land where they had crashed. For the most part

the boys kept to what they called the bluff, rather

than climbing up and down from and to the glisten-

ing sands.

The only land which was near consisted of broken

rocks, with cut-up channels of sea water and a long,

low cay which was mainly a reef. At high tide most

of this would be submerged, the boys thought. A
deeper channel, where surf surged and broke wildly,

was at the further end of this neighboring cay,

which drew away with a curve and some forbidding

rocks. In between, where the channel widened, so
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far as the two cays were concerned, a single tree

grew on a tiny islet half way between.

It was very pretty here, the boys thought, and

after they had proceeded some distance further along

the shore of their island, they could see a much

more open body of water. "Do you suppose that

this is a part of the larger channel where the Black

Skimmer was?" asked Van, "we were whirled

around so by the wind and those monster waves,

that it might be. We may have been carried around

all those cays at the left and cast in there by a lucky

accident, or else Providence intended us to be saved.

Do you suppose that this part of the island would

be a better place for our flag?"

"Search me, Van! We could have two poles up.

The girls would like that place back there for the

tents."

As they went a little further, they found that they

had almost reached the length of the island. It was

narrow and rocl<y again. But they climbed the rocks

and continued, finding that they were going now in

a direction which should bring them finally to the

Dauntless. At last, topping a higher elevation than

any which they had so far found, they could see

through their glasses Bobby's sweater, waving in

tSie wind, and the wreck of the Dauntless, dark upon
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its rocks. But behind them led the easier way home,

they thought, and at several places where there was

prospect of good fishing, they decided to try their

luck, if not now, later.

"It's at this end, Al," said Van, as they picked

their way down hill, "that boats would come, I think,

if they visited the island. We must keep on the

lookout for pearl fishers and the fellows that are out

for turtles and fish. If this were in the good old

pirate days, that cove back there would be the place

I'd look to find them."

"Pirate Treasure, Van! It's my turn to have

a bit of good luck. Keep your eyes open for signs

of buried treasure left by Blackbeard or some of the

rest."

"No joke about it, Al. You might find something

in a lonesome place like this. By the way, there

was a trickle of water in that cove. I thought that

it was rain water, from the storm, but after we

passed, it occurred to me that in spite of what some

of the books say, there might be a spring back in

the woods. Let's look. In that case, we might move

down here for the sake of the water.

"

Nothing was said for some time. They reached

the cove in question and found that at low tide there

was quite a perceptible movement of clear water
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across the sand and into the sea. They traced it

back to the higher ground, where it trickled through

the bush.

"Put your fishing tackle on the ground, Al. Let's

go into the woods a bit and see what we can see."

Depositing their tackle in a free spot, the boys

began to penetrate the thick growth at this point.

The tangling sea grape and a scrub growth of vari-

ous sorts impeded them, but they managed to keep

near the wet ground which indicated some sort of

w^ater. "I bet we do find a spring here," declared

Al. But he had scarcely spoken when they reached

ground that was damp, indeed, but from the recent

storm and with no evidence of any movement of

water.

They began to look about them and to note with

some surprise what seemed to be regularly planted

fruit trees. Ripe oranges were within their grasp.

"We've found Blackbeard's orchard anyhow,'*

laughed Van, reaching up to help himself. "Say Al,

look there!" he cried suddenly and leaped over a

low bush without waiting to eat his orange.

Albert followed him and stood without a word,

looking where Van pointed between trees. "Say!

Well, no one can be living there now!"

Through the trees they were looking at a house.
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Rather slowly and carefully they approached now

until they stood beside it. It was built, like many

houses of the Bahamas, of the coralline stone,

plastered over in a sort of stucco, and the top part,

to the roof, was of wood, the pine pieces placed in

upright position.

There was a veranda in front, but the roof was

entirely caved in and broken by two palm trees which

had fallen against it. The main structure was

aparently strong and unhurt by storm or the pas-

sage of time.

"It isn't so very old," said Van, as they moved

around the house outside. "If it were, it would be

all to pieces. The thatching on the roof is about

gone, but it looks as if it had a real roof, as we

would consider one in the States, under that old

palmetto stuff. Well, let's go inside."

The floor of the porch had rotted away in some

places, but the door of the house, closed, and pro-

tected by the joining of porch roof and the house,

was good.

Ah, but it was gloomy within! "Do you think

that we'd better monkey around here. Van?" asked

Albert, suddenlly thinking of the folks at the tents.

"If we catch any fish for supper or get any lunch

except this fruit, we'd better get back."
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"That is so," said Van, as both looked up at the

heavy rafters of dark wood, the fine paneling of the

walls, and, most surprising of all, a large fireplace

and a beautiful mantel, A long mirror upon a door

opposite made Van think for a moment that some

one was coming to meet him as he moved in that

direction, toward an open stairway. "This must be

Blackbeard's castle all right. Let me run up the

stairs a minute and then we'll go back. The girls

will enjoy discovering this place with us, perhaps.

This explains the fruit trees in a regular grove, and

I imagine that that water is seeping from a well

or tank somewhere, though I'd prefer a spring."

Albert started toward the stairway, but just then

saw something that made him stop. Back in a

protected corner of the room, away from windows

whose glass had long since been broken in or burst

out, during some hurricane whose swift winds had

caused a vaccuum, some sign was nailed up. Printed,

in English, and in what Albert supposed was

Spanish, were these words

:

BEWARE! EVIL HAS BEEN DONE HERE.

YOUTH AND BEAUTY IS BURIED IN THE
GARDEN. THE WRETCH WHO HAS DE-
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STROYED IT HAS MET HIS JUST FATE.
THE ISLAND IS FULL OF GHOSTS. DO
NOT DISTURB THEM.

"Whoop-ee!" whistled Albert. "Van, come down

and look at what I've found. We've either got

'mellerdramer' or real ghosts."

Albert's voice echoed weirdly through the vacant

rooms, and Van's sounded hollow as he called back.

"You come here, first. Blackbeard's bones are up

here."

With a few leaps, two steps at a time, Albert was

at the top of the staircase. Van had entered a room

at its head, a room ding>', full of leaves which had

drifted in from the battered windows.

Rags and bones lay on the floor, human bones,

and the remains of clothing. "How long would it

take for a body to get like that?" Asked Van.

"It needn't date back to Blackbeard, with insects

and probably other things coming in the house,"

Albert replied. "Whoever built this house had ideas

and some means to do it. He probably owned the

island and intended to spend some happy days here,

—poor fellow. But perhaps he wasn't so good, Van.

Come down and see the placard that somebody put

up. If your imagination can't work out a story
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from that, it will be a wonder. I'm not so sure that

we'd better tell the girls about this yet."

"Oh, yes. Al, if we have to stay here for any

length of time this will be a great place. We can

clean it up and not be afraid that everything we have

will blow into the sea."

In a few moments Van was reading the notice.

He pretended to shiver, and to tell the truth, the

suggestions were none too pleasant. "Come on,"

he said, "We'll catch one Ush and go back. To-

morrow we'll bring what the Dauntless had for

clearing away brush, knives and saw, and what not,

Al, and make a path through here to the beach.

There's been one some time. See?" Van pointed to

the evidences of a former path, regular growths of

oleander and hibiscus and the flowers with which

such a way might be decorated.

"And here's a covered well, or cistern! That

makes us safe. We can boil the water. But no

tropical isle for me without ice. I suppose we're

spoiled. Wouldn't you like to take an ice-cream cone

back to Bobby and the girls?"

"Don't mention it. We'll have to do the best

we can with hot orangeade in this climate. Excuse

me from luke-warm water."

"We may find a cool spring yet, Al."
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"Remember that there's a volcano on one of the

West Indies anyhow!"

"Are you suggesting a hot spring? Wait till I

roll you into the surf!"

"Just where I want to go. It's a hot grave-yard

in here!"

With such sparring, the boys hurried out of the

house and its wooded vicinity. Van now told

Albert that they were not necessarily expected at

"lunch." "I told Betty," said he, "that we might

cook our own lunch on the beach, and I brought

a box of crackers that she insisted on giving me."

"I wondered what that was sticking out of your

pocket. Cheese wafers?"

"Something like that, I suppose. What do you

think about it? Shall we go back, or fish and eat?

Fish and crackers and this fruit ought to stay our

appetites."

"Let what we catch decide the matter."

Albert was not so confident that all which he had

heard about these waters was true. But when they

went out upon some projecting points of the reef,

he was pleasantly disappointed. His idea of "how
could they catch anything without a boat?" was

proved to be the greatest lack of confidence. In the

channel beneath them a little school of mullet roused
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so great an excitement in the minds of the two fisher-

men that even the gruesome find and the warning

placard with its yellowed, stained and dilapidated

ground, passed out of their minds.

These fish are not large, but the boys drew out

one after another till Van said that he was ashamed

to catch any more. Again their plans changed.

Having brought no camp utensil in which to cook

the fish, they decided to take their big catch back

immediately. It would take too long to cook it in

such an "oven" as they would be obliged to make.

Then, they had already been gone some time, and

they were the official protectors of the camp. "We
need folks to share and appreciate such luck," said

Van.

Bobby, who had felt deeply aggrieved not to ac-

company them, met them with a whoop of delight.

With pride he showed them a sort of oven which he

had built, open, however, at the top, with carefully

leveled sides. "Now," said he, "you can either

cover most of that up with somethin' and have an

oven, or just set your pan or skillet on top."

"That beats what we put together. Bob," praised

Van, "and if you haven't had a meal since break-

fast, we'll all have some mullet. We've been all

around the lower part, or the other part of this island
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and far enough to see the poor old Dauntless on its

rocks. So it's an island, and not inhabited so's you

could notice it. But we'll have a great surprise for

you tomorrow,—and we found a well of water."

The last of this speech was addressed to the

ladies, who had appeared at Bobby's whoop.

"Oh, tell us now, Van," begged Bobby, and Mrs.

Abernethy asked if it held out any hope of a quick

rescue.

Van was forced to tell the anxious lady that it

was nothing so fine as that, but that everybody

would be interested. More than that Bobby could

not get out of the boys, though Albert hinted at a

mystery.
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CHAPTER XI.

A TROPICAL STORM.

While they cooked their meal and ate the deli-

cious fish, distant thunder was rumbling again.

From time to time the girls glanced nervously at

sky and sea and Mrs, Abernethy was very quiet.

The boys took notice of the signs, but had made up

their minds to allow no gloom in camp. When

Betty asked Van if he thought there could be a

cyclone or a hurricane, he replied that whatever

there was, they were on land, anyhow.

Then it began to blow, fitfully at first, with swoop-

ing gusts out of the sea. Leaving the girls to attend

to the remains of their meal, the boys hastened to

look at the ropes that held the tents and to make

everything more secure. It began to rain a little,

but the heavy storm was gathering, still some miles

away. The sea began to lash the beaches with high

waves.

"Goodbye, Dcnmtless" said Albert as he tightened
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a rope. "I wish that we had found that house

yesterday.

"

"Why?" asked Van, who was thinking of some-

thing else.

"Because we could have taken our tents there and

maybe gone inside for the storm. It's protected,

just as it is here, by a windbreak of the woods,

and yet did you notice that almost all the very large

trees were at a little distance It was chiefly bush

around the house, except for the fruit trees and

those that had fallen into the porch roof."

"Yes, I noticed that. But there's no use thinking

of that. Say, Al, we might as well take dozvn these

tents. First thing you know, they'll be in the ocean

when some of this wind gets under them. Did you

ever see wind that can blow like this!"

"I'm not sure that I ever saSi} any wind," laughed

Albert, rather enjoying a blast that almost took their

breath.

"Don't get smart," replied Van, grinning at his

friend and also feeling exhilarated. This was

better than that close air before the storm. He
looked around, then ran toward the girls. Mrs.

Abernethy had gone into her tent and taken Bobby

with her.

"Girls, we've got to take the tents down, unless
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everything gets blown away. They can't be pro-

tected altogether by the woods, and some of these

trees may topple over on us at that. See that pile

of timber? Get over there and crouch in as close as

you can. We'll join you in a minute."

The girls obeyed, Betty carrying the skillet, just

cleaned with sand and rinsed in sea water. Avis

picked up the big pail, tossed out the water and ran,

while Van went back to rout out poor Mrs.

Abernethy and Bobby.

"Bobby, take your mother over where the girls

are, quick ! We've got to take down the tents, Mrs.

Abernethy, or risk losing them. It's a big blow

already."

In the high wind it was no easy task to flatten out

the tents, but it was accomplished and everything

that was heavy and in sight placed on top of them,

the crowbar and sledge hammer in evidence.

"Oh, dear," mourned Avis, "just as we'd gotten

things dried out and in some order!"

"We'll not sleep on a mattress tonight," said

Betty, "but if we stay alive, it will be something."

Betty could not be blamed for gloomy apprehen-

sions, in the face of the coming storm, and with the

remembrance of the one that whirled and tossed

them so recently. She looked out from their poor
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shelter, watching the boys as they hurriedly worked

and finally came running toward them with the

ponchos which they had snatched from within the

tents.

The refuge, of which Van had so quickly thought,

consisted of trees which had been felled by some

previous storm. One, of immense trunk, must have

lain there for a long time, for soil and little growths

were about part of the trunk, slightly imbedded.

Two other trees must have been tossed upon this one

by the recent storm, for they were green, with

their palm leaves rustling and flying out in the wind.

They lay at right angles to the large tree, whose

species Van did not know, and as their tops only

projected over the other tree. Van thought that it

would not be dangerous to use them as a sort of

shelter.

"We'll lie along the big trunk, on this side, folks,"

said Van, drawing Bobby nearer the tree. "Get as

close as you can, and if the other trees fly off, you'll

not get hit."

Van did not expect the other trees to fly off, for

their bases and roots were in the direction of the

wind, just as they had fallen before a similar blow

before. But he wanted none of them to take any

chances of being hit. If the wind was cyclonic and
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something hit them from the other direction,

—

well, they were in the hands of Providence. As it

was, the cocoanut palms made a little bower above

them, and Bobby had already gathered the cocoanuts

which had been scattered by the previous storm,

and picked off the rest. Some of them had come

in handily to throw as weights upon the bulging

tents and their contents.

"I wish we could have made things flatter," said

Van ruefully, "but let's hope that we'll not see

everything flying."

As they crouched there and the wind began to

howl more loudly and mingle its voice with that of

the pounding surf, they saw a strange sight. "Look,"

said Van, and even Mrs. Abernethy, who had

covered her face with the poncho, which she held

over herself and Bobby, looked to see what roused

such wonder as was expressed in Van's tone.

Betty and Avis parted the whipping palm leaves,

to look out over the waves and see a water-spout!

Circling rapidly, it was soon out of sight, and as

the storm now beat so heavily upon them, they had

no immediate interest except to escape it themselves.

The heavens seemed to open. Sheets of water

like those which they had seen in the Dauntless beat

upon them, while the flapping leaves above them
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were more of a menace than a protection. They

crouched more closely to the large trunk and

wondered if they would be struck by the bolts of

lightning that must be hitting close by, for the

thunder sounded like connonading. "Bombs drop-

ping all around, Van," suggested Al, close to Van's

ear. "Must be like this in war."

"Nice conductors "we'll be, too, in this wet," replied

Van. "If I'd been smart I'd have told everybody

to sit on the rubber ponchos. Too late now. Boy!"

Van's exclamation was at an alarming crash. Limbs

and big palm leaves had been flying from the woods

or jungle behind them. Now an immense tree fell

and a smaller one came, sailing as it fell, to land

upon the tents.

"Good work!" said Al, who had also exclaimed

at the noise. "Now, I bet those tents won't fly

away." That had been their greatest concern, of

course, next to their own safety. To lose what com-

forts they had would be a great hardship to Mrs.

Abernethy and the girls.

But with this last shrieking of the wind and

crashing of a few trees in the wooded part of the

island, the center of the storm seemed to pass, so

far as electricity was concerned. The wind, too,

became a steady blow. But they continued to hear
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the roll of thunder for hours. Storms were abroad

over the deep, for the seas became tremendous.

Several times the boys spoke of the Dauntless. "I'd

like to see how high the waves can go among those

rocks and reefs where we came in," said Betty.

"If it ever stops pouring, we'll go around and

look," replied Van.

With the cessation of the electric bombardment

and the lessening of the wind, the refugees were able

to assume less cramped positions. Van's quick mind

was considering what it would be best to do. "I've

just been thinking," said he, "that we have kept this

place fairly dry by being here. There's quite a

stream pouring around this end of our tree, but its

being so imbedded in what soil there is here has

kept the water from going under it. How is it

where you are, Mrs. Abernethy?"

"A little damp under us, that is all. I picked up

a couple of blankets before I ran, when you called

me."

"Then I imagine that we'd better stay right here

for the night. We are high and safe, and if you

like, Al and I can fix up a sort of a canopy with the

ponchos. Lucky that the lee side of this tree is the

one that faces the incline down hill. It isn't much

of a hill, to be sure, but the water is carried off."
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"I'm glad that you can think of something to be

thankful for, Van," said Mrs. Abernethy, with dis-

gust in her tone. "I think that this adventure is the

worst that could happen,—well almost the worst.

If we survive till the Black Skimmer picks us up,

it will be a wonder!"

"Dad used to quote some Virgil when we were in

a tight squeak, as happened occasionally. I wonder

if I can remember it,

—

'forsan ct hacc olim menvi-

nisse juvabit'."

"I know that too, Van," said Mrs. Abernethy,

"'perhaps it will be pleasing to recall even these

things hereafter', but I'm sure that / shall want to

forget them!"

Privately Van thought it odd that Mrs. Abernethy

would not want to keep up Bobby's spirits. He had

always found his father trying to keep up hope and

courage by expressions that showed his son a dif-

ferent outlook from this. Perhaps women were

different,—but his memories of his mother were

not like this. It was hard on Mrs. Abernethy,

though. She was used to having everything done

for her, except thinking, and he imagined that Mr.

Abernethy did some of that.

"One thing, Mrs. Abernethy," he said, "I can

promise you that if we stick this out, we shall not
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have to stand a storm in the open again. Al and I

were going to surprise you with a find we made;

but I belie\'« that it is the time to tell them, don't

you agree, Al?"

"Sure thing. Tell away."

"All right. We found an abandoned house at

almost the other end of the island. There are fruit

trees and a well of water and after Al and I clear

a place where you can get through easily, you can

see it. It will need a cleaning and getting rid of

all sorts of insects, I imagine, but it will be as safe

a shelter as we could find. It is all grown up to jungle

around it now, but it has been cleared once, I think,

and there are even flowers there. The inside is made

of wonderful woods. It was certainly planned for

a beautiful home."

"How strange that they left it!" Betty exclaimed.

"Perhaps it didn't turn out well to try to live

there," said Avis.

"I imagine that it didn't," returned Albert, giving

Van a poke in the side, as he thought of the bones

and that skull that had rolled into a corner.

"I'm glad to hear that there will be a dry place

out of storms," was Mrs. Al>ernethy's comment.

"Do you si-ippose this will keep up all night?"

As if in answer to her implied complaint, the
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rain turned into a mere drizzle. Betty and Avis

stood up, holding- their poncho over them as a wide-

spread umbrella. Albert and Van began to braid

together some of the palm leaves and Van drew

some string out of his pockeet to tie the poncho

above them. As a canopy it was not a great suc-

cess, but all of them stood up to rest themselves,

shaking off the shower of drops that came from the

palm leaves.

The air was fresher. They liad gone through!

a second storm with no casualities. As it was ncri:

yet dark, though the storm had lasted so long, the

boys thought that they would like to go around to

look at the Dauntless first, if any of it remained on

the reef after this.

"Let us go too?" meekly asked Avis, quite willing

to let their judgment direct affairs at present. But

Mrs. Abernethy spoke quickly.

"I'd rather you would stay here, girls. Some-

thing might happen, especially if another storm

comes up. Besides, I'd rather prefer not to be left

with Bobby."

That settled it. Bobby was asleep and could not

ask to go. Van and Albert started off alone, as

they preferred to do under the circumstances.

When they rounded the curve of the beach, away
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from the partial protection of the wood and the

bluff, the wind struck them with such terrific force

from the sea, that they made their way with diffi-

culty against it. "Say,"' asked Albert, as they strug-

gled along, "did you get that box of cartridges out

of the boat?"

"Yes,—the first trip. Why?"
"I just happened to think of it. Where are they?"

"Safe enough. They're inside my grip. I put a

lot of our traps on your mattress and threw mine

on top. I don't believe that it will soak through

all that and the canvas tent beside. Those poor

girls dried out everything so we'd have a good sleep

tonight. I didn't dare do much in their tent, but I

did toss what I could lay my hands on on one of

their mattresses and put the others on top. It looks

like two funeral mounds. I'm very much afraid

that their chiffon evening gowns will be ruined."

"Seems funny even to think of evening gowns

here. Boy! Look, will you!"

For a few minutes neither said a word. It was

a wild scene. Waves incredibly high were breaking

over the rocks. The remains of the Dauntless were

in the depths, below the rocks on which she had been

cast, almost submerged, and wracked into pieces

which little resembled the original form of the little
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yacht. Waters boiled around them, but the ropes

still held, slack, but still wrapped around the trunk

of the fallen cocoanut palm.

"I'm rather glad to see this. There's a mountain,

if you please, enough to carry in two boats like the

Dauntless. It is interesting to see how it could be

done. What shall we do? Try to draw in some of

that wreckage with the ropes?"

"No. Wait till morning. I^t's go back and

salvage some of that food."

"There isn't much left to salvage, worse luck!

Do you realize that we've got to spend more time

on what there is for this crowd to eat?"

"I certainly do, Van. How we're going to get

them into that house, in the condition it is, and get

supplies for meals tomorrow, is more than I know.

We're up against it now."

"There's some of that cereal yet. We'll have to

eat it like mashed potato and have fruit and fish.

We'll beat it early, catch a mess of fish, and have

the whole crowd come down our way to eat. That

will save time, while we hack away at that growth

and make them a path through."

"Yes, and bury those lx)nes, and see that Mrs.

Abernethy isn't scared to death at that notice. The

girls will not mind it much."
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"I don't know about that. If we can rig up some

sort of a drag, we can easily take the tents there,

occupy them, unless there is a storm, and have the

house at hand if there is. If we get the worst done,

the girls will take hold to help clean it, I know, at

least Betty will. Avis is good, too, but she has not

had anything to do at home, I think.

"

"Where is Betty's home?"

"Betty is an orphan, she told me. She lives with

some friend of her mother's."

Returning, with the wind at their back most of

the way, was much easier than their trip out to the

wreck. Van remarked that he did not wonder, if

these storms, and worse ones during the hurricane

season sometimes were common, how "wrecking"

had at one time come to be almost a profession

among the native inhabitants of these islands.

Albert was pleased that Van had taken up his

suggestion of carrying the tents to the other loca-

tion. They decided to put them up again, where

they were, if the party agreed that it would be best

The wind would not now be a menace.

But all voted to stay in the open. The boys lifted

the tents and found the blankets and other contents

fairly dry. It had been a good idea to fling the

mattresses on top and those at the bottom had
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absorbed the water that trickled in below. They

ate a frugal supper. The boys drew the waterproof

canopy closer over the girls, Mrs. Abernethy and

Bobby. They themselves took dry blankets, made

a thick bed of palm leaves on the other side of the

tree and settled themselves for sleep.

"Kind of damp, Van?"

"Rather, but it's a warm night. I like this cool

wind, though. I could sleep anywhere!"

Again in the night Albert heard Van call out, "I

hear Doc, Al."

"Idiot," sleepily said Albert, "I think you're get-

ting too familiar with your boss." This was intended

to be merely facetious.

But again Van was too far lost in dreams to reply.

Albert thought that he heard a rooster's crow, but

decided that he must have been mistaken. Where

would any rooster be located on this isle of the sea?
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CHAPTER XII.

A STARTLING DISCOVERY.

No one was particularly rested when dawn came,

though the boys declared themselves ready for any-

thing. A cup of coffee with neither cream nor

sugar was at least bracing, but it was made with the

last of their fresh water, so Betty said, and when

Van said that he had caught some more rainwater

they were all thankful.

"A few natural roofs around here," said Van.

"Until this morning I forgot that we had done it,

in the excitement of the storm. But when it looked

so cloudy and we all felt that we would have rain,

Al and I took that small tin tub, or whatever it

is, that Dr. Hill and Dr. Davis have used so much,

and made a place for it underneath those first rocks

that we pass going back to the wreck. When we

came along last night it was full. If we had been

smart we would have brought some up, but we

didn't."
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"You were dead tired," said Betty. "It didn't

rain any more anyway. I never would have thought

of that."

"Yes, you would, if you had noticed the water

pouring down in a rain. I thought of it, because

my father called attention once to such a place. We
chipped out a little gully, and it is surprising ho\y

much water will come down in one little place, if

there is any surface at all to the rock. But we are

safe for today and I am sure that there is water

at our future residence, though we may have to

boil it. Now what plans shall we make, Mrs. Aber-
j .

nethy? Our food is low and Al and I thought

of fishing again."

"I suppose you will have to catch some. What
you caught yesterday was very good indeed. What

we should do without you I don't know! I'd like

to see that other place as soon as possible. Would

it be possible for you to carry the tents around

there?"

"I think that we can fasten some limbs to-

gether,—there are some strong ones on this old

tree—and make a sort of drag that we can pull. It's

quite a long distance, over the rock. Or we can

carry them, making two trips, I think. How would

it do for the girls to come with us, carrying some
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of our thing-s, and then make another trip back for

you and more of the smaller articles, while we catch

some fish and clear out the path to the house?"

This discussion went on while they drank their

coffee and ate the last of the crackers, with the

potted ham from a small can. "We ought to keep

account of our menus," laughed Avis. "I would

say that this is an original breakfast."

"I reckon we may be glad to have any at all,"

said Albert, "and to be sitting up to eat it."

Deciding that it would take too much time to make

any sort of a practical drag, and remembering the

irregular going, with sometimes narrow trails, the

two boys shouldered all that they could carry and

started. Together they could manage it.

It was about two miles to the spot where they

had found the house, just a good tramp, the girls

said. They found it more tiresome than going on

a good road would have been, with the declivities,

the acclivities and the irregular footing. But the

boys had insisted on their being lightly loaded,

especially if they were to cover the ground more

than once.

"Four miles is not much of a hike, Van," said

Betty. "With rests in between, it will be nothing

to go several times. We haven't so many perish-
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able thing's, you know, and the heavy tools can wait

for another day."

Betty was carrying the saw, and a broom for

"taking down cobwebs in our new home," she said.

Both girls had made up Httle packs to swing over

their shoulders and the march was begim. The girls

cared only to keep the boys in sight, to make sure

of the trail. But the boys were carrying a heavy

load, stopping occasionally to shift it. Avis had a

deck swab which she carried like a flag and a few

articles were inside of the water pail that she swung

from side to side as she walked.

As Van and Albert paused to permit of another

shift in their load, a strange soimd greeted their

ears, a familiar sound, too, but one so far not heard

in these parts. With a puzzled look, Albert turned

toward Van, saying, "I heard that last night, and

then thought that I must be mistaken."

"So did I, but I thought that I had been dream-

ing. I had a dream before of hearing Doc crow."

"What on earth! I wondered that you would

get so familiar all at once with your hero, Dr. Hill!

Is it some rooster you're talking about?"

"Sure! Don't you remember that lot of chickens

that they took on at Miami?"

"Yeah."
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"And that funny rooster that I said looked like

Dr. Hartley because of its feathered topknot that

flew all about?"

"Yes," said Albert, with more understanding.

"So that's it."

"The little chap was a cute one, looking out

between the slats and I fed him now and then for

the sake of that crazy crow he'd give once in a

while. Listen, Al. There it is again. It's Doc and

no mistake. He crows as if he had something the

matter with his throat. Maybe he took cold at

Miami."

"Yes, he did!" laughed Albert. "But how did he

get here? What's happened. It doesn't look so

good. Van."

"No!" it does not," slowly said Van.

"They started on before the girls, who had been sit-

ting down to rest, caught up with them. They were

now about a mile from their first camp. As the

beach was very irregular and this part of the island

so well wooded, they could not see very far ahead

so far as the shore was concerned.

After some minutes of silence, during which the

boys were looking at the bush and trees on their

left to see if the chicken would appear, Van said,
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"Perhaps the chickens got loose in the storm, Al,

and Doc drifted in here."

"Some drift, Al, unless the Black Skimmer was

right in these waters. Maybe she was, hunting

us."

"I'd think that they would hunt us in the boats;

yet it does look as if there were deep water not very

far off. I hope none of them were out in yester-

day's storm. But I suppose that Mr. Abernethy is

nearly wild to find out whether his wife and Bobby

are alive or not. That is what keeps Mrs. Abernethy

from sleeping, more than our uncomfortable nights."

At that moment a funny, bedraggled object

emerged from behind a flowering bush and made

tracks for Van, he thought. It was "Doc". He
was followed by two hens of a different sort but just

as bedraggled. Not toward Van were they going

but toward Betty, who exclaimed in surprise. She

stopped, with a "Here chick, here chick," and waited

their approach.

"Doc" stopped within a few feet of Van, expect-

ing to be fed, and summoned his hens for the same

purpose. They stopped, looking back uncertainly.

"It's a shame we haven't a thing to feed them,"

said Van.

"Yes we have," said Betty, drawing nearer and
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beckoning- to Avis. "There are some crumbs in

those packages. I never throw away the leavings

and there's one box half full of those horrid dry

cakes that nobody liked."

Betty rummaged in the pail and soon scattered

a handful of crumbs before the stray fowls. "We've

got to keep them friends with us, and think what

they will do for us,—eggs, chicken stew,—^yum-

yum!"

Then the same thought struck Betty which had

engaged the boys concern. "But these are the

chickens that were on the Black Skimmer! Bobby

and Avis and I had great fun feeding them one or

two days and they have not forgotten us. I think

they are smart. And how did they get here?"

"That is the question, Betty," replied Van. "We'll

have to catch them and shut them up where they'll

be safe. Something will get them, if we Jiaven't

seen anything dangerous since we landed. Here is

where we make a chicken coop, Al. The only trouble

about this delicious summer land is that we don't

know what to do first ; but this looks like food, any-

how."

"How much farther is it to where we are going?"

asked Avis.

"About a mile. I'm going to tie them up a little.
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be the founder of a colony. We like chicken eggs

better than 'gulls eggs any day."

"Could we eat the wild birds' eggs, Van?" Avis

asked.

"Indeed we can. I think that we'll find some,

nesting place on the other side of the island. Birds

were flying about those rocks there when Al and I

were investigating. But we went only far enough

to see the wreck of the Dauntless, you know, and

satisfy ourselves that we were on an island. Wait

till I tie this chicken to a tree, Al, and we'll go on.

When we get this heavy stuff there, we'll attend

to our fowl."

But as Van took a few steps forward, his atten-

tion was called to the shore line before them by

something which caught his eye. "Look, folks,"

he said. His face sobered. He handed the chicken to

Albert and drew around the glass which he carried

in its case. "There is a wreck on the rocks," he

added; looking earnestly and long.

The rest could see something, and when Van

passed over his glass, they all took their turn in

staring at a dark mass, opposite the cove to which

they were going. At least, so it appeared. The

same thought came to each one,—could it be the

Black Skimmer? No flag graced the battered top
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of the vessel. At this distance it was a mass of

wreckage.

"Don't wait, Van" said Betty. "Give me the

rooster, Al. I'll manage him till we get there.

Let's hurry."

The boys took up their burden again, and here it

was easier to walk upon the wide beach, they

thought; and that would bring them more quickly

to the wreck.

And now they were where they could see it well,

crushed in between the little cay with its one tree,

which the boys had noticed on their trip of investi-

gation, and the rocks of another reef and cay. The

surf of the angry sea left by the storm dashed upon

it and the waters boiled around it on the side toward

the observers. They did not want to believe their

eyes, but familiarity with the steamer which had

brought them on this last, ill-fated voyage made

recognition inevitable. It was the Black Skimmer,

wrecked and broken beyond repair.
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isn't any one on board! Because if there is, some-

thing's the matter!"

"Where shall we go?" asked Avis. "Isn't the

sea too stormy?"

"Climb over some rocks that you will see when

you go all around this cove, and there is a place

almost enclosed, where I am sure there will be fish.

Whoever built that house selected a good locality.

Don't fall in."

"No danger, and if we do we can swim. Don't

worry about our going into this surf anywhere."

"Shall I tell your aunt, Betty?"

"Not yet, Van. I'd rather be with her when she

hears about it, and I'd rather get her nearly here,

too, before she knows or sees the wreck. Besides,

we ought to find out whether any one is on board

ornot."

"I don't know whether we can do that in time or

not. Bobby did not want to stay with her. He was

all agog about seeing the house."

"She can make him stay, if you tell her not to

hurry about coming."

A four mile hike was before the boys, two miles

back and two miles on the return, indeed, the dis-

tance was a little more, that included the trip to the

ropes. They said very little on the way, not stopping
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at the former camp until on the return, but walking

below the higher bluff there to reach as soon as

possible the ropes. They still held to the tree,

though they showed the effect of some stout tugs

during the storm. But as the Dauntless timbers

floated on the surface, the rope had slackened, owin^

to its length.

They drew in a small and shattered part of the

Dauntless with the heavier rope, then disengaged

both at the palm tree and started away.

"Oh, where you been?" asked Bobby, as they

came to get more of the camp paraphernalia,

"We found that we needed some rope," Van

replied, "and we happened to think that it was not

very safe to let these ropes remain on shore so long.

It will be some time, Mrs. Abernethy, before we

are ready to make camp there. I think that the girls

may come back for lunch with you here. We'll

take the big skillet and cook the fish there. At any

rate, some one will come for you, either to bring

you something good to eat or to take you to our

new location."

"Very well, Van. No, Bobby, I want you here.

The boys would not want you in all that jungle that

they are clearing."

Rapidly the boys covered the next two miles. "Did
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"The pine tree is. I don't know about the other."

"They say that the storm-^beaten ones are the

toughest, Al."

"Wait. Here come the girls."

The boys had congratulated themselves too soon,

but they were not particularly sorry after all.

"Oh, you are all ready to go over 1" Betty ex-

claimed, her face brightening. Whatever the result,

it was better than not to know. She held up a

string of three fish, one of pretty good size. "Avis

says that this is a sea-bass, whatever that is. She

caught it, I caught one."

"That is plenty," said Van. "Yes, we're going

right over. I'm not expecting to find anything

terrible.

"

From the shore the girls watched one boy after

the other going across, from the lower part of the

pine tree, or where its first limbs began, to the top

of the islet tree. Then down they came to the bot-

tom of the tree, Van throwing another rope from

tree to the deck of the Black Skimmer, where it

tightened about the capstan. But he held the other

end in his hand, and when they were ready to mount

to the deck of the vessel, he fastened this rope

loosely to the tree and then went up, like a sailor

to the top of a mast, getting a foothold occasionally
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against the vessel whose side was crushed and

stripped of rope, chain or any projection.

Like the Dauntless, the Black Skimmer had come

in with its prow lifted. Smash upon the coral reefs

she had g'one, but she still towered like a great house.

The girls, as they looked, could easily tell, from their

knowledge of the interior, what would be likely to

be found free from water. "Of course she must

have been terribly battered by that storm," said

Avis, "and everything will be wet; but all our cabins

can be reached, I think, and we can get our clothes

and things."

"I hadn't even thought of that," said Betty. "It

makes me so sick to think of what may have hap-

pened to Uncle and Juliet and Dicky and the rest.

Maybe there will be no one to rescue us now, either,

"

Carefully the boys examined the upper deck.

Wave and wind had made a clean sweep of all that

they could carry away. There was no one here.

Within the main cabin there was a scene of desola-

tion. Seats were flung and battered, mirrors broken,

everything soaking wet. Cautiously the boys went

below. It was evident that everything had been

battened down at first; then must have come the

exodus, with the ship left to drift unmanned.

A thorough search was made, in every cabin, for-
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dry as she could find, old sticks and bits from here

and there on the edge of the woods.

At last she saw the boys dragging bundles, grips,

and packages from below to the deck, their second

wrecking experience! Albert rapidly crossed to the

tree on the islet, tightened the rope, turned and

waved to her. "Avis, can you hear me?" he

shouted.

"Yes, easily."

"Could you reach where the rope is tied on the

pine tree and lower it to the foot, so we can send

over these things more easily? And don't let go

of the rope!"

"I'll try," called Avis, "and I'll not let go!"

Albert was a little nervous during the next few

minutes. Van had thought that one of them ought

to go across, but this method would save time and

Albert had "bet Avis could do it all right."

Avis was not at all sure herself, for she was not

tall; but the responsibility was hers and she would

meet it, if it were possible. She could make a good

knot, when it came to tying the rope. They could

trust her there. She climbed up to the point of

rock.

No ; she was too short. But there was part of an

old palm trunk lying near. Pushing and tugging,
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she rolled that to position under the pine tree. Now
she could reach. It took her some time to untie

the rope, and remembering how important it was

that its end should stay on this side of the water,

she wound it around her arm as she worked. But

it was too short to go around the bottom of the

pine tree. What should she do? Ah, the palm

log. She rolled it away a little nearer the edge of

the promontory, in order to give herself more rope

to tie. Then she tied it around the palm log, and

sat on it to make the weight enough to hold it.

But Albert was shaking his head. She rose and

he nodded. Then she shook her head and he under-

stood. "The things will hit you!" he shouted. "Can

you find something else to weight down the small

log?"

The sound of the surf, not only where they were,

but where it was pounding further on was almost

deafening, but she heard well enough to get the sub-

stance of Albert's suggestion. There lay a short

length of rope on the ground, one used in the trans-

fer of passengers from the Dauntless, and Avis had

a bright idea. She could not splice a rope, but she

could tie the short palm log securely to the pine tree.

She turned, after her inspection of the environment

and the lack of anything else possible to lift, waved
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CHAPTER XIV.

MORE MYSTERY,

WHEri the busy boys caught sight of Mrs.

Abernethy, Van made ready to come to shore. She

would be excited and troubled, he knew. Even

Betty was having trouble to keep up with her as the

slight woman hurried along the sands of the Cove.

She went on till she stood beneath the pine tree,

ready to question Van upon his first arrival. Her

hands were tightly clasped in her impatience.

Betty, meanwhile, was telling Avis about break-

ing the news to her aunt. Tears were in her eyes

as she talked. "Just before we reached the last

bend," she said, "I called Bobby back. He was

running ahead of us, as usual.

" 'Bobby,' I said, *I want to tell you something

before we go any further, and Auntie, too. You

are going to see another wreck, Bobby. There isn't

anybody on board. Will you remember that?

—

because the boys went all through it! But it's the
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wreck of the Black Skimmer. So they must have

taken to the boats,'—well Auntie wasn't hearing a

word more, after I said the Black Skimmer. She

began to run, though she couldn't keep that up all

the way. Once she stopped and asked me if I had

said that there was no one on board, just as if she

had just realized that. Then she ran on. Look at

her!"

Van slid as rapidly as he could down the rope and

landed on the pile of damp bundles. As he gained

his equilibrium, Mrs. Abernethy seized his arm.

"Van! Are you sure that there is no one there?"

"Almost as sure as if I had seen them take to the

boats, Mrs. Abernethy," replied Van, putting his

arm around the trembling woman and leading her

to a place where she could sit down. "Just relax

a little, while I tell you about it," he continued. "Al

and I did not leave a corner where we did not look.

"

"But so much of it is under water, or gone!"

"That is so, Mrs. Abernethy, but it isn't likely

that any one unless it was some sailor would be

below. That first storm didn't catch anybody in

bed, you know. Perhaps the ship was crippled in

the first storm, seriously, so they may have decided

to leave her before a second one. They would have

plenty of time, then, you see. What makes me feel
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SO sure is that Mr, Abernethy's desk is unlocked

and it looks as if he had taken his important papers,

or at least some things out of it, and his cabin, too,

shows that he took some clothing with him, though

not as much as I'd think he would."

"Not enough room in the boat," said Mrs. Aber-

nethy. "He probably had my jewels and Juliet

hers."

"We have gathered up all the best things about

your cabins," Van continued, "and packed what

grips and bags we could find. Everything is in

miserable shape from being wet, but we can dry

things as we have before. When we get that house

in shape to go inside, we will have a real shelter."

Van watched Mrs. Abernethy as he talked. She

was still shaking, but would not go to pieces entirely,

he thought. "In the stories, Mrs. Abernethy, the

marooned sailors always have everything to support

life, you know, so it looks as if we could get enough

out of the Black Skimmer to make life endurable

here."

"Don't joke, Van. The reason why the stories

have it so is that stranded people who haven't what

they need never come back to tell about it!"

"We're going to get back all right," firmly said

Van, "With all this wreckage, we can certainly
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build some sort of a boat to take us from cay to cay

till we find somebody. But we may be found long

before we need to do that. We've got another

signal up—didn't you notice it, at the top of this

pine tree?"

"I was not thinking of it."

"There may be aeroplanes, too. Had you thought

of that? If they could not land, they could report

our signal."

Mrs. Abemethy nodded. Then she clutched

Van's arm again. "O Van! have you searched the

shore for—for—possibly some one thrown up on

the shore?"

"No, Mrs. Abernethy; I did not think of that.

But we will do it as soon as possible."

Mrs. Abernethy started up with a wild look as if

she would start around the lower part of the island

herself. But Van laid a detaining hand on her arm.

"Please wait. It will do Mr. Abernethy and your

daughter no good to come here after you and find

you half dead, with worry and doing more than you

ought to do for your strength. Please wait, for we

have a few things from the ship for our dinner.

After we all get something to make us feel like work

again, I promise you that Al and I will look to see

if what you are afraid of is true."
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Betty had now come up to the elevation of the

promontory and stood close to her aunt. "Our fish

are almost done," she said, "and Avis and I have

heated our last can, which is of corn. I brought

more water, Van, from what you caught at the

rocks.

"

"Good, Betty," returned Van, "but this last pack-

age that slid down behind me, is packed with eats.

We found bread in a tight box, not a bit wet, some

butter and other good things. Al ispackinga few more

things to send over; then he will come, too. What

do you say to some bottled water right off the ice?

There is grape juice, too, but I thought that we'd

appreciate the cold water more than anything else."

"Still ice on the Black Skimmer!" exclaimed

Betty.

Van lifted the rope a little seing that Albert was

ready to send, lest this last precious package should

be shattered on what had gone over before. Then

he beckoned to Albert, who came across without

further delay.

Mrs. Abernethy looked at the boys and smiled.

"I am very glad," she said, "that we have such

practical and capable lads to take care of us. Yes,

we need a good meal. Then perhaps we can meei

what comes."
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At the little meal which they sat on the sand to

eat and which tasted so good, the boys told about

the stores which they had found. There was plenty

of gasoline, if they could ever fix up a motor, for

a prospective boat. Then they could use the little

portable gasoline stove of the Dauntless whenever

best to cook indoors, as they would in stormy

weather, after their house was in shape.

"Of course," said Van, "we'll keep hoping to be

found; but the most sensible thing is to act as if

we had to live here forever and get ready for it,

with this great chance at the supplies of a big ship.

Our little store from the Dauntless did not last as

long as I thought it would, for it hasn't seemed a

good idea to stint ourselves at first, while we were

all banged up. We'd have to get used to a diet of

fish and turtle ! We may have to yet ; but I believe

that Al and I can fix up some sort of a boat, if the

Black Skimmer only lasts long enough for us to get

all her tools and bring part of her to shore."

"If only we don't have any more storms!" cried

Betty.

"We have had enough, and that's a fact," Albert

declared.

What a meal they all ate» excepting, perhaps, Mrs.
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Abernethy, who had to be reminded by Betty that

food was for eating. "I'm glad that this 'desert isle'

isn't in the middle of the ocean," said Bobby, with

great earnestness. *'Somebody will get to us!"

"Then you don't want to be a Robinson Crusoe,

Bobby?" asked Avis,

"No, I guess I'd rather just read about it. But

it would be fun to make a garden here where every-

thing will grow, and there are a lot of fruit trees,

aren't there. Van?"

"Scads of them, Commodore. Say folks, there's

no use trying to do anything with that house today,

and as long as no bad storm threatens we ought to

work on the ship. Can you risk the tents tonight?"

"Certainly," Mrs, Abernethy replied. "That house

will not be really pleasant for some time, if it has

been standing unoccupied for as long as you think.

But it is comfortable to think that in another bad

blow there is shelter at hand, I am quite curious

to see the place."

Ah, Mrs. Abernethy was getting her poise again.

Leaving the girls to pack up the remains of the feast,

the boys strolled away on the errand made for them

by Mrs, Abernethy's suggestion. "It's a great in-

terruption," said Albert, "but after a meal like that
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we couldn't work very vigorously for a while. One

consolation, we've been to the Dauntless since the

storm, and we saw the beach and rocks about there.

There only remains this end of the island and the

other side. I guess we can examine the rocks and

pools and sands in a couple of hours."

"Perhaps so," Van replied. "We can do some of

the work after night," he added. "There will be a

moon. If we can fix one cable, from the rope on the

Black Skimmer, the job will be easier, too. By day-

light we'll bring up what we want to send over first

and get a lot collected on deck. Without delaying,

to change from one rope to another on the tree, we

can manage to send the packages faster."

"I wouldn't take the time to change the ropes,

Van. Didn't you notice that strap and buckle that

I hauled out just before you left? We'll swing the

things on with that, unbuckle for the change, swing

her on again,—presto—slide!"

"Say, you do have a good idea once in a while,

Al!" laughed Van. "Hurrah for the Davis-Arvin

Wrecking Company!"

"Or the Abernethy Salvage Company," grinned

Albert.

"Your little friend Avis did a good job with the
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rope at the pine tree, too. I'll let you be the presi-

dent of this company, Al."

''My little friend Avis!"

"Our mutual friend. Excuse me."

The serious business of search now began. There

were many places where a body might have been

dashed in by waves or washed in by the rising tide.

Thoughts aroused were depressing, in spite of the

boys' determination to keep up their spirits.

Beyond the almost enclosed pool where the g^rls

liad fished, the boys had their first inkling that some

one had visited the island since they had been upon

these same rocks. An empty bottle had been tosssd

under a bush where the green growth began. Waves

must have washed away any trace of a boat drawn

upon the sand near by, but there was no possibility

of the bottle's having been washed in by the waves.

A glance was exchanged between the boys. With-

out comment they began to scan the surroundings

more closely, looking toward the wooded region as

well as along the reach of high tide. For a little,

no other indication of any one's having been there

could be seen. Then they saw a sailor's cap lying

against a tuft of cactus.

"Do you suppose that there is a party here now ?"

queried Albert, in a low voice.
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"Can't tell. We'll have to find out." Van replied,

as cautiously, quietly, they continued around the

shore, keeping now quite near the woods.

"Look, Van," whispered Albert, who was in the

lead. He had suddenly stepped back and hindered

Van's advance by an outstretched hand. "Wait a

minute."

Both boys peered around a palmetto. Some one

was lying half under a hibiscus bush. Some one

else was sitting against one of the rocks farther

out. Van was thinking that he had not noticed that

hibiscus bush and that it was a funny place for one.

But then they had been paying more attention to

the shore and the sea on their first expedition of

search.

The boys remained where they were, watching

the two figures which were at some distance from

them. Presently Albert spoke. "Neither one of

them has moved. Would it be possible for them to

be dead, cast up from the sea?"

"Too high up. No sign of a tide this high. If

they aren't alive, it is for some other reason, though

they might have been drowned, perhaps, and pulled

up there."

For some minutes longer the boys watched. Not

a movement indicated life. Albert looked back to
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where a cocoanut palm had a quantity of its fruit

lying beneath it, some of the great balls dried and

cracked with age. But he selected a green one and

tossed it near the reclining figure. Still no move-

ment.

"Come on," said Van. "We may as well find

out." He took the lead now and boldly approached

the first figure. It was Earrings, the knife had

ended his life still piercing him.

It was a startling sight for the two boys. With

all the experiences that they had with these evil

men, they had not been introduced to such a result

of their brawls. They stepped away and went with

foreboding to the sitting figure.

As they drew near, both exclaimed again to

recognize the chief officer of the Black Skimmer.

It was the captain, himself, bound hand and foot,

shot, and placed here.

Both men were dead. There was no doubt about

that. "Al," said Van, shocked and troubled, "that

looks like a knife that I used to see. Do you sup-

pose that Crook and Blinky have some way gotten

here?"

"If they had, we should have seen them before

this, that is, if you mean that they may have been

staying here. There is a possibility that they may
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have slipped on the ship at Miami, after the jewels;

but wouldn't they have bothered you?"

"Not if they thought that Earrings had them.

You can't tell what stories get out in a crew like

that. If any one knew that Earrings had them, be-

fore he buried them, for us to dig up so secretly,

they wouldn't take Earrings' word that he had lost

them."

"What shall we do? Go back to protect our

family, or look a little further. That looks almost like

a path through there."

Van was pointing beyond the hibiscus bush, where

the bushes looked as if some one had broken

through, recently.

"We have to find out whether any one is here or

not, but I don't like to leave the folks with no idea

of any danger. Yet I don't want to get Mrs. Aber-

nethy all worked up!"

"Can't help it, Al. She'll have to hold on to her-

self. But I think that we'd better tell them all that

we have found signs that some of the crew have

been here, and they are to stay there together,

—

say, why didn't I bring over that handsome brace

of pistols that we found!"

"I packed them, and some cartridges, and the girls

have found them by this time. They began to open
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up everything before we left; at least, Bobby and

Mrs. Abernethy were getting at the grip, and I

heard Mrs. Abernethy say that they must spread out

the wet things. I packed the box of pistols and the

cartridges with other dry things, though."

"They were in Mr. Abernethy's desk, weren't

they ? I wonder why he did not take them.

"

The boys were glad to get away from the scene

upon which they had stumbled, although it was their

intention to visit it again very shortly. Many a

question was in their minds as they hurried back to

their friends. Had these two men come in with

the wrecked ship, and why had their party not taken

more from the vessel ? How did it happen that their

own little company had not been discovered; or if it

had, why had they not been visited before this ?

"Why, here are the boys, back already!" Betty

Carruthers exclaimed, as she looked up from spread-

ing some damp garments in the sun.

The rest were as surprised as Betty, but they boys

lost no time. "We thought it best to come right

back and tell you that we have seen indications of

our crew's having been here. We shall have to find

out whether any of them are still here; but you

must be ready to defend yourselves. Did you find

Mr. Abernethy's pistols, girls?"
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"Yes," answered Betty. "Auntie has them."

"All right. Let us have them, please. We've got

to find out whether they will work or not, though

it was dry where they were."

"If they are here, and hear you shoot," said Mrs.

Abernethy, "won't it bring them?"

"It might; but I see no other way. You have td

have fire-arms ready. We shall wait a little while

before we leave you."

As Betty told Avis afterward. Van looked

"dangerous" as he spoke. Van himself was being

so filled with indignation now, over what he had

seen and the possibility of attack, that he felt, in-

deed, dangerous. His surprise and horror had

given place to a gathering of all the courage he had

for any coming danger, and Van had a good supply

of courage on which to call.

"You did not think that Mr. Abernethy was with

them, Van?" asked Mrs. Abernethy.

"I saw no reason to think so. I'd rather not tell

you now all the details, but a bottle and a sailor's

cap were the first indications."

The arms, including Van's and Albert's from the

Dauntless, were tried and found in fair order. They

would shoot. This time, Mrs. Abernethy, who as

a rule had to be shielded and taken care of, was
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superior to the girls, for she had embraced riding

and hunting among the sports that she and her hus-

band had followed at different times. "I will show

the girls how to use the pistols," said she. "Go on,

boys, and find out all that you can."

"Let me go. Mother?" asked Bobby, curious and

unafraid.

"I need you here," smiled his mother. "Suppose

we all go into the big tent, after we finish spreading

out these clothes in the sun. We can be on gfuard

against surprise there and no one can see us, to pick

US off, as Mr. Abernethy says, or tell where to aim,

if they want to dispose of us."

It was quite clear that Mrs. Abernethy expected

no good intentions from the crew of the Black

Skimmer.

"I'll watch, Mother, from a weeny peep-hole,"

offered Bobby, all excitement again.

"That's right. Bob," said Van. "Keep your eye

on the woods. We shall not be long, I hope. If

you hear any shots, then be on guard all the more."
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CHAPTER XV.

THE TRAIL THROUGH THE ISLAND.

Before starting upon this investigation the two

boys had put on their hiking outfit, laid aside for the

salvaging efforts on the ship. Now they hastened

to the spot where they had noticed the broken bushes

and the signs of entrance. It did seem to be an old

trail, though much of a tangle. This had been rough-

ly broken through, some of it cut away.

"It looks as if some one knew where he was go-

ing," said Van. "And in my opinion it may lead to

the old house."

This v>'as also Albert's opinion, but they did not

talk much, feeling the necessity of listening for

voices, or possible approach. Soon they heard the

sound of water, not the sea with its lashing waves^

but a gentle ripple or trickle.

In Florida they had often come upon a spring, but

here it was unexpected. There was a pool of clear

water, though colored somewhat on the edges by the
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surrounding growth. And from a short iron pipe

there issued and ever-flowing Httle stream.

It was trampled all around and on a palm trunk

some letters had been freshly cut. "BLAK-

BEERD'S WEL," read the crooked letters. And
below this, as if cut by some one else, so different

were the letters, another waving line announced

"COST ILAND." One more word they managed to

make out, and laughed as they did so, "GIT." Some

other scratchy writing followed, but it was not de-

cipherable.

"All could spell equally well," said Van. "If they

have followed their own advice, they have gone,

provided they had a boat in which to go. Still, it

may be only a warning to keep off others. You

know the legend about Blackbeard's well, don't

you?"

"Yes. Any one who drank had to join the pirates.

I'll risk it," returned Albert, leaning for a handful

of cool water. "This is a great find. But if this

place has a reputation for ghosts, we'll never see any

fisher folk coming near it."

Pushing through the undergrowth, it was not

long before they came among the fruit trees sur-

rounding the mysterious house in the woods. There

they were wary indeed ; but all was silent.
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They crept to the broken window and peered in.

No one was in the large room in front. No sound

came from overhead. The boys tiptoed inside.

There were two doors from this room, both closed.

Their revolvers ready, the beys opened one door.

They saw another large, beautifully panelled room

•with the same finished ceiling. "I bet those rafters

or what-do-you-call-'em's are ebony," whispered

Albert, "and not a stick of furniture in the room!"

From this room opened another, probably the

kitchen. Here there were a number of articles, be-

side table and chairs, and a large closet, whose door

swung ajar on one hinge. No one here.

Back into the large room the boys went, and Van

pointed to the marks of damp feet on the floor. The

men had been here. Were they here now? The

second door opened into an empty room.

They hesitated a little before trusting themselves

to the stairs. Albert gave Van a wink, and said

loudly, "Nobody here, let's go." Then he started

for the door, beckoning Van to follow.

Van did not quite see what Albert intended, but

he followed, and faced him, grinning, after they

had leaped off the porch. Albert reached a place

out of sight from the windows upstairs, but within

hearing. "Why, I didn't care to expose myself to
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being picked off on the stairs, did you? If any one

is there, I think that they will come down now to

see who we are, or if they know, to get after us."

Van grinned and nodded. He was not so sure,

but it was better to be wary. They had to consider

others beside themselves.

Waiting became tiresome. At last Van said,

"I'll go and reconnoiter. If you hear any commo-

tion, use your judgment. Rememl^er that it's more

important to look after the women than me. I can

take care of myself."

"All right. Don't be rash, Van."

Both of them went into the front room again, and

Van began to ascend the stairs as quietly as possible.

Then, away from such protection as the floor of the

hall above offered, he rapidly ascended the rest of

the way and strode quickly from room to room,

opening and shutting doors, while Albert, caution

forgotten, leaped up the stairway to be at hand.

"There's another one up here, Al," soberly said

Van. "They've left him in the room with the skull.

Look." Van strode from the back room, where he

had been looking into a closet, to the room where

they had already found enough evidences of tragedy.

"Blinky!" exclaimed Albert, as he looked at the

limp form. "That's how the knife—stayed there.
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How did he get it back, though? I thought he

dropped it in your cabin.

"

"He did. But it disappeared from my cabin while

I was in the Everglades. Then they must have got-

ten back on the ship somewhere, and that is how

grateful they were to the captain for taking them !"

Van was pointing out toward the shore, whose seas

could be dimly seen through the window here. "I'd

be willing to wager Crusty's diamond that Crook is

left,—somewhere.

"

The boys hesitated to make any examination other

than to make sure that the man had no life in him.

A hard and unpleasant task was before them ; but be-

fore that was accomplished, it must be made certain

that none of the crew were on the cay. And there

always lurked in their minds the bare possibility of

finding one of their friends.

"There's nothing for it, Van, but to search the cay

over, though I think that it will be enough to watch

for traces of entrance into the woods at different

points, and from here, of course. They were drink-

ing, that much is certain."

A careful search about the house and through the

grove around it, with its tangles and vines, revealed

no evidence of its having been penetrated in any

direction except toward the spring and sea. "There
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is no one hidden around here, Van," was Albert's

conclusion. A pile of broken bottles, and broken

branches from which fruit had been pulled, indicated

that there had been some revelry near the house.

"Let's go back to the shore and see if we can find

where they landed, if they did not come with the

Black Skimmer. If they were on her when she

struck, why couldn't we find any sign of how they

got across here?"

"I feel pretty sure now that they could not have

been on her. Perhaps they were thirsty, and one

of them might have known about this island. Those

new cuttings on the tree look like it. But we can

imagine all sorts of things and never know, I sup-

pose.
"

Back to shore they traveled, and glad they were to

leave the woods and the silent figures by the shore,

to follow the more rocky trail around toward the

wreck of the Dauntless. But before they had well

started, they found the point where the boat had

landed and been drawn up beyond the reach of the

waves. There were marks of the dragging, the con-

fused prints of many feet, more empty bottles. "It

was after the storm, then," said Van. "See how far

they had to bring up the boat. It is a wonder that

they could land at all so near the rocks. No, that
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reef out there gets the brunt of the surf's battering.

Look at this post! Here was a landing of the man-

sion back there!"

"Some one did know the way, then. I should

think that they had enough liquor to assuage their

thirst. Perhaps they came after Blackbeard's

treasure chest."

"The question is, did they leave anybody? I sup-

pose we are pretty sure now that there was a boat,

and that the boat is gone."

"Yes, Van. What an odd thing that they should

just miss seeing us and the Black Skimmer and the

rest of the Dauntless in the channel!"

"They may have seen the Black Skimmer from a

distance. They probably brought the captain here

to get rid of him, though they could have thrown

him overboard just as well. But perhaps they did

not make up their minds to do it till they landed."

"Perhaps it is not 'they' at all,—Earrings, per-

haps."

But the boys laughed a little at their own imagin-

ings. They were not at all sure of the time of the

visit. Had the Black Skimmer been disabled during

the first or the second storm? They thought back

over the days spent on the cay; the first wretched

night on the rocks; the day of salvaging the con-
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tents of the Dauntless and the night in the tents;

the day of exploration, when neither the Black

Skimmer nor any traces of unwelcome visitors were

to be seen, and the coming of the second storm ; be-

ginning of this third day, with plans, the discovery

of the Black Skimmer, the trip back for the ropes,

the work on the ship, the late dinner after Mrs.

Abernethy and Bobby joined them, and now this

very unwelcome interruption to the quite necessary

task of obtaining supplies from the steamer.

"Van," said Albert, with decision, "don't you

think that it is unnecessary for both of us tc go the

whole rounds now? We feel pretty sure that the crew

has gone. There is only the chance of some one in

distress, I think, and I know that is what you are

thinking, too. Suppose one of us takes the hike

and the other gets back to the Black Skimmer.

Heads or tails," continued Albert, drawing a coin

from his pocket, a coin perfectly useless on this cay.

"Heads, back to the ship, for you. Tails, I go to

the ship."

"All right," said Van, and Albert tossed the coin.

Van was to return. "If you find trouble, discharge

your gun, Al, and I think that I can hear it, from

any place on the cay.

"

With that understanding, they separated.
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Van was sober as he passed the sitting captain

and the prostrate Earrings, or all that was left of

them. That comes of having dealings with violent

men without any sense of right, he thought, recall-

ing the captain's force and ability in other ways.

But as Van approached the Cove and the tents,

very quiet, he smoothed his brows and cheerily

called, "Ship ahoy! It's Van, don't shoot!"

"I guess not!" called some one, and they all came

out to hear the result of the trip. "Now," said Mrs.

Abernethy, "do not keep anything back, Van. I

am determined to go through this as I should for

Bobby's sake, if for no other reason. I know that

you all have been trying to spare me, but I'd rather

know everything than worry."

"I believe that you have a right to know, Mrs.

Abernethy," answered Van, respect in his voice. He

had not intended to tell of the captain or the two

sailors whom they had found, but now, softening

the details as much as possible, he related the whole

story, and told of the fancies which he and Albert

had had.

"What I think," said Mrs. Abernethy, after listen-

ing to Van thoughtfully and asking a few questions,

"is that they came in here to escape this second

storm, or were, perhaps, driven near by the first of
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it, and then spent the night in carousing-, with bicker-

k\g and these terrible results. Perhaps they were

frightened when they realized it all and wanted

to get away. Tell us again what was written on

the tree."

Van complied and then repeated what they had

found before, the little notice tacked up in the house.

"I was afraid that you would be unwilling to enter

the house, Mrs. Abernethy, and wc may have to

have its shelter, you know."

"Yes. Well, if it has been a pirate house, or a

house where unhappiness has been, we can make it

a house where prayers are being sent up for
—

" and

Mrs. Abernethy turned away, unable to finish her

sentence. She went away into the tent, and Betty

detained Bobby, who was about to follow his

mother.

Van, who felt considerably more respect for Mrs.

Abernethy than he had felt before, reproaching him-

self for not understanding her, again donned a bath-

ing suit and went across the ropes, allowing the one

on this side to remain where it was, and climbing the

slight ascent to the islet tree. "Food, food food," he

said to himself. It had been very natural to save

some of his own treasures with those of the others

on that "first haul," as Albert dubbed it. But the
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rest mig-ht wait, though he took a list of things that

the girls had prepared. He was to find those things

in their cabins; some thing under Betty's pillow; a

special pair of shoes for Avis ; soap and talcum for

everybody, and Bobby's largest ball. Avis had in-

formed him that ever since she had read any stories

about being cast away, she had decided that what

she would miss most would be soap, talcum, towels

and a toothbrush, and oh, yes, combs and hair-

brushes.

Van had scarcely made the trip over the ropes

when he saw Mrs. Abernethy emerge from the tent,

and accompanied by Bobby, walk slowly up the

shore, watching carefully the woods, and occasional-

ly going into a nook to peer within the leafy tangle.

But Van saw that she carried her pistol and he dis-

missed responsibility. That was her affair, and he

knew how anxious she was to make sure of the facts.,

Betty and Avis waited at the pine tree to arrange

certain things as they came over, for Van decided

to send at once such bundles or cases as they had

already prepared. It was harder to do alone, for

they must be sent to the tree, then on to the prom-

ontory. The islet was now partly covered by the

tide. But Van slid with the bundles from the ship

and sent them across, one at a time, laughing to
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think what he was going to tell Albert. How had

that brilliant young man thought that the one strap

which could be unbuckled so easily would get back

from the other side? But Van well knew that the

ship was able to furnish straps or slings, block and

tackle, in more than one form, and much else, if

they could only find them among the wreckage. Why
did they always have to work in a hurry

!

Van had quite a fight against depression and

weariness that afternoon, but he would not give up

to either. After the deck had been cleared of what

was ready, Van went again into the cabins, finding

most of the articles asked for. Plenty of soap and

many towels were among the ship's supplies, but the

only talcum, or powder of any sort, was in the cabins

of the ladies. A bulky package was made of towels,

soap and the little things, all tied up in a sheet from

one of the berths. With smiles Van sent this over

to the girls, who at once untied the knots in the

sheet and found not only soap but even toothbrushes

and combs, carefully marked with the number of

the cabin.

Then Van felt that he could get to the real busi-

ness of the day, which was the collection of food.

A drink of the bottled water relieved his thirst. So

steadily did he collect the stores of food that he was
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pleasantly surprised when Albert returned and came

below to help him.

"Hello, there," he called. "What next? I met

Mrs. Abernethy and Bobby, and as I found nothing,

they are keeping on around the island ; and the g"irls

have gone the other way to meet them."

"Then they will see what they hoped they would

not."

"That is their affair," said Albert. "Mrs. Aber-

nethy said that you told them, and why. But she

is so uneasy for fear they have done something to

Mr, Abernethy and Juliet that she will not be satis-

fied till she has looked herself. I don't believe that

the girls wanted to go, but they do not like to have

her out of our sight so long. Avis said that she was

going to shut her eyes and run past."

"She runs the risk of a bad fall if she does," Van
remarked. "Are they armed?"

"Yes."

Van looked uneasy, in spite of Albert's reply. "I

don't like the plan," he said. "Suppose you work

here a while. Take it easy if you are tired. Just sit

you down and tie up a lot of this food ; the canned

stuff is in those cartons, and there is a keg of sugar

that we'll get across tonight, flour, too, that is not

wet."
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"Go ahead. We're playing hide and seek today.

Any objections to my eating a bite?"

"I should say not! I had some water and have

nibbled whenever I felt like it. Say, I found some

more bread, a whole lot of it in the dining"-room.

Make you a sandwich, Al, and then tie up that big

ham. I began to wrap it, you see. They had it out

and cut some of it to take with them, I think; but

ham doesn't recommed itself to people who may

get thirsty in this climate. Yes, it's the boiled stuff,

and you might wrap up that big knife with it."

"Risky. The girls might get hurt. I'll put the

knife in something else."

"Silly. Stick the point in the meat."

"Go along, Van Arvin. I'll attend to this,"

grinned Albert. "Something might happen to your

friend Betty."

Van laughed. "Getting it back on me, aren't

you? So long."

Meanwhile Bobby Abernethy was saying to his

mother, "All the time that we were sleepin' last

night, when we did sleep, those terrible men were on

this island. Say, Mother, is it a ghost island?"

"No, child; and I am going to have you shut your

eyes while we go past those poor men, or what is left

of them."
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"Could they go to heaven, Mother?"

"That is something that neither you nor I can tell,

Bobby. Only God knows."
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CHAFFER XVI.

A DIFFICULT DUTY.

As Albert had delayed to collect some articles

at their former camp and had made some detours

in the woods, Mrs. Abernethy and Bobby were well

around the cay when the girls met them, and Van

had scarcely started when the entire party, return-

ing, met him. They trailed in slowly, with pale and

sober faces.

"Oh, it's terrible. Van!" Betty exclaimed.

"It seems sad to leave them there so long. Van,"

said Mrs. Abernethy, sj)eaking slowly. "Shall we

not do somethin right away? We must see if there

are any letters or valuable or anything to send back

to their people."

"You need do nothing, Mrs. Abernethy," Van

replied. "I do not wonder that you think we should

do something right away. Ordinarily we would, but

it is so necessary to provide for the living that Al and

I determined to get all the food, and whatever we
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need to make us safe and comfortable, before we
even bury the dead. Yes, we'll search them, thoug-h

it will not be a very pleasant thing to do. But if

we should have another storm it is not likely that

the Black Skimmer will last very long. It may

—

you can't tell, but we're taking no risks."

"I suppose you are sensible," sighed Mrs. Aber-

nethy. "We shall probably never know what hap-

pened, but the captain's being tied looks like

mutiny."

Even Bobby was very sober. He confided to

Van that his mother had put her hand over his eyes

and led him past, but that he "peeked."

"Well, Bob, this ought to be a lesson, never to

have a thing to do with lawless men if we can help

it. If the captain had not hired that sort to carry

out a trade that he had no business in himself, this

would not have happened to him."

"Was he a smuggler, Van?"

"It looks like it, though we shall probably never

know all that they did."

Until late that night the boys worked on the

Black Skimmer. They discussed being able to swim

over by morning, but neither of them really thought

that it would be possible or safe, so thunderous yet

were the seas and so disturbed these waters.
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There were lanterns and oil on board. Failing

the electricity, formerly conducted by wires now

dead, the boys worked by the aid of lanterns and

candles, and on shore the girls carried and sorted,

glad to have some light beside that oi a few flash-

lights.

At last, exhausted and sleepy, the lads decided

to stop, having planned to rig up a block and tackle

in the morning and swing over some of the larger

crates and barrels which they had found. They

would enlarge an opening in the side of the vessd,

below deck and well toward the prow. Stout ropes

and grappling hooks might permit drawing these

directly over to the shore at the Cove, after they

were once safely down upon the islet.

Mrs. Abernethy, who did not expect to sleep at

all, she said, promised to call the boys early in the

morning, for their offices to the dead sailors and

captain. How long they might have slept had she

not done so was uncertain, for even "Doc's" peculiar

crow made no impression in the early hours.

Collecting the equipment which they had made

ready the night before, the two boys slipped au-ay

in their bathing suits without waking the girls or de-

laying for a breakfast.

"I am not sure how it is going to work, Al," Van
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was saying, "but if the tide does not carry them out

and the bodies are thrown on shore again, we can

bury them."

"It would be a big job to make a grave through

the hard rock under this soil," Albert replied.

"Not so bad after we reach the softer rock; but

even then it would take more time than we can

spend now. If we only had a boat, we could go

out as far as we liked."

They knew about when the tide turned, for they

had kept watch in that respect ever since their ar-

rival. They would have time to prepare the bodies

for their grave in the deep sea. Soberly they set

about it, wishing that they had thought to untie and

put into a position of repose the body of the captain.

Sheets from the Black Skimmer formed the cover-

ing for the long bundles that finally lay on the shore,

tied firmly with rope. It had been difficult to carry

the body of "Blinky" through the trees and brush,

but they had managed to do it and preserve the

respect with which they wanted to treat each one.

They weighted each bundle as much as they dared

to do, for it must be floated out as they swam. Then

they launched a light raft which they had knocked

together from the boxes and wreckage drawn in at

first, soon after they came upon the Black Skimmer.
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Three times the boys swam out, pushing this raft

and a body tied upon it. Three times the ropes were

cut and a body allowed to slip into the deep water

and the retreating tide, beyond the first reefs, where

the passage was not dangerous for a swimmer.

"Well," said Albert, wading in upon the sand and

throwing himself down to rest, "That's done. I

think that it will work after all. We got them

out,—and no sharks."

"Did you think of that, too?" asked Van, follow-

ing Albert's example and stretching himself flat

upon the sand. "I have not seen any in these waters,

and I would not mention it to you before we started.

We had it to do."

"When it comes to that, I suppose it wouldn't be

worth our getting bitten in two, for the crowd needs

us. I begin to understand why the old fellows with

families are careful!" Albert was grinning as he

said this. "The next act, I reckon, is to clear out

this path a little more, since it's already broken in,

and let the folks come through to see the house this

way. Let's take a load pretty soon, clean out the

worst, and let the girls have charge."

"All right. But we'll have to help them, Al.

Walls, ceilings and every nook and corner of that
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place will have to be washed and we'll use a lot of

that disinfectant we found in the ship."

"That's all so, Van, but it doesn't all have to be

done at once. I should say that the worst swept out

and brushed down, and maybe the big room thor-

oughly cleaned, we could store our things there and

let the rest be done by degrees, I've helped in house-

cleaning, and it's no joke when you have any other

job to do, and we certainly have!"

"Maybe you're right, but I always like to have

things ship-shape right away. We haven't been able

to finish anything since we came here!"

Well, the storm finished the Dauntless all right;

Let's hope that we get enough out of the Black

Skimmer to make us a boat, and that soon!"

When the boys came back to camp, the girls were

up and had a good breakfast cooking. Avis went

to speak to Albert and ask him about results, while

Van made report to Mrs. Abernethy, at the tent,

and handed her what money and other articles had

been found in the men's pockets. The boys had

wrapped them up separately in order that they could

be distinguished.

"This is Earrings' ; this is Blinky's, and this is

the Captain's," said Van,

But Avis was listening to Albert's rather meager
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account of what they had done. "It seems awful,"

said she, "that there shouldn't be any funeral or any-

thing!"

"We did the best we could," Albert replied. "Van

said a prayer, after we laid them together on the

shore, and I said 'Amen'; and then we swam out

with one at a time."
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CHAPTER XVII.

THE "ABERNETHY SALVAGE COMPANY."

For once, as Betty remarked, a day went as it had

been planned. The boys were relieved to have the

depressing duty, which they had dreaded, a matter

of the past. After the good breakfast they gathered

up the necessary paraphernalia for sweeping, swab-

bing and cleaning, and for clearing the paths and

what the girls called their "lawn."

The girls so begged to accompany the boys that

they finally consented, on the condition of their

wearing their full woods costume and keeping out

of the way till any poisonous spiders or other more

or less dangerous occupants of the house had been

dislodged.

"Are there tarantulas. Van, or scorpions?"

"Well, Betty, you're asking me something that

I don't know. The worst I saw were a funny little

lizard and an enormous spider. But we want to

sweep down the whole house before you go inside

at all."
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At the last minute Mrs. Abernethy yielded to

Bobby's vociferous complaints that he was always

being left out. "Very well, Bobby," she said, "we'll

all go."

Albert remarked that he felt like Christopher

Columbus, as he led the interested party in their way

through the path by which the boys had last come

with their gruesome burden to the shore. But the

ladies of the party had no such association with the

place. Curiously they approached the spring,

tasted its water and read the crooked inscriptions

upon the palm trunk that leaned over at such an odd

angle, they thought. "I suppose then," said Mrs.

Abernethy, "that the island has a bad name among

the fishermen."

"That is what we think, Mrs. Abernethy. The

men probably knew about it, but could do no better

than to run in here for the storm. Where they had

intended to take the captain we can't guess, unless

the trouble all rose right here, and after the quarrels

and murders they got away as soon as possible."

When they reached the fruit trees and saw the

house, the girls hurried through the tangled approach.

"We can at least look through it safely, can't we.

Van?" asked Avis.

"Of course. Look out for the threshold where
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it's rotted away,—one board there. Let me help you

over the porch, Mrs. Abernethy."

"Why," said Mrs. Abernethy, looking around in

some surprise, "this is beautifully made in here. Yes,

I think that there is ebony used,—probably the

rooms are different, in different woods, I mean. I

wonder what became of the furniture, or if it was

ever lived in."

"There is some furniture that looks interesting in

one bedroom upstairs," said Albert. "I opened z.

desk, but too many bugs ran out, so I closed it."

"We'd better bring outdoors all the furniture

there is and clean it outside, I think."

"Do you suppose that there was any disease.

Van,—an3^hing that would be dangerous for us?"

"I had not thought of that, Mrs. Abernethy, but I

don't think that the man whose bones we found died

of a disease. There were several bullets, one im-

bedded in a bone."

"We can use the disinfectant," Betty suggested,

"if you think that we can risk using the place."

Mrs. Abernethy hesitated. **Yes, we'll try it,'*

she decided.

The sign tacked up in the first room caused much

excitement and comment. "The number of that

verb, "Youth and Beauty is buried," seems to in-
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dicate one person. Perhaps the man was shot by

the person who wrote this and put it up. Let's hunt

for some mark of a grave," said Avis.

"Oh, no!" shuddered Mrs. Abernelhy. "We've

had enough of that!" She accompanied them, how-

ever, when they visited the room where death had

been so recently, and into the other upstairs room.

The room where the desk stood was in confusion.

Tatters of bedding were on the floor. A beautifully

carved bedstead, with ragged hangings of silk and a

mattress dark with the dust and stains of years under

a leaking roof, two mahogany chairs, and a foot

stool constituted the other furniture.

The boys tried to be patient while the girls and

Mrs. Abernethy stood looking long at the strange

sight. "Shan't we pitch the whole thing out of the

window, and have a bonfire?" asked Van.

"No," said Mrs. Abernethy. "I want to examine

that furniture. It can be cleaned, and we may find

the clue to the abandoned island and house in the

desk. Throw out the mattress and rags though.

We shall want to burn them."

While the others made further examination of the

different rooms, the boys started to work, carrying

out first such furniture as was upstairs, sweeping up

and pitching out of the window all else. They swept
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down the walls, going over the ceilings as well,

though this was only preliminary and the first hasty

step toward cleanliness. When the girls were again

outside, showing Mrs. Abernethy the fruit trees and

carefully beginning to cut away some of the imped-

ing growths, the boys made a similar clearance

downstairs, though the kitchen was the only place

where there was any accumulation. Then they

began to do what Albert designated as "research

work" on the stairway and big living room. They

put a few nails into the table which they found in

the kitchen and stood on that to reach the ceiling.

The girls looked in on them occasionally, but were

politely ordered to stay out till this first cleaning

was done. "Oh, we just wanted to make sure that

you were doing it thoroughly," laughed Avis.

There was no lack of tools. What the Dauntless

had failed to supply had been found in the Black

Skimmer. The scientists had expected to dig and

to clear away obstructions at times, and now Betty

and Avis began to cut a path irregularly in the

direction where the boys had told them the Cove

lay. Some growths were too unyielding, but leaves

and twigs and some of the undergrowth could be

handled. Carefully they beat and poked with a

long-handled hoe upon such tangles as lay ahead,
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though Mrs. Abernethy insisted that they would

anger some snake in the bush and be attacked. "Oh,

they've heard us and left long since," said Avis.

"Besides maybe there aren't any poisonous snakes.

They say not."

"I wouldn't trust any book on that," said Mrs.

Abernethy.

"All I mind is that we get ahead so slowly," said

Betty. "But I can see where the boys broke through

that first time. Wasn't it funny that they lost that

water and thought that it was from the tank? It

was from the spring all the time, I suppose."

It was noon before the boys were through. Even

with the two of them, working steadily, going over

ceiling and walls, the stairs and floor, and finally

the open hall above, the washing, the putting dis-

infectant in the cracks, dashing it on with the wet

cloth, or pouring in a powder,—all this, with more

than one swalibing of the floor, took time.

"Now," said Albert, triumphantly, as they threw

out the last of the spring water which they had

used, "there is one room cleaned for you. I think

that it will be safe for you to bring such things as

you can easily carry and begin to put our canned

stufif and other things here; don't you think so,

Van?"
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"Yes, and we'll clear a path well enough for you

to go back and forth the short way. Why, how
much you girls have done!"

"It doesn't look like anything, Van!" said Betty

ruefully.

"We know what hard work it is, Betty, and you

have done it more thoroughly than we should at

first. Just so you can get safely through. Then

we'll widen and straighten later on."

Hacking and sawing a little, grubbing and cutting

away the bushes, the boys worked for another two

hours, after they had all eaten the light lunch they

had brought with them. Knowing the direction this

time, they found it not such a great distance to the

open space at the Cove. "Why, of course," said

Bobby, stalking through and looking around with

the air of a conqueror. "Of course they wouldn't

want it to be very far to the nicest beach!"

"I feel like a snooze," said Albert, as the boys

changed in their tent to their bathing suits,

"We'll take a dip before we go over," said Van,

"but I guess we can't rest till we get some more

stunts done. We might take turns napping on the

Black Skimmer. The weather's fine today, more

like what they say the climate of the Bahamas

really is. I don't believe that we'll have any more
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storms; but at that the old boat is right shaky.

Didn't you notice it last night?"

"I did. Van. There's part of that same ship that

I ain't going to visit no more, no more."

"I feel the same way, Al. I hate to let that stuff

go, but we'll have enough. It's safe enough on the

side of the little island. She's squeezed on that all

right. What other stuff we've gotten loose there,

we can swing over. But we'll take it easy for an

hour or so. I'm going to make up some packages

of Mr. Collier's and Dr. Hill's books first, and you'd

better get your uncle's stuff. The books got pretty

wet, but luckily Dr. Hill's botanical specimens in the

waterproof case are all right. I wonder that he

didn't take them. You'd expect him to go down to

Davy Jones with his notebooks and specimens under

his arm."

For a few hours after crossing to the ship, the

boys worked quietly and easily, preparing more

packages from the cabins and deciding what to do

next. Dynamos and motor power were hopeless of

course, and the radio equipment had been swept

away. Van's little radio receiving set which had

been in his cabin, with a supply of wires and such

other articles as Van thought he might use in ex-

perimenting, were already on shore. But any
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immediate communication by broadcasting was not

possible. All Van needed was a few batteries, he

said, laughing as he mentioned to his companions

the rest of the lacking equipment which comprised

nearly all that was necessary. Albert said that if he

were "any sort of a radio man" he would have their

friends after them in twenty-four hours ; but Van
said that he made no claims to anything but a meager

knowledge of how to broadcast. ''Believe me," he

said now to Albert, as he hunted among the wreck

of wires, "when I get back to civilization, I'm going

to know all about it
!

"

"I'll have one of those compact affairs that the

aviators use," replied Albert, "and never let it leave

my side!" Doc Hill and Uncle Doc with their

portfolios and bottles will have nothing on me!"

"All right," said Van, who had begun to think of

something else. "Al, have we got everything we'll

need to make a boat?"

"Everything but the planks and the sheeting and

the motor and a few things like that," grinned

Albert.

Van grinned, too, but explained that he meant in

tools and smaller things, to be told that the tacks

were all on shore.

"As the girls say, you're 'hopeless', Al. Well,
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if we have plenty of tacks to put her together, I

suppose I ought to be satisfied ! Say, boy, but I'm

sick of this job. It was sort of interesting at first,

but now that we've got a few meals ahead I'd like

one good night's sleep, wouldn't you?"

"Yes. Suppose we turn in early."

"I meant to work late again, but your proposi-

tion is the best thing I've heard yet."

But Betty and Avis prepared a fine dinner, cooked

on the little portable stove, with hot coffee, baking

powder biscuit and honey, beside canned meat and

vegetables from the Black Skimmer stores. "We
all thought ourselves deserving of a good meal to-

night, and Auntie doesn't think that you boys ought

to work any longer today. She says that you look

haggard!"

So declared Betty, passing Van his third biscuit.

A great protest, with general laughter, followed this

statement of Betty's. But the boys did look weary

and Betty took back nothing. "You'll see," she

said; "if you keep on this way, both of you will be

down sick and then we'll have you to take care of.

Since you are hurrying up largely on our account,

you might as well know that it's silly."

Finally the boys agreed that there was some-

thing in what she said, though it would be a long
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time before either of them would get ill from work

!

"Honestly, girls," said Albert after some joking,

"we had already made it up to turn in early. You

have been working like nailers, too. But we have

a few things all ready to bring over and this grand

dinner is such a bracer that we can work for a little

while. How did you get along at the house?"

"We decided to clean the kitchen, and we've

washed the old cupboard that you put outdoors, and

just soaked it with water that had the disinfectant

in it. We left it dripping. I don't suppose we can

put food in it for a while, but we can set up all

the cans and things that are sealed up and won't

absorb the odor. We could reach the ceiling from

the table. I'm glad the ceilings aren't high. Will

it rain on that old desk tonight?"

"No, Betty, there isn't a sign of rain. We're

having decent Bahama weather. The sea v/ill calm

down after a while, I think."

"And then Daddy will come for us," Bobby

finished, while his mother looked off at the waters

with a pained expression, as if she felt very uncer-

tain of results.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

THE MYSTERY PARTLY CLEARED.

A GOOD night's sleep, upon the well-dried mat-

tresses from the Dauntless, made every one's outlook

more cheerful. It seemed a long time since they

had been stranded here, instead of less than a week,

but that was natural with all that had happened.

Breakfast over, the boys again accompanied the

feminine portion of the party to the house. Van,

who had expected Mrs. Abernethy to be utterly dis-

gusted during the routing of the insects, was quite

surprised at her interest in the rehabilitation. Van
opened the desk, with all its drawers, and stirred up

its papers, eaten away and faded. He advised her

to let it stand open a little while before investigating

further, and left her looking over the handsome

bedstead from the bedroom, while he and Albert

carried the cupboard back into the kitchen for tlie

girls.

Every one carried something on every trip to the
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house. This time, the boys had rolled a barrel full

of canned and boxed goods up the incline as they

went. This they set in the kitchen also. They

brought more water from the spring and left the

girls washing the chairs when they went back to

the Black Skimmer. "Don't forget," said Betty,

raising a reminding finger at Van, "to bring us all

of that disinfectant!"

"There's a barrel of it, Betty," laughed Van, "but

we'll swing it over if you say so."

"Don't risk it that way, please. Wait till we

come back and we can help you more. Didn't you

say that you were going to rig up something right

on the beach so you can send directly from the ship?"

"We're going to try it. We haven't wanted to

take time for an uncertainty before, but we may

save time in the end. Good luck to you. Don't

work too hard."

It took some time to make secure a post at the

Cove which was strong enough to support the cable

which the boys were planning to have, and the heavy

articles to be sent over. But it should not be a

make-shift this time. The first hurry, for the fear

that some storm would deprive them of sufficient

food, was over. The result of their labors would

not have disgraced that which any sailor used, to
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lift and haul on shipboard. But it had taken effort

both to bring the required piece of strong timber

from the ship and rig up the tackle, with ropes

spliced and strengthened to stretch over the distance.

While they were still working, Bobby came run-

ning from the house to say that the girls wanted

them to come as soon as they could, "Mother has

found part of a letter," said Bobby, "and it tells

lots of things!" But the boys thought that the

mystery would have to wait till they had time to

hear about it.

"Safety first!" said Albert, jokingly, to Bobby.

"Duty first, Bob," said Van.

Avis and Betty came along presently to take up

another load, but they saw that it would not be wise

to interrupt the boys now. "Lots to tell you, when

you have time to hear it," said Betty. "We pretty

nearly know what happened now."

While the boys were not entirely free from

natural curiosity, the prospect of limited time in

transferring what they wanted from the ship inter-

fered with their indulging it. Would their cable

work was the question of the moment.

Great was their satisfaction when it did work.

They tried it, first with small loads, then with

heavier ones. One on shore, the other on shipboard,
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they sent, in a closed container fastened to the rope

by a hook and stopper, such articles as they had

made read)^ Then the conveying container was

drawn back to the vessel. "Why didn't we do this

before?" asked Van, when Albert, who had been

sending, came across for a good lunch which the

girls prepared.

"Well, if you ask me/' replied Albert, "we have

had our hands full up to date; and we got over the

quickest and best way we could at first, though I

admit, as a hauling proposition it wasn't much.'^

"Are you ready to hear what we found out?"

asked Betty, bringing a pan of her popular biscuit

to the table, which was the top of a low packing box,

"Yes, Betty; we have been wondering all morn-

ing, though too busy to stop. By the way, isn't it

hard on you to make these? They are too popular,

but fresh bread is wonderful!"

"I like them myself, Van, but for pity's sake get

me some of the ship's furniture. I rolled these out

on the top of a box,"

"You shall have a table the next trip. I suppose

you don't care for the one in the house yet?''

"No; besides, it's better to work where you're

going to cook,

"
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"If we stay here long enough, we'll try to make

an outdoor oven and save our gasoline."

"For what?" meaningly asked Albert.

"Sure enough. Unless we can tinker up a motor,

we'll use sails.'*

"Oh, goody!'* exclaimed Bobby Abernethy, clap-

ping his hands. "I like a sail-boat
!"

"But what is your news, girls?" Albert continued.

"You tell it, Mrs. Abernethy," Avis suggested.

"It is a very interesting story that one can

imagine," Mrs. Abernethy began. "I felt quite ex-

cited myself, when I read the part of a letter or

diary, perhaps, which I found. Much of that yel-

lowed, shredded paper was blank. There were only

what I think were some bills, and a few scraps in

a man's handwriting, left. The girls say that the

man's writing is the same that is on that dramatic

notice which was tacked up. The only words on

what I think must have been the man's bills for

his furniture, were in Spanish. On the scraps we

made out the beginning of a Spanish name, 'Don

Es—•', and the rest gone, and a line which said, 're-

turn, I shall see to it that the earth is rid of your
—

'

and the rest torn off. The girls have made different

sentences out of that all afternoon. What was your

last flight of imagination, Betty?
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"7/ she does not return, I shall see to it that the

earth is rid of your evil zvork forever!"

The boys grinned widely at Betty's dramatic

tone. "Explain, please," said Van.

"Let Auntie go on. You will understand, when

she reads what the lady wrote."

Mrs. Abernethy, smiling, took up the story. The

boys, still in their bathing suits, sat cross-legged

beside the low box. Betty and Avis still went back

and forth serving. Mrs. Abernethy sat on a small

box, with Bobby at her feet. Back of them were

the tent and the woods. In front stretched the curv-

ing sands of the Cove, with the recently erected post

at the left and the view of islet, tree, tossing foam

and the battered hulk of the Black Skimmer. The

sky was blue, with drifting white clouds, and water

birds flew over the reefs and waves.

"There was no date. Indeed, I found no date

anywhere, though this began 'The sixth.' It is in

English, as you see." Mrs. Abernethy held up the

yellow, stained sheet of paper. "Shall I read it, or

would you prefer to read it for yourselves?"

"Please read it," Albert answered, having no de-

sire to pause in his consumption of biscuit. Betty,

with flushed face, had just taken the second pan
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from the oven and was now sitting down to be

served by two gallant lads.

"The sixth," Mrs. Abernethy read again. "It is

of no use to write you, though I write a little every

day to keep up my courage, and hide it where he can

not find it. Oh, if you would only come! I can

not endure this life very long! How strange that

he should love one whom he calls his 'cool English

dove'—cool enough, dear knows. But what could

you do if you did come? The priest was here to

marry us and I am his wife! I have enough to

eat, a beautiful home in this desert spot, and a

servant. One fled, by night, when some one of her

people came for her, and I sent you a message ; but

of course you did not receive it. I love the flowers

and the beautiful trees and these strange and won-

derful seas, and then I think, why live at all, away

from you and all whom I love' ?

"Then there is a break, and she began to write

again. 'The seventh * * * I shall not write any more.

Goodbye, remember that I loved you if ever you see

this. I am ill and I can not think or * *'—and that

is all, on these two little pages of the leaf."

"Somebody ran off with her, then" said Van,

"after getting this place ready."

"Oh, yes," said Betty. "Can't you just see how
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it happened? The lover did get her message and

came to find her buried or perhaps just ready to be

buried. Then he killed the wicked kidnapper, and

maybe found the hidden messages; or no, the wicked

husband found them and destroyed all but this, that

happened to fall out in the desk."

"No," said Avis, "7 think that the lover got there

just soon enough to hear her last words, and bury

her, and kill the wicked husband, and when he

gathered up the messages this fell out."

"But how do you account for the furniture's all

being gone, then? Would the 'forlorn lover' take

it?"

"Well, then, the lady died and her husband began

to take everything away, and got caught,—for the

man that loved her is certainly the one who put up

tlie notice."

"Perhaps not, girls," Van inserted. "I can

imagine something worse than that. The lover

dies, too, and his trusty servant buries him by his

lady-love and leaves the wicked husband in his dun-

geon cell
!

"

"Oh, you boys are just laughing again! But

something happened, just the same!"

"There certainly did, Betty," returned Van, sober

again. "And this letter or part of a letter explains
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a good deal. No wonder the native fishermen stay

away
;
yet there is no danger where there is no evil.

I shall enjoy getting into that house when we get it

all fixed lip."

"What do you think, Mrs. Abernethy?"

"Why, I think that some one lived there who was

broken-hearted. Some one who loved her probably

killed the man whose bones you found, and if, as is

likely, the same one wrote that threat, as we interpret

it, who wrote the notice, he probably did it to keep

the place from being disturbed. But if we find a

grave, we shall honor it."
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CHAPTER XIX.

PIRATE PEARLS AND A SHIP.

A WEEK from the time of finding what the girls

called "The Story of The Sad Lady," the Cove,

the house and its environs, and the channel looked

very different. The dismantled Black Skimmer had

settled down more and more and had sent more of

its bone and sinew to drift away on the southern

seas. The boys had pulled ashore such part of it

as they had wanted for the material of a boat. On
that they had now commenced work, for a visit to

the ship was considered an unnecessary risk by Mrs.

Abernethy. All which could be used for food had

been taken off. Even the couches, and the frame-

work of the berths were being used in the new

home.

On this the girls still worked, but there was time

for other things. It was Van who suggested that

if they were rescued quite soon, as they hoped to be,

they might regret not finding out all they could
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about the natural history phases of the key. In

consequence, they took time off for play, either fish-

ing or hunting the birds, which they had not even

seen, or only dimly, in the exigencies of those first

days. Van, who had been so glad to secure his

notebooks, wrote up their experiences and noted the

details of their surroundings. A turtle, which was

baked in its shell, supplied several meals declared

by Avis to be "gorgeous." Betty continued to bake

their bread, for they had flour, baking powder, or

dry yeast, to be used at her discretion.

Either boys or girls, and sometimes both, worked

to clear out the little grove of fruit trees. They

found the remains of a pine-apple field, some coffee

trees, tobacco plants, sugar cane and other plants

whose virtues they did not know, but which they did

not destroy. Some seed which they had found in

the Black Skimmer they planted and were delighted

in a short time to find themselves possessors of

lettuce and tomato vines. Onions, which they set

out, grew over night, they declared. And the weeks

stretched out, wearily to Mrs. Abernethy, who

watched the sea and sky. But it was quite evident

that they were out of the beaten track, perhaps

behind reefs which no large vessel ever passed, and
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away from the buoys which mark them as danger-

ous.

Proper signals had been raised, at each end of the

island. Van studied the books which he had found

on the ship, left by the scientists, and found that

all they had to do to raise anything they wanted

was to break up the rock, mix it with such soil as

there was and make garden. He also discovered the

so-called fever-plant from which the natives make

their "bush tea," a sort of cure-all with them.

He and Betty went together to see what the woods

offered in the way of birds, though these were all

so tame that they often saw them near at hand

without a glass. Betty, too studied the books, but

Van helped her more in identification than the books,

she said. As it was "smarter" to know the warblers,

she declared, she was utterly delighted with a

warbler list of such as may be found in the Bahamas.

The day that they found the rare Kirtland's warbler

was a day to be remembered. The prairie warbler,

the ovenbird, the Louisiana water-thrush, the yel-

low-throated warbler, the northern yellow-throat

and the myrtle warbler, all found a place

on her list, carefully described from her standpoint.

When they were on the shore they sometimes

saw the sooty tern disturbing a little school of fish
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to g'et his supper. A willet and a yellow-leg's one

day walked in plain sight upon the beach of the

Cove; and Betty had just listened to the pipe of the

piping plover, when a Wilson's plover alighted by

the other plover and stood to 1>e compared. Gulls

and shearwaters and boobies, which Avis said she

loved for the name, helped to make up the interesting

and wild background of the life that they were liv-

ing. About the flowers were bright humming-

birds.

Van found Betty charming and congenial. That

she trusted and liked him, he knew, yet as there

was never any silly coquetry about her, he felt at

ease in her company. Life had been a little more

serious for both of them than for either of the other

young people. Van told Betty about his father and

their life together and Betty told him about her

"people. Her uncle had left home very early, by neces-

sity, and as her mother had in some way obtained

the impression that he was not the one to bring up

a child, she had appointed a dear friend as Betty's

guardian by legal arrangements before her death.

"My guardian had a wrong impression about my
uncle," said Betty. "It is too bad. Just before

we started from Miami, Uncle asked me if I should

like to live with them. He would educate me, send
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me to college and everything. So when I get back,

if I do, I shall see my guardian and see what can

be done. I want to go to college, of course, and

Uncle is so good to me. Oh, I hope that nothing

has happened to him. Auntie will be killed! She

is just living now on what hope she can have."

"If your guardian will let you," said Van, "come

to Dr. Hill's college, where I shall be next year.

"We are building a good boat, Betty. That is

what takes us so long. Al said that we had most

of the Black Skimmer on the beach there, and he is

almost right. We're not going to have a boat that

will leak and sink as soon as it is launched. And

it is going to hold six people and some food. So

we'll get away all right in the end. We have had

several drawbacks that made us have to change

some of the materials we were using; and as we're

amateur builders, we have to stop and think it out

sometimes, but I think that we have the right dimen-

sions and shape and all."

"My aunt tries not to worry you, but she is

anxious.

"

"I know; but we have to look after our garden

and help with the daily living, for we never know

how long this may have to be our headquarters."

Bobby kept talking about pirate treasure. He
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was forever gathering conch shells and asking the

boys to look for pink pearls, but not a pearl did they

find. Finally Van told him that he would take half

a day off and go treasure hunting with him. "Do

you think that we shall find something?" eagerly

Bobby asked.

"We shall probably find something, Admiral, but

I'm not sure that it will be Blackbeard's treasure.

Still, we can have a good time, can't we?"

Van, who had been working all morning on the

boat, was ready for a rest; but after a good meal,

now eaten on a real table from real chairs in the

big dining room of the House, he told Bobby to

come along; and off they started.

"Where do you want to begin?" asked Van.

Bobby thought a moment, then hopped off the

porch. "If I were hiding anything, I wouldn't do

it on a beach, 'cause the tide would come in. Still,

it's easier digging in the sand. If you'd go too far

in, how could you remember where to dig up?"

"Oh, you would measure."

"But what would you measure by? A tree might

fall down and Father says that the beach changes."

"Well, you see they wouldn't intend to leave it

very long."

"Oh. That's so. Then something happened to
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them." The pirates were evidently very real to

Bobby, the pirates whose treasure he would find.

"But you are starting on the right line," said Van,

"by thinking what you would do if yovt, were a

pirate.

"

Bobby was leading the w^ay directly toward

"Blackbeard's Well." "I suppose I ought to have a

pick, but I have a long knife," he said. "If I do

all the digging, the treasure will all be mine, won't

it?"

Van was 'ather surprised at Bobby's selfish in-

stincts; yet what was the fun of finding treasure

unless it was yours? "I might help 3'^ou a little, if

you like, but the treasure will be all yours."

"Oh, if you go with me, I'll give you some,"

airily Bobby offered.

They came to the well and took a good drink,

which act reminded Van that he had forgotten to

ask the girls if they needed more w^ater. He went

back to the House, returned with a pail, carried the

water to the House and returned again, to find

Bobby digging a hole by the roots of an old cocoa-

nut palm, whose rather dangerous fruit tipped in an

opposite direction from the child. Leaning over, it

had drawn away many of its roots above ground,

as so often happens.
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Bobby looked up. "If I strike the rock, then I

know that there isn't any treasure, 'cause Black-

beard would have made the hole first, you know.

But if I strike iron or wood,—O boy!"

Van, seeing that the child was satisfied, threw

himself down by an oleander bush, planted by the

original owner, and now rescued from the tangle

which had grown around it. He closed his eyes,

and the next thing he knew was that Bobby was

prodding his shoulder with a boyish knee and crying,

"Wake up, Van! I've got it! See,—I can hardly

hold it together, and something is all wrapped up

inside!"

Van, startled into wakefulness and really inter-

ested now, jumped up and received the heavy bundle

thrust into his hands. A wooden box was falling

to pieces and revealed a dark cloth bundle, not

large, but heavy. "Why, where did you get it,

Bobby, right under that first tree?"

"No. You've been asleep. It was under that

tree, the one with the writing on it. I suppose he

put that on to keep folks away."

"Blackbeard?"

"Yep."

"You have your dates mixed, Bob. Blackbeard

was in his grave long before that was written. But
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it is quite a coincidence, I will say, even if the tree

was a cocoanut in Blackbeard's time."

The entrance of the excited child and of Van

with his hands full caused quite a commotion at

the House. "Mercy child!" exclaimed Mrs. Aber-

nethy as Bobby told Van to put the bundle in his

mother's lap. "I wouldn't open it first, Mother!"

he cried.

But Van waited until Mrs. Abernethy indicated

a spot on the table where he could deposit his burden.

Bobby danced around, complaining that he "could

not see there," till Van lifted him to a corner of the

table and he was satisfied. The box had been about nine

by six inches and the bundle, falling apart of itself,

was full of coins and trinkets. "See what they are,

Bobby," said his mother, as Bobby put an investi-

gating finger into the dingy pile. "Who found it,

Bobby?" Mrs. Abernethy continued.

"I did, Mother,—Van was asleep, weren't you.

Van?"

"Indeed I was."

Mrs. Abernethy gingerly picked away the torn

cloth and Bobby began to pile up the coins. There

were a pair of coral earrings, a string of odd beads,

a small, delicately carved ivory elephant, and a tiny

olive-wood box. Bobby looked disgusted at the
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beads and earrings, but he eagerly tried to pry open

the box.

"Easy, Bob," said Van. "Let me try."

The cover came off in Van's hands, revealing

cotton that reminded him of his own experience;

and within were three beautiful pink pearls. "There!

aren't they something. Mother? and the money?'*

"They are wonderful, Bobby!"

After a glance, Van busied himself in counting

the coins, which were from different countries, in

gold and silver. "About a hundred dollars, Bob,"

as nearly as I can make out.

Then Bobby had a sad thought. "O Mother!"

he exclaimed in dismay. "Will the British Govern-

ment want these? Aren't they mine? I want you

to wear them!"

"It might be that we can arrange about it, son.

If your father were here, we could ask him."

"I don't believe," said Van, "that the British

Government would take away three pearls from a

little boy who found them. We'll have to find out

what the fishermen are permitted to do who find

them in the shell. Why don't you write a letter to

King George about it?"

"I'll just do that!" exclaimed Bobby. "Will you

help me write it?"
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"Yes," soberly answered Van.

"But where will we mail it?"

"After we start, in the first mail box that we meet

in the ocean.

"

That amused Bobby, who was nevertheless com-

forted in the thought that after all, these things were

"mostly" his. And he had found a pirate treasure!

No one suggested that some ordinary sailor had

hidden the treasures of his voyages.

The days went rapidly, yet as they looked back it

seemed very long. At night a red lantern swung

on posts at each end of the island. Van said that a

red lantern sometimes meant "engines stopped," and

from a lifeboat meant "need assistance." Perhaps

some one could figure out that they were in trouble.

The House had been made secure by bars within.

Windows had been screened or closed up in rooms

that they were not using. The boys had their arms

beside them at night, in case of arrivals with un-

friendly intent. Mrs. Abernethy and the girls slept

in one of the two rooms off from the living room.

The boys and Bobby had their berths in the living

room itself, all comfortably transferred from the

Black Skimmer to the House, as it was always called.

Their swimming was done off the Cove beach as

a rule, though sometimes they went into the deep
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water of the enclosed pool. That, however, was

their sea garden, and a beautiful one it was. The

man who had selected this spot for his bride's home

had chosen well.

There were one or two disappointments. A fish-

ing boat passed at some distance once and paid not

the slightest attention to their signals. If anything,

they went away the faster. "They think that we

are ghosts," said Albert in disgust.

One morning they had all taken their customary

morning dip, had breakfast and were long at work.

Albert and Van were coming to the end of their

labors on the boat. It was February and they would

try a short sail in her soon. Oars they had found

in the Black Skimmer, but they wanted sails as well.

By the first of March they must leave. So Van was

saying, and Betty, with Avisf was listening. Mrs.

Abernethy was walking along the shore, as she often

did, engrossed in her thoughts. Bobby was helping

the boys, or so he fondly supposed.

Suddenly Van stopped speaking. What was that

figure that rounded the curve at the 'half mile' point?

A moment longer Van looked, standing up and ex-

claiming. "Look, Betty!"

Betty cried out to her aunt, but it was not neces-

sary. With a look on her face like that of a slim
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wraith advancing on the beautiful shore to meet one

"lost awhile," Mrs. Abernethy passed them and went

swiftly to meet her husband,

"Daddy! Daddy!" called Bobby, with almost a

sob, and the eyes that watched were not ashamed of

growing wet.

The boys threw down their tools and the girls led

the way slowly, not to reach the little family too

soon. Van swallowed something in his throat as he

saw Mr. Abernethy take his wife in his arms and

reach down presently to gather his boy into the

embrace.

But others came around the curve, and the rescue

party soon seemed to be all over the place, sailors

examining the nearly completed boat. Dr. Hill

beamed on Van and shook hands with him several

times. Dr. Davis put his arm around Albert's

shoulders and took him aside to inquire into his

welfare. Willard Haig was unwilling to let Avis

out of his sight. There was nothing assumed about

this reunion. Out of peril they had been saved.

Betty went around presently to tell them all that

Mrs. Abernethy wanted them all to come to the

house where they could talk it over. Great was the

surprise of Dr. Hill and Dr. Davis when they were

ushered into the large room, so comfortable now.
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A long curtain concealed the berths. "Why, this

looks much like the main cabin in the Black Skim-

mer," said Dr. Hill.

"As the main cabin furnished most of it, it prob-

ably does," replied Albert, leading his uncle to a

chair, neatly mended.

"I am very thankful to see that you have been

comparitively safe," said Mr. Abernethy. "It is a

wonder my hair has not turned white in my anxiety,

though I was ill and delirious for so long."

"The boys took care of us," replied Mrs. Aber-

nethy, with an affecionate look at Van. "They

almost wore themselves out in salvaging the things

from both wrecks. But I believe that they have

enjoyed making the boat, and now we shall not

need it!"

"We'll store it," said Mr. Abernethy. "Perhaps

I'll buy this place and turn it into a winter home."

"Oh do. Daddy! Perhaps I'll find some more

pirate treasure!" said Bobby, on his father's knee.

"Now tell us!"

"I had just had it out with the captain again,"

said Mr. Abernethy. "I told him if he continued to

use our expedition as a blind, I should have a new

crew and a new captain at the first convenient port.

That was my mistake. The captain was of a better
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sort than his men, but he was defimitely committed

to this business. The close of our conversation was

friendly, however, and the storm was coming on

then.

"We rode out the hurricane, if it was that, but

the captain reported a bad leak and the ship in un-

certain condition. My thoughts were all on the

Dauntless and its fate. The captain urged us to

land on a ca}^ near at hand, saying that we would be

safe for the night in an old house there. The

scientists could explore to their heart's content in the

morning and by that time he hoped to have the ship

safely repaired. If not, he and the crew would join

us, waiting a little for the sea to grow calm before

making for a harbor.

"This island was not particularly hard to

approach. The sailor's managed a good landing,

though the waves were high. Our engineer and the

few stewards and stewardesses were brought, too,

only the crew was left to work on the vessel, as the

captain said. All of us took our most valuable

possessions, and Juliet gathered up the family

jewelry, such as you had brought. I did not think

then, and do not think now that the injury to the

Black Skimmer was as bad as represented.

"Well, after an uncomfortable night in a house
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which was an abandoned fishing station, or sponging

warehouse, something of the sort, we had a kind

of breakfast and waited for the ship, though the

scientists had a glorious time, investigating a new

cay, where remarkable shells had been thrown up by

the storm. They had been fairly generous with

provisions, for we were a large company. But no

ship came back. No boat returned. The Black

Skimmer was out of sight.

"At first we thought that some new calamity had

occurred. Then we suspected the truth, and a

steward told us of a remark which he had overheard

from a member of the crew, a remark which he

did not notice much at the time; but afterwards he

grew suspicious and said that he would stay on the

ship. 'You will go with the rest,' the captain told

him.

"We were much nearer navigable seas than you,

but at first the storms, then, we do not know what,

kept fishing boats away from us. We found that

fishing tackle had been left with the food, and there

was a tank full of water that belonged to the house

where we at least had shelter. Then I was taken

sick, and how the rest got along I do not know. I

needed no food except the fruit juices which Juliet

and Dicky gave me. One of the stewards made
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some bush-tea from what they call the fever plant.

Whether that did any good or not I do not know.

There were fruits and cocoanuts on the island and

scientists could even scare up a sort of vegetable

diet from some of the growing things, I suppose.

How about that, Hill?"

"We got along very well, with plenty of fish,

turtle and shell-fish. There were also bananas, I

can not think that the captain intended to let us

perish."

"He was bound and shot by his men, on this island,"

Van inserted, and Mr. Abernethy was impressed by

that. "Perhaps, then, he was not responsible entire-

ly for our situation. I will give him the benefit of

the doubt. So the captain is dead ! You must tell us

about that. But after we had been there three weeks,

help came. .Some spongers visited the island. I

was better, but they took us first to a desolate little

place, where we felt little better off. At last we

reached civilization, where we could send messages.

Willard Haig was already at Nassau and we got in

touch with him. Davis and Hill stood by and Collier

would not have gone if he had not been called home.

The rest scattered. Willard has worked out the

practical details of our search and we have been

hunting you ever since, determined to find you, and
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searching for the wreck of the Dauntless at least.

My hope was nearly gone when we sighted it, but

we had seen your signal first and we felt that some

one was alive on the cay. Juliet and Dicky were

wonderful ; but Dicky has been sick at the hotel for

several weeks."

The castaways scarcely knew where to begin to

break up housekeeping, but Mrs. Abernethy gave

directions and took the responsibility of closing the

House. Everything of value was put inside and the

chickens liberated. Van made up his kit with

thanksgiving in his heart. Dr. Hill, delighted that

Van had preserved his specimens, informed him

that he and Dr. Davis, with Van and Albert, ex-

pected to go to Florida and explore along the gulf

coast, in out-of-the-way places, until spring, when

they would go North. "You can stop in your home

town if you like, then," said Dr. Hill, "but I shall

need you to help me get my notes and specimens in

shape for the school year, to say nothing of seeing

that I leave nothing out of my book. You will live

with me in my bachelor quarters;—a fine old house

it is, too, and I hope that these plans will be ac-

ceptable to you."

Van, who had almost gasped over the proposition
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and its opportunity, could only say, "Yes sir, I shall

be very glad to go anywhere you say."

Over the more hospitable seas, under a blue sky,

they were taken in a large flat boat to a launch and

thence to one of the inhabited islands, where they

shipped for Nassau in a real schooner, to the boys'

delight. Having so recently tried to rig up sail for

the boat which they were making, they let no detail

of this fine display of canvas escape them. Again

Van was almost overwhelmed by Mr. Abernethy's

words of praise when he thanked him. "When you

want to go into business, my lad," he said, "let me

knov/, I want a boy like you."

Betty, too, thanked him for the care which he had

taken of her and said goodbye to him before they

left the ship. "I'm going to make up some work

in summer school. Van," she said, "and you may

see me at your college in the fall."

"Good," said Van. "If you let me know, I'll meet

you at the train! I have Mr. Abernethy's address,

to get into touch with you. I hope that you will not

mind my writing,—about the birds and all. We
seem like one family now," he added apologetically.

Betty was sure that she would be glad to hear,

though she would be envious about the birds. She

followed Van's tall figure with an admiring smile.
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as he walked away after the final hand-shaking and

joined Dr. Hill.

Letters waited for Van at Miami. "Swift put

ofif going over your father's assets with me as long

as possible," wrote Van's principal. "Then, when

he saw that I had the figures and some of the papers,

he backed right down. When I told him that if he

gave me a clear and satisfactory accounting, it

would not be taken into court, he called in his

lawyer and we fixed it up.

"That they had had losses was true. The fund

that your father intended for your education will be

yours, and the home, though Swift wants to buy

that from you. He wants to buy out your share in

the business, too, and although he offers very little,

I would sell. From what I know of your father,

I am sure that he did not worry in the least about

not leaving you a fortune. With the training which

he had given you, and with a good education, you

would make good."

There was more, but this explained the situation

at home. His letters read, Van slipped them into

a pocket. Albert was bustling about the room, mak-

ing wise remarks and hurrying ; for they were start-

ing on their new adventure with Dr. Hill and

Dr. Davis. Mr, Abernethy had bought Crusty's
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jewels for his wife. With a new outfit for the wilds,

his education, under such pleasant circumstances,

assured, Van felt that he could meet the world that

morning, as he picked up his grip, shouldered his

kit, and left the hotel with his friends.

Van knew that Dr. Hill was joking when he had

suggested that he needed Van's help on his book.

But the great thing was that he wanted Van with

him. Perhaps, thought Van, he had made good.

THE END.
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